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II

(Preparatory Acts)

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Communication from the Commission
on environment and employment (building a sustainable Europe)’

(98/C 235/01)

On 24November 1997 theCommission decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
underArticle 198 of the Treaty establishing theEuropean Community, on the above-mentioned
communication.

The Section for Protection of the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Affairs, which
was responsible for preparing the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on
5 May 1998. The rapporteur was Mr Pellarini.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 28 May 1998), the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion unanimously.

1. Introduction developmentandgrowth in employmentare firmly-fixed
objectives, requiring strong, political initiative and the
responsible participation of all partners’.

1.1. The principle of sustainable development is
enshrined in the preamble to the Amsterdam Treaty:
among the Union’s objectives, Article B closely links

1.4. The Committee reiterates this view, in the light‘balanced and sustainable development’ with ‘a high
of the December 1997 call by the Luxembourg Europeanlevel of employment’.
Council for a strategy to integrate environmental con-
cerns into Community policies and activities, and of the
forthcoming deadline for examination of such a strategy1.2. The present communication represents an initial at the Cardiff summit.step towards this dual environment-employment

approach. It is assumed that this approach will be
fruitful, and that the appropriate conclusions should be
drawn for the overall thrust of Community policy.

2. Comments on the links between environment and
employment (chapter 2)1.3. This question has already been discussed several

times by the ESC, primarily in its Opinion on economic
growth and the environment (1). Under the heading
‘managing the transition towards sustainable develop- 2.1. The Committee welcomes the Commission’sment’, it was stated that ‘at this stage, both sustainable adoption of the approach advocated in its earlier

opinions, especially in the ‘managing the transition’
section of the communication, and its announcement,
in Chapter 3, of specific supportive policies for various
sectors.(1) OJ C 155, 21.6.1995.
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2.2. The Committee is also convinced that without quite apart from its collateral aspects, and that the
environmental impact audit of projects and programmesa strong political message orienting policy towards

sustainable development at Community, national, can usefully be accompanied by an employment impact
audit report for information purposes, which may beregional and local level, some of the statements of

principle in the Treaties may remain a dead letter. The helpful in detecting synergies between different policies
— without thereby prejudging decisions which must beCommittee expressed this view in its opinion on the

fifth environmental programme, considering that the made on strictly environmental grounds.
latter would not be feasible unless ‘the political au-
thorities set priorities’ (1) not only at Community, but
also at Member State level.

2.7. The communication begins by stating (in
2.3. The international undertaking entered into by point 1.1) that ‘our EU economies are not developing in
the EU — in 1992 at Rio, on the environment as a whole, a sustainable way’, but fails to follow through to the
and in 1997 at Kyoto on climate change — to adjust logical conclusion that it is necessary to change the
growth in line with new parameters for the conservation socio-economic development paradigm and adopt a
of natural resources, must be effectively applied and new global approach which makes the most of new
built into the various measures. At the present stage, know-how and business skills, as initially mentioned in
this undertaking can be consolidated by harnessing all the Delors white paper (see below) and set out in the
those experiences which can help optimize environmen- fifth programme for sustainable development.
tal protection and employment growth. It must be borne
in mind, however, that the results cannot be checked
against a single benchmark, but are spread across a
broader backdrop. Their effects can only be amplified
bypursuinga ‘sustainablegrowth’ strategywithdetermi- 2.7.1. By restricting itself to suggestions of possible
nation. measures of sectoral scope within the existing frame-

work, the communication gives the impression that the
Commission has made up its mind to ignore the fact
that thepresentgrowthmodeloffers no radical solutions,

2.4. The Committee therefore believes that the com- only ways of cushioning the effects of the problem by
munication does not examine anumberof basic concepts delaying the foreseeable damage.
in sufficient detail and fails to provide an exhaustive
picture of what has been achieved to date by means of
programmes and political initiatives.

2.8. This is shownall the more clearly by the complete2.5. The title itself suggests a simplistic association
absence from the communication of any in-depth orof the concepts of environment, employment and devel-
up-to-date thinking on at least three key points:opment. The phrase ‘building a sustainable Europe’ in

particular is either meaningless or, at best, obscure in
the extreme.

— unemployment in Europe is structural, not cyclical;

2.5.1. It would have been preferable, in the interests
of greater clarity, to use terms with an established

— despite the fundamental role of technological devel-meaning, such as ‘building a competitive Europe as part
opment in boosting European economic competi-of sustainable development’.
tiveness, it is far from certain that technological
innovation will be capable of creating more jobs
than it replaces, particularly in terms of conventional

2.6. Given the importanceand scaleofunemployment employed work;
in Europe, it is actually dangerous to establish the
automatic link between environmental protection and
employmentwhich thecommunicationappears to imply.

— it is an illusion to believe that an automatic cause-Although both objectives must be built into all Com-
and-effect link still exists between the rate ofmunity policies, combating unemployment can only
economic growth and falling unemployment.result from the overall implementation of such policies.

2.6.1. It must be borne in mind that environmental
protection and conservation is a policy in its own right,

2.9. It is clear from the above that to tackle unemploy-
ment successfully, a comprehensive policy must be
adopted, aimed at achieving sustainable development,
and which makes use of a whole range of instruments,(1) OJ C 287, 4.11.1992.
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adheres to the ‘polluter pays principle’, and fits in with emerging, principally in the information- and consul-
tancy-related services sector, suggest that growth ofthe legal formalization of the concept of responsibility

for environmental damage(1). atypical employment is more likely.

2.10. It is evident, assuming agreement on the mean-
ing of the term ‘sustainable development’ (as understood

2.14. The above-mentioned opinion on growth andin the Commission document too) that if this objective is
the environment argued that there was no automaticto be pursued, the socio-economicmechanisms currently
link between environmental protection measures andunderpinning the production and consumption of goods
employment trends. This is confirmed by the abundantand services need to be challenged. The environment-
research literature provided by Commission servicesemployment approach can only be fully effective if
over recent years in this area. The research does,this is taken on board and directly reflected in the
however, show that environmental protection measuresjob-creation policies being pursued by the various
using the best available technologies have a net albeitMember States.
modest impact on jobs and are often combined with
technological innovation andproduction rationalization
which safeguard corporate competitiveness. To this
extent, they at least help to safeguard employment.2.11. In this regard, the Committee regrets that the

comments made in Chapter 10 of the Delors White
Paper on insufficient use of labour resources and
excessive use of natural resources, and on the need for
fiscal measures to redress this imbalance, are not 2.14.1. Developing new production processes, prod-
adequately developed in the communication(2). ucts and services which satisfy new demands from

industry, public administrations and consumers can
generate synergieswhich, however, requiremajor invest-
ment.2.11.1. A fruitful combination of the twin priorities

of environmental protection and job creation is only
possible by adopting this approach. Action should not
be confined to taxation; there should be awhole package
of measures, so as to comply with the principal of fiscal
neutrality.

2.15. In addition to the specific ‘eco-industrial’ sector
— which is a particular response to the demand for
environmental protection technologies and services, and
is a new, growth sector — a more general distinction2.12. There must be a dynamic approach which takes must be made between (a) pollution reduction andaccount of the new environmental-protection needs and prevention — which involves additional investment, butof the new productive and ecological management which in the long term results in raw material andmethods, the new technologies and new information energy savings, thereby contributing to greater pro-and training services implicit in the shift to sustainable ductivity and, in the long term, lower social costsdevelopment. This is the only way to identify the new generated by environmental damage — and (b) naturaloccupational profiles and new jobs which may be and urban environment conservation and rehabilitation,created, and to exploit the specific role which SMEs can which creates new jobs, both conventional and innova-play. tive.

2.12.1. In creating these new occupational profiles
and new jobs, special attention must be given to

2.15.1. Here, a further distinction should be madeworkplace safety and health regulations.
between the methods of financing the various measures.
The former concern mostly private, profit-making sec-
tors (manufacturing industry, energy production, trans-
port), while the latter require large-scale public invest-2.13. Thinking should not be restricted to industrial-
ment.type employment; the new forms of self-employed,

fixed-term contract and part-time work which are

2.16. Implementation of a dynamic and comprehen-(1) Cf. the ESC opinion on the communication from the sive strategy will require new know-how, skills andCommission to the Council and Parliament and the
consultancy services. These may be provided not onlyEconomic and Social Committee: Green paper on rem-
by public bodies — which must prepare themselvesedying environmental damage, in OJ C 133, 16.5.1994.
accordingly— but also by new service companies, which(2) Cf. the ESC opinions on the white paper in OJ C 295,

22.10.1994. might be an important provider of jobs. The results, in
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employment terms, should be assessed in the aggregate lines of debate, simply listing possible measures under
existing policies.and in the medium term, taking account of the necessary

restructuring.

2.17. Since sustainable development is a goal pursued
3. Comments on supportive policies and key actionsat international level, Europe could also benefit from

(chapters 3 and 4)exports of clean technologies/products and know-how
if it moves more rapidly in this direction. This, too,
could impact positively on employment.

3.1. The communication reviews actions already
under way in the various sectors together with the

2.18. The role of central, regional and local au- supportive policies, picking out a number of key actions
thorities should also be looked at more closely as they for the way forward. This section (chapter 4) is the
can introduce rules or incentives to make the public vaguest part of the document: it needs to be fleshed out
interest attractive to the private sector, thereby contribu- by practical proposals, tying in with the sectoral analysis
ting to a gradual shift in the current model towards of chapter 3.
growth compatible with environmental protection and
sustainable growth.

3.2. The ESC suggests a number of issues for exami-
nation in the light of the documents received and the

2.19. As part of their ‘shared responsibility’, the initiatives launched in the Member States,with the active
various economic and social players could harness their participationand cooperationof tradeorganizations and
administrative resources and links as associations and environmental and consumer associations.
provideencouragement, educationand informationwith
a view to ‘sustainable’ consumption and development.
Current experiments in cooperation between different
socio-occupational, trade union and environmental
organizations, including across borders, are of particular 3.2.1. N a t i o n a l e m p l o y m e n t p o l i c i e s
value.

3.2.1.1. It is important that the sustainable develop-
ment aspect should be built into the guidelines for2.20. In tandem with horizontal education and infor- Member State employment policies, thus promotingmation efforts, which may generate new types of national territorial pacts which harness environmentalemployment in the ‘third sector’, in which voluntary resources, stimulate innovation and skills and provide

associations — whose merits should be recognized and appropriatemeans for training and disseminating know-built upon — operate, attention should also be focused how, particularly to small andmedium-sized enterprises.on improved environmental management of companies These pacts should not be restricted to pilot projects,under the Eco audit system, which is soon to be revised but should be built into use of the structural funds.to broaden its utilization and bring it more closely into
line with the requirements of SMEs, especially in the
crafts and micro-business sectors. The system is spread
unevenly at European level, and should be encouraged
more vigorously by the Member States. 3.2.2. C i t i e s a n d u r b a n r e g e n e r a t i o n a s

a t e s t - b e d f o r i n n o v a t i v e p o l i c i e s
s u c c e s s f u l l y c o m b i n i n g t h e
e n v i r o n m e n t a n d e m p l o y m e n t

2.21. The ESC would draw particular attention to
the need to bring in legislative and fiscal measures that
are geared to the realities of these small businesses and

3.2.2.1. The ‘urban space’ concept has gelled in recentcrafts firmssoas tohelp themto introduceenvironmental
years.Unfortunately, however, thepicture is increasinglystandards. It would particularly stress the need to
one of decline in the conurbations which are plaguedsupportandfacilitate the roleandactionsof intermediary
with problems having a unique impact on the environ-associative organizations.
ment.Old blueprints arebeing discardedand the concept
of urban growth is progressively being replaced with
that of urban conservation. The need to resolve the
problems which cities pose for the environment is giving
birth to a new approach, whereby cities are not seen as2.22. The above comments reveal the Commission

document to be over-cautious. It fails to open up new just a physical space in which people live, travel and
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work, but as organic entities operating as a system of 3.2.4. T r a n s p o r t
flows and cycles, the eco-efficient management and
eco-compatibility of which guarantee the well-being of
their inhabitants (1). 3.2.4.1. The Economic and Social Committee has, in

a number of opinions(4), emphasized the need for public
— and particularly urban — transport systems to
be overhauled and rationalized, and the need for
environmental considerations to be taken into account

3.2.2.2. It is now clear that the methods used to when planning the expansion of national and trans-
protecturbanecosystems, toreduce their consumptionof European networks. Secondary rail links should be
environmental and land resources, are heavily influenced upgraded, and local transport should be boosted.
by urban policies — that is, the planning, shaping and
monitoringof thedevelopmentof theurbanenvironment
—on, say, land-use, regeneration, traffic,waste-disposal 3.2.4.2. It is essential to encourage the growth of
or energy. It is possible to reconcile the demandsof urban public transport, as emphasized in the ESC’s opinion on
developmentwith environmental-friendly solutions, and the green paper on the impact of transport on the
also with the need to create new, long-term jobs(2). environment(5).

3.2.5. R u r a l d e v e l o p m e n t a n d A g e n d a
3.2.2.3. The example of the construction/housing 2 0 0 0
sector shows that incentives to maintain and renovate
housing stock can have a much broader effect on the
urban environment. Initiatives in this sector are complex 3.2.5.1. There are no real grounds for optimismabout
and interlinked, embracing as they do a number of the employment effects of Agenda 2000 in the farm
spheres and disciplines ranging from general urban sector. Priority actions must therefore be devised which
renovation to specific policies for the restoration of optimize the role of farmers in protecting the environ-
inner and outer urban areas, from conservation to ment, with particular regard to land use, landscape
the development of brownfield sites and the overall conservation, reforestation, combating desertification,
improvement of the urban environment. biodiversity conservation, protection of upland areas

and new commercial ventures such as agritourism and
organic farming.

3.2.2.4. Energy saving should be pursued through
3.2.5.2. As part of the CAP reform, the Structuralconversionworkonexistingbuildings, aswell as through
Funds should favour a switch to ecologically sustainablean active policy of involving users, for instance through
farming and boost new types of work attractive toappropriate incentives. As the figures show, this con-
young people.tributes not only to positive environmental effects, but

also to greater job opportunities.

3.2.5.3. Real possibilities of new jobs, technological
innovation, modernization and the overall economic
recovery of rural areas, however, can flow above all
from a coherent and incisive rural development policy

3.2.3. W a s t e m a n a g e m e n t which acknowledges agriculture as the keystone of the
rural economy and also aims to take all useful measures
in the food, tourism, craft, transport and other ancillary
sectors.

3.2.3.1. The preventive approach of reducing the
amount of waste at source, separate collection and 3.2.5.4. Establishing a link between the Natura 2000treatment for reuse and recycling is generating new types network (Habitats Directive) and the structural funds,of employment and new job opportunities. This process by including network sites of natural interest amongcan be fostered, as the Committee has pointed out in Objectives 1 and 2, might help promote this kind ofearlier opinions(3). recovery.

(4) Cf. the ESC opinion on The citizens’ network — fulfilling
the potential of public passenger transport in Europe —(1) Cf. the ESC opinion on the green paper on the urban

environment in OJ C 269, 14.10.1991. EuropeanCommission green paper, inOJC212, 22.7.1996.
Cf. the ESC opinion on the Green paper — towards fair(2) Cf. theESCopinionon sustainable development in building

and housing in Europe in OJ C 355, 21.11.1997. and efficient pricing in transport — policy options for
internalizing the external costs of transport in theEuropean(3) Cf. in particular the opinion on the review of the Com-

munity strategy for waste management in OJ C 89, Union, in OJ C 56, 24.2.1997.
(5) OJ C 313, 30.11.1992.19.3.1997.
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3.2.5.5. Management of water resources by river better environmental management by companies, which
includes a continuous training and upskilling elementbasin authorities, as promoted by the framework water

directive, could for example serve as a powerful tool for for relevant workers, should also be brought to bear on
this area.a new approach to area management.

3.2.6.3. Associations and socio-economic orga-3.2.6. E d u c a t i o n a l a n d v o c a t i o n a l
nizationscanplayamajormultiplier role in theeducationt r a i n i n g a n d i n f o r m a t i o n i n t h e
and training sector.e n v i r o n m e n t a l s e c t o r

3.2.6.1. This is the sector where the greatest efforts 3.2.7. R e s e a r c h a n d d e v e l o p m e n t
should be made, to prepare workers for new types

3.2.7.1. The new framework programme should backof employment, to steer young people towards new
R&D for ‘clean’, technologies, together with newoccupations and new skills and to train public officials,
approaches to production methods and products whichintermediary and professional organizations and small-
are compatible with sustainable growth and consump-business men in new technologies and environmentally-
tion. Europe’s competitiveness and the ensuing growthfriendly management.
depend on the ability to meet the challenges of environ-
mental protection and to enhance and conserve natural3.2.6.2. In addition to educational and vocational

training facilities, the Eco-audit system for promoting resources.

Brussels, 28 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Communication from the Commission
to the European Parliament, the Council and the Economic and Social Committee on food,

veterinary and plant health control and inspection’

(98/C 235/02)

On 30 January 1998 the European Commission decided to consult the Economic and Social
Committee, under Article 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the
above-mentioned communication.

The Section for Protection of the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Affairs, which
was instructed to prepare the Committee’s work on this matter, adopted its opinion on 5 May
1998. The rapporteur was Mr Nielsen, with Mr Colombo and Mr Verhaeghe acting as
co-rapporteurs.

At its 355th plenary session on 27 and 28 May 1998 (meeting of 27 May) the Economic and
Social Committee adopted the following opinion with 81 votes in favour and 3 abstentions.

1. Introduction 1.2. In addition, the Commission gives details of
plans for future control activities, which are based on a

1.1. In this Communication, which follows on the food safety study and recommendations by its Inspection
Communication on consumer health and food safety General Services (IGS) (IGS report) (2).
ofApril 1997(1), theCommissiongivesanoverviewof the
measures adopted in connection with the introduction of
the Commission’s food, veterinary and plant health
control services.

(2) Inspection General Services (IGS) study of 13 October 1997
on food safety control bodies.(1) COM(97) 183, 30.4.1997.
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1.3. In its 1996 opinion, the ESC was not convinced 2. General comments
that the existing office should be converted into an
agency(1). In the light inter alia of this ESC opinion, the
Commission has abandoned its proposal to set up a 2.1. The ESC wholeheartedly supports the Com-
veterinary and plant health agency (2) and has come mission’s efforts to give greater priority to consumers’
to the conclusion that responsibility for control and healthand foodsafetyand isable toendorse theproposed
inspection should continue to be exercised (under the shape of future control and inspection activities, subject
general authority of the Commission) by the Food and to the following reservations and recommendations.
Veterinary Office (FVO) in Ireland, which is attached
to DG XXIV.

2.2. As mentioned below, it is of vital importance
that the rules governing control activities as well as the
framing of constructive and apposite procedures for
cooperation between the Food and Veterinary Office
and other inter-institutional or national bodies ensure
that optimumuse ismadeof the resourcesmadeavailable1.4. The Commission still believes that food safety
by the Commission and the Member States for controland protection of consumers’ health can best be achieved
and inspection purposes. In this connection, controlthrough a working partnership between the food indus-
procedures must be streamlined as far as possible andtry, the official control services at national level and
close coordination is essential. A system that looks goodthe Commission, operating within the framework of
on paper but is of no practical use could result in redtapeeffective legislation. The food industry needs to develop
and inefficiency, with a loss of support and trust. In thismonitoring and self-policing systems to ensure that food
respect, the Committee welcomes any initiative directedat all stages of the production chain complies with EU
towards coordination of national bodies active in thisrules. The national authorities should continue to
field.exercise central authority and apply coordinated control

programmes and audit-based control systems. The
Commission also wishes to monitor the national control

2.3. According to the Commission, in 1997 thereauthorities’ efficiency by means of such audit-based
were 76 Council directives containing provisions oncontrol systems.
Commission monitoring or control of enforcement in
Member States or third countries (57 in the veterinary
sector, 16 on plant health and 3 on official control of
food and food hygiene)(3).

1.5. Here the Commission endorses the IGS report’s 2.4. Regardless of the need to press ahead with
recommendations regarding the expansion of control, simplifying the rules, additional rules and measures will
the scope for the common control services to work no doubt have to be adopted in the years to come for
impartially and objectively, and a clearly defined legal certain components of the food, veterinary and plant
and official status specifying the control services’ mis- health sector. Increasing problems e.g. in the field of
sion, the functions and responsibilities of personnel, microbiology can be expected to necessitate further
procedures, working methods, etc. expansion of EU legislation.

2.5. Further, the accession of the central and eastern
European countries to the EU, with the addition of
new borders and neighbouring countries, will per se
substantially boost the need for, and scope of, the

1.6. The concept of ‘farmyard to table control’ Commission’s control and inspection activities, particu-
presupposes small, multidisciplinary inspection teams larly in the veterinary sector. Here it is important
able to cover all aspects of the production chain, from that the applicant countries should incorporate EU
animal feed processors through health and welfare regulations promptly so that any exemptions applicable
standards on farms, markets and during transport, to during a transitional period are as shortlived as possible.
the processing, storage, distribution and retail sale of
the food concerned. In addition, it is proposed to set
up a small number of emergency teams to respond

2.6. It is therefore vital for the EU to take energeticimmediately to public health, or animal and plant health
and efficient control and inspection measures to ensurecrises in the EU.
enforcement of the regulations and achieve its goal of
high safety and health standards in the sphere of food,
veterinary and plant health. Effective, uniform

(1) ESC Opinion of 27 November 1996 on the establishment
of a veterinary and plant health agency — OJ C 66,
3.3.1997, p. 43.

(2) COM(96) 223; OJ C 239, 17.8.1996, p. 9. (3) COM(97) 183 Annex II.
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enforcement of the relevant provisions, combined with 2.10. The ESC also supports the Commission’s idea
of assessing the need for additional national control ofharmonized rules for payment of control fees, is also a

sine qua non in guaranteeing smooth operation of the safety standards for non-animal foodstuffs (e.g. fruit
and vegetables) and, if need be, introducing furthersingle market and fair terms of competition. The

Committee welcomes the Edinburgh Forum on enforce- national orCommunitymeasures.However, thedecisive
factor must be the existence of such a need to avoidment of consumer-protection legislation (11-12 June

1998) which sets a precedent for cooperation and calls merely increasing the cost of control without sufficient
justification.for follow-up in the food sector with regular meetings

between the Member States’ food enforcement officers
in order to ensure consistency.

2.11. Leaving aside the importance of continued
prioritization of the food sector, compliance with EU
rules on animal health and welfare remains a matter of
key importance for operation of the single market, as
borne out by the large volume of legislation on this2.7. In this connection, the ESC is able to endorse the
subject.Commission’s proposals on framing guidelines to ensure

uniform application and coordinated national control
programmes encompassing the entire food production
chain and the introduction of audit-based control

2.12. In this connection, theUNFoodandAgriculturesystems.
Organization (FAO) has also warned against the risk of
serious new epidemics of contagious animal diseases as
a result of intensive livestock production, the increase
in long-distance transport of animals and the opening
of new trade routes to the Middle East and the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), combined2.8. The ESC supports the idea of public access to
with unstable conditions and inadequate control andinformation. As the Commission proposes, the Office’s
inspection of contagious animal diseases, notably in theworking methods should be open to public scrutiny and
Balkans. The threat comes not just from traditionalarrangements should also be made for an effective
contagious diseases but from new diseases such as BSE.internal system to monitor management, based on the
Here the FAO stresses that it is most important forrecommendations of the IGS report (see point 3.5).
the European countries to have effective veterinary
administrations.

2.13. In connection with the WTO negotiations on2.9. The Commission’s most recent decisions regard-
ways of reconciling free international trade in goodsing on-the-spot veterinary checks (1) must, as the Com-
with such considerations as health and safety, the ESCmission itself advocates, be backed by speedy action.
calls on the Commission and the Council to do theirThe ESC agrees that the results of inspection visits, in
utmost to insist on, and secure international acceptancethe shape of provision of information on shortcomings
for, the EU’s control policy with a view to respondingin the Member States’ control systems, should be
to the problems generated by liberalization of trade inavailable on the Internet, in annual reports and at
the food, veterinary and plant health sector.regular discussions between consumer and producer

organizations. However, one condition must be that
the Member States under criticism should have an
opportunity, prior to publication, to comment on such
information and correct misunderstandings. However,
the publication of information relating directly or 3. Specific comments
indirectly to individual undertakings would be in breach
of Treaty Article 214 on confidential information con-
cerning undertakings(2).

3.1. To date the Food and Veterinary Office has
found it hard to carry out its duties because its staff is
far too small. It is debatable whether a gradual increase
over a number of years, in line with the IGS report’s
recommendations, to a total of 202 posts, including 127

(1) Commission Decisions 98/139/EC and 98/140/EC of A grade posts, is adequate in view of the future
4.2.1998 concerning on-the-spot veterinary checks carried requirements described above.
out by Commission experts in the Member States and third
countries respectively (OJ L 38, 12.2.1998).

(2) Under Treaty Article 214, persons employed by the EU are
forbidden ‘to disclose information of the kind covered

3.2. Without making any concession on the needby the obligation of professional secrecy, in particular
to recruit staff with the requisite qualifications andinformation about undertakings, their business relations

or their cost components’. experience, the Commission’s complex and time-
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consuming recruitment procedures need to be speeded inevitably necessitate a considerable strain on resources,
regardless of the Commission’s internal guidelines(1).up so that the Office can become fully operational as

speedily as possible. Otherwise it will not be in a position
3.5. The ESC supports the Commission’s plans forto meet the professional and political expectations of its
stringent internal checks on management, including therole within a foreseeable future. The end result could
setting up within the Food and Veterinary Office ofthen be frustration and unfortunate setbacks.
an internal ‘quality team’ whose status would be
independent of the Office’s internal management struc-
ture, as required for such structures under the principles3.3. The transfer of the Food and Veterinary Office
governing the role of inspection bodies.to Ireland was decided at the November 1993 Summit

of the Heads of State or Government and is therefore
3.6. The ESC, which counts amongst its members’not a matter for discussion. Nonetheless the siting of
representatives of all links in the chain, from primarythe Office at Grange, a rural area 40 km north of Dublin
production to consumption, attaches great importancedoes give rise to a number of difficulties from the angle
to the Commission’s future control and inspectionof staff recruitment and the practical performance of its
activities and will follow developments with keentasks. Accordingly, in connection with the forthcoming
attention. The ESC expects to be kept informed ofexpansion, the Commission should consider carefully
progress and to be consulted on further measures in thiswhether a more central location in Dublin would make
sphere.it easier for the Office to operate efficiently and

effectively.
(1) The principles governing the distribution of responsibili-

ties, including internal information and consultation pro-
cedures, are described in the Commission’s internal hand-3.4. At the same time care must be taken to ensure book of 4 July 1997. Responsibility for the scientificthat the siting of the Office in Ireland does not lead to a committees and control activities is assigned to DG XXIV.

duplicate administration in Brussels, generating con- DG III (food), DG V (food-related and zoonotic diseases)
fusion as to responsibility. The distribution of tasks and DG VI (veterinary and plant health sector) are
among several directorates-general and the resulting responsible for drafting, implementing and enforcing legis-

lation.need for information and coordination, will in itself

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Freedom to set up a business (SMO)’

(98/C 235/03)

On 18 March 1997 the Economic and Social Committee, acting under the third paragraph of
Rule 23 of its Rules of Procedure, decided to draw up an opinion on ‘Freedom to set up a
business (SMO)’.

The Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services, which was responsible for preparing
the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 6 May 1998. The rapporteur
was Mr Folias.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998) the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 88 votes, with one abstention.

1. Introduction of specific obstacles which have been reported or
identified.

1.1. In its work in recent months on the functioning
1.6. ‘Freedom to set up a business’ must not be seenof the Single Market, the Single Market Standing Study
as a way of exempting a company from the rules of theGroup has frequently identified problems related to the
host country. The purpose is to help individuals oropportunity to set up businesses and operate branches
companies wishing to set up business in a Member Stateof existing companies in other EU countries.
and not to demand that they meet more rigorous or
different conditions from local businesses. In this case
‘more rigorous conditions’ means any unfair treatment
that creates obstacles or prevents a business from setting

1.2. The progress thus far achieved in creating a up.
Single Market,with the many new opportunities it offers
SMEs and the self-employed to operate in Member
States other than their own, cannot be denied.

1.7. It is not easy to separate the problem of setting
up business from other aspects of the Single Market,
e.g. freedom to provide services. Since the ESC hasAt the same time, however, the continuing existence
already produced several opinions on the various typesof numerous obstacles to the freedom to establish
of obstacles that affect the functioning of the freebusinesses in other Member States is also undeniable.
market(1), this opinion focuses on practical suggestions
to help individuals and firms set up business.

1.3. It should be borne in mind, in the interests of
accuracy, that points relevant to the 15 Member States
also apply to the three EFTA/EEA countries (Norway,
Iceland and Liechtenstein) which, under the EEA agree- 2. Findings
ment, are also considered to belong to the SingleMarket.

2.1. Numerous and varied problems persist in setting
up businesses in other EU Member States, constituting1.4. The purpose of the present opinion is to show
a whole range of ‘obstacles’ to the freedom of establish-that much remains to be done in completing the Single
ment. Beyond these, however, there are others facingMarket, to call upon all those concerned to make efforts

in the right direction, to provide practical examples of
both real and artificially erected barriers, and to put
forward proposals to overcome such obstacles.

(1) Impact and effectiveness of the Single Market — OJ C 206,
7.7.1997, p. 65; SME’s — Cross-border relations — OJ C
206, 7.7.1997, p. 70; The Single Market and the protection

1.5. In order to achieve these aims, use will be made of the environment: coherence or conflict — OJ C 19 of
of the findings of the questionnaires which were drawn 21.1.1998, p. 95; Preventing new barriers from arising in
up, distributed and returned complete, the information the Single Market — CES 453 of 25.3.1998, p. 98; Removal

of certain obstacles to trade — CES 643 of 29.4.1998, p. 98.recorded at the hearing in Nice (France), and a sample
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companies or independent professionals after they have 4. Examples of specific obstacles
set up, which prevent them from offering their services.

A series of actual obstacles which have been reported or
recorded is set out below, highlighting the problems2.2. Many national restrictions are due to the particu-
faced by businesses.lar care that certain Member States take to protect

their own consumers. Governments’ entirely legitimate
interest in protecting their consumers — a central task
of theirs — should not be to justify making it difficult 4.1. The labour codes of one Member State require
for businesses to set up. local modelling agencies to set up a guarantee fund of

at least ECU 15 000. This means that modelling agencies
from other Member States cannot operate in the country
concerned, even occasionally, without setting up the
type of same fund.3. Identified obstacles

3.1. Obstacles to free establishment have been found 4.2. Artisans avoid being employed in another Mem-
to be multiple and varied, national and regional, ber State, as theymust have a tax representative—whose
subjective and objective; some can be removed while services come very dear — to deal with payment of their
others are insuperable without individual or collective indirect tax charges.
efforts.

4.3. 7 000 estate agents fulfilling all the necessary
3.2. Legal obstacles conditions are officially licensed by the national au-

thorities of one Member State. Under these conditions,
only four(!) non-local agents have succeeded inobtaining

The following is a brief list of those occurring most a licence.
frequently in a number of different countries:

— Recognition of qualifications;
4.4. The relevant department of a Member State’s
Finance Ministry requires a written statement in cases— Recognition of requirements for practising a pro- where travellers have more than ECU 7 500 in cash onfession; their person when entering or leaving the country.
As enforcement, officials search travellers’ luggage,

— Obtaining permission to exercise a profession; regardless of nationality.

— Requirements for establishing a business;

4.5. For years the relevant administration in a Mem-
— Official red tape; ber State has been dealing unsympathetically with

requests for VAT refunds to companies of another
— Ban on entry to certain professions (dispensing Member State who have paid the tax in that country

chemists, notaries, engineers, etc.); when taking part in international trade fairs and are
entitled to a refund. Similarly, the terms and procedures

— Legal form of companies. required make requests impracticable.

In countries with decentralized administrations, specific
4.6. The Member State’s authorities restrict the rightregional conditions exist that create additional obstacles.
to payment for services of non-resident intermediaries
(insurance agents, estate agents, etc.).

3.3. Subjective obstacles

4.7. In order to work in a given Member State,— Lack of information on national laws; security companies must have their head offices in that
country, and both members of the board and employees

— Linguistic difficulties; must be residents. Public order and security are the
reasons invoked for this.

— Lack of data on target markets;

— Unfamiliarity with local rules and principles; 4.8. A company from an EFTA country was unable
to fulfil a contract for construction work in a Member

— Different culture, way of thinking; State, because the local authorities would not allow it
to be placed on the local construction register on the
grounds that it did not belong to a Member State.— Different patterns of consumer behaviour.
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5. Proposals — allocation of more resources for venture capital and
seed capital;

— aCommunity initiativeseeking toharmonize individ-
The proposals set out here come from businesses ual laws in specific areas;
which have suffered the practical consequences of these
obstacles, from exchanges of views, and are, of course,

— the final conclusion of the Commission’s efforts tomade with a view to helping to remove such obstacles.
determine a form for the European company, so that
businesses can choose a legal basis whereby they can
expect to be treated in the same way throughout
Europe(1);

5.1. The ESC calls for the creation of an environment
in the EU where the setting up of companies and — priorityaccess tosourcesof fundingatbothEuropean
individuals in other Member States is seen as a means (‘growth and employment’) and national level, for
of creating jobs and boosting economic activity.Cultural the purpose of setting up business activities.
exchange, above all, is at the heart of this dynamic
vision. In this spirit, the Commission must launch a
publicity campaign to provide information about the

5.3. Specific proposalsrights of companies and individuals to set up business
in the country of their choice, provided they comply
with its basic legislation.

— direct negotiations between those concerned and
national and regional authorities to settle specific
issues;

— cooperationbetweenprofessional chambers (of com-
5.2. General proposals merce, crafts, ...) to exchange views and experiences

which will be communicated to national adminis-
trations and the competent Community bodies;

— to create data-banks listing the appropriate au-
thorities, and channels through which information — alerting and informing MEPs, and possible lodgingcan be obtained; of proposals and/or questions in the European

Parliament, also on the initiative of representatives
from business entities;— to promote development and better use of the Euro

Info Centres, which could play a decisive role in
— freedom of establishment uninfluenced by companyproviding information and explanations to compa-

size;nies, and to organize bilateral or multilateral meet-
ings to exchange views, as well as to publish a yearly
report describing the problems most commonly — equal opportunities regardless of company size;
encountered when setting up a business;

— special provisions for non-profit enterprises and
charitable bodies.

— to set up national ‘one-stop shops’ as part of the
professional chambers (of commerce, crafts, ...)
providing standardized services;

6. Post script

— to draw up a comparative table on the individual
legislation of each Member State;

6.1. Through its Single Market Observatory and the
present opinion, the Economic and Social Committee
seeks to define a substantial and documented approach— the preparation by each Member State of Internet
to the major problem of obstacles to the freedom tosites, in the 11 languages, containing comprehensive
set up a business, which is seriously hampering theguidelines about the conditions and legislation in
completion of the internal market.effect for setting up on the markets, for each

sector; theCommission canalsoprovide information
centrally on its existing Internet pages (EUROPA,
ISPO, etc.); 6.2. In order to achieve this aim, the ESC would

appeal to the parties concernedwho are both responsible
for creating, and capable of effectively tackling, these
problems, albeit to varying degrees.— further improvement in the use of ‘Europartenariat’;

— best possible use of the Community’s new Joint
European Ventures programme; (1) European Company Statute — OJ C 129, 27.4.1998, p. 1.
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6.2.1. Firstly, it calls upon the Commission to make 6.2.2. Lastly, the Committee urges those Member
State companies and entrepreneurs who consider it inconcerted practical efforts to explain the workings of

the SingleMarket, and so produce specific findings based their interest to establish themselves and operate in
another market to roll up their sleeves, harness all theiron regularly documenting the practical consequences of

EU measures. undoubted dynamism and exploit every opportunity
they have to overcome by their own efforts as many
obstacles as they can.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Communication from the Commission
— European capital markets for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises: prospects and potential

obstacles to progress’

(98/C 235/04)

On 13 May 1998 the European Commission decided to consult the Economic and Social
Committee, under Article 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the
above-mentioned communication.

The Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services, which was responsible for preparing
the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 6 May 1998. The rapporteur
was Mr Pezzini.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998) the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 101 votes to one, with one abstention.

1. Overall remarks which EU securities legislation operates in practice,
which have not received the detailed examination they
deserve. There are others in which factors other than

1.1. TheEuropeanCommission is tobe congratulated those put forward by the Commission are significant.
on its positive and sustained efforts to stimulate the
creation of European capital markets suitable for small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Its actions were
described in an earlier Communication ‘Reporting on
the feasibility of the creation of a European Capital 1.3. There are a whole range of other factors besides
Market for smaller entrepreneurially managed growing the adequate provision of finance which determine
companies’ (1), on which the ESC did not deliver an whether firms will grow to a significant size. It was
opinion. These endeavours by the Commission respond- decided that the most significant of these deserved
ed to an earlier request by the Committee to ‘carry out examination in this opinion in order that a better overall
a feasibility study on the establishment of a recognized assessment of the problems might be made. A number
European capital market giving European firms, of the recommendations made arise from a fact-finding
especially small firms, access to capital.’ mission by the ESC to the USA made in November 1997.

This was largely inspired by the reference to the US
capital markets in the introduction to the Commission

1.2. In this follow-up communication the Com- communication and by the encouragement to examine
mission has produced a constructive document. Never- the US situation given by Commission President Santer
theless, there are certain points, such as the manner in in his speech at the Economic and Social Committee on

28 October 1997. As a result, this opinion covers a much
wider field than the Commission communication, which
merely deals with capital markets for SMEs.(1) COM(95) 498 final, 25.10.1995 .
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1.4. A further criticism of the communication is that the speedy and full application of existing European
Union legislation would help. Finally, in the field ofit fails to make clear that the new European capital

markets are only of value to companies which, whilst institutional investment and the free movement of
capital, theCommissionmaintains that failure to removetechnically SMEs (under 250 employees, less than ECU

40 million capital turnover and ECU 27 million on the discriminatory national restrictions could make the
taking of infringement proceedings necessary.balance sheet), are either of medium-size, particularly

innovative start-ups, or firms that areparticularly capital
intensive.

3. Detailed comments on the communication

1.5. In the USA, too, only some 2 % of companies at
the most, albeit those with above average prospects for

3.1. Introductiongrowth, attract external funding from informal private
investors (‘Business Angels’) or venture capital funds.
The Commission estimates that there are perhaps 20 000

Other than for the comments set out in section 1 offirms at the most in the whole of the European Union
this opinion, the points made in the introduction arewhich might go on to have their shares traded on a stock
accepted.market at some point. They are, however, the firms that

hold the promise of enjoying the highest rates of growth
and creating significant new employment, good reasons
for the Commission to have devoted such a degree of 3.2. Further progress in the development of SME
attention to their financing needswhich have historically capital markets in the European Union, and their
been less well catered for in Europe than in the USA. prospects.

3.2.1. A number of capital markets more attuned to
the needs of innovative and rapidly-growing companies
than have been traditional stock markets, now exist

2. Summary of the Commission document in Europe. Two, EASDAQ and EURO.NM, have
pan-Europeanambitions.The LondonAIM(Alternative
Investment Market) currently appears to be more
focused upon the United Kingdom.

2.1. The main objectives of the communication are
to explore the potential barriers to the admittance to

3.2.2. The growth rates of companies seeking admis-trading on capital markets of the shares of SMEs;
sion to these markets is likely to be far in excess of theto start a European-wide debate on the appropriate
10% cited in the second paragraph of page 2 of theconditions for access to equity finance; to describe, and
Communication. When comparing sales in 1996 anddrawattention to theprogressmadebyvarious initiatives
1997, three-quarters of the companies whose sharesto create new financial markets in the European Union
traded on the EASDAQ market experienced a growthsuch as ‘EASDAQ’ and ‘Euro-NM’; to outline the
in excess of 25 %. Nearly a third of all companies onactions the Commission is currently taking and intends
the market showed a turnover increase of over 100 %.to take in the future to overcome the barriers to the

development of SME-orientated capital markets and
ensure their smooth operation. 3.2.3. The long-term success of these markets will

depend on their admitting a sufficient number of
innovative companies, as it is these who appear to
particularly excite the interest of investors. Any initia-

2.2. The communication identifies two main areas tives to increase their numbers, particularly in fields such
creating potential barriers to the development of these as biotechnology, would make a welcome contribution.
capital markets. The first relates to the attitudes, Unfortunately, there is no completely reliable method
capacities and constraints originating within small and of determining at an early stage which are the companies
medium-sized enterprises themselves. In particular, the that are likely to grow rapidly and be successful in the
attitude of SMEs towards their financing, their expertise long-term.What largely determines their eventual ability
or lack of it in financial management, and the burdens to attract external investment is the perceived quality of
which arranging an introduction on a stock market their management.
would place on them.

3.2.4. Efforts need, therefore, to be concentrated on
encouraging more business start-ups and seeing that
they have access to finance, together with timely advice,2.3. The second group of potential obstacles concern:

the cross-border trading of shares on pan-European so improving management quality and reducing the
current high rate of mortality, some 50% within thestock markets; particular currency related problems;

differences in taxation and national accountancy prac- first five years of existence according to the European
Observatory for Small Business. There are already goodtices; corporate governance and institutional investment.

The Commission believes that in certain of these fields schemes in operation within the EU which can provide
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guidance when policies are being developed. One exam- such assistance a condition for receiving a loan
guarantee.ple is the ‘Artigiancassa’ financial facility in Italy.

Whilst the establishment of such a structure will not be3.2.4.1. Given that undercapitalization and inability
as cheap as in the case of the SBA Score programme,to provide security for loans is common among new where mentors only receive out of pocket expenses, itfirms: need not be overly expensive. In the last full year of the
United Kingdom Small Firms Service (1990), keeping
300advisers in the fieldonly cost aroundECU14million.
The attendant reduction in both business failures and
ill-advised start-ups makes the establishment of suchA loan guarantee facility for SMEs, with special
structures a first-class national investment. There isarrangements for very small ‘micro’ loans, should
reason to believe that by extending this system, thebe made available in all Member States. The means
business failure rate will fall considerably, perhaps evenof delivery, whether through state organized
by 80 %.schemes, or other mechanisms such as Mutual

Guarantee Systems, would be for decision in the
light of national circumstances. Given that many
small enterprises do not adopt a limited company
format, special attention needs to be given to their 3.2.4.3. Not all firms cease activities because of
specific needs. lack of finance or mismanagement. An unquantifiable

number do so because they find regulatory burdens
imposed upon them impossible to cope with. There
must also be many who are deterred from starting a
business because of the bureaucratic procedures

Guarantees might not need to have as high an upper involved. The European Commission and Member
limit as in the US Small Business Administration scheme States recognize this, but action to address the problem
($ 1 million, of which $ 750 000 is guaranteed) but at needs to be speeded up.
least ECU 250 000 would seem appropriate. Properly
run, these facilities should not be a great burden on the
public exchequer. Loan defaults in the US are currently

In the USA new firms only need to make arrange-less than 2,5 % of the total guaranteed and fees charged
ments to pay social security contributions andto firms for the granting of loans would offset part of
register with the tax authorities. Member Statesthis. Based on the experience of Mutual Guarantee
should reduce start-up formalities to what theySystems, the so called ‘Multiplier’, which enhances the
consider to be the bare essentials in a similar manner,ability of consortia to underwrite loans, has a multiplier
while bearing in mind the different economic andof 22. That is, with a 50 % guarantee and a hypothetical
social structures. They should also consider raisingventure capital fund of ECU 100, it would be possible
VAT registration exemption levels, as already per-to grant a loan of ECU 4 400. This figure allows for an
mitted by the VAT Directives, so assisting the veryinsolvency rate of 4 % and the cost of investigating
small business.credit worthiness.

The administration of firms paying very small amounts
3.2.4.2. A major reason for business failure is a lack of VAT costs more than it yields, so this reform would
of knowledge of the relevant sector anda lackof business have no budgetary cost, whilst giving new firms a
and financial management skills. There is nothing magic breathing space before having to absorb what is for
about these and they can be imparted in the majority of many a complex system, requiring them to pay for
cases providing the person giving the advice has the external advice in order to ensure compliance.
necessary business experience and counselling skills.
The pity is that many of those most in need of advice
seldom seek it.

3.2.4.4. Unless considerable amounts of noise or
harmful emissions are concerned it is easy to found a
business in the USA and operate it from home. It has toEach Member State, with the cooperation of the
be wondered whether firms such as Microsoft and Dellappropriate private-sector organizations, should
Computers, which both started in a garage, would everensure that business mentoring on a one-to-one basis
have commenced operations in some parts of Europe.is available at reasonable cost to any self-employed

person or SME proprietor or manager. Mentors
should have hadbusiness experience and bemembers
of a professional body (which could include national There is a need for public authorities to pay

more attention to substance rather than form whenSME and craft organizations) able to ensure they
receive proper initial and on-going training. Con- authorizing new start ups, and to simplify authori-

zation procedures. Restrictionson starting abusinesssideration should be given to making the seeking of
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and operating it from a private home for a limited apparently easier and cheaper to patent discoveries in
the US.period should be relaxed where there is no question

of public nuisance or inconvenience or harm to the
environment or employees.

The intention of the Commission to produce early
draft legislation aimed at creating a true European
patent is warmly welcomed. The Council and the3.2.4.5. If a major objective is to encourage the
European Parliament are urged to rapidly considercreation of innovative firms, the US experience that their
and approve this legislation, along with the equallygrowth appears to take place most readily around
important draft Utility Model Directive.universities or research centres needs to be noted. There

are examples of such centres in Europe already, but not
enough, neither are they yet sufficiently large.

3.2.4.8. In the more enterprise-oriented areas of the
Top priorities should be the encouragement of the United States, entrepreneurs who go bankrupt are not
establishment of more high technology business made to shoulder so much blame. The federate state
parks around universities and other research centres laws allow them to learn from their mistakes and to get
and the improvement of the overall quality of those their business back on its feet or start a new one.
that already exist, thereby increasing the chance of
commercial application of scientific discoveries. In
each case it is also vital to provide back-up, in the
shape of venture capital funds.

Member States should examine their national legislation
on bankruptcy and seek to amend it in order to limit the
number of unnecessary bankruptcies and to give a

There is a need for the Commission to examine current greater chance of starting again to those who, though
best practice in the Member States and to disseminate unsuccessful, acted in good faith.
the results in order to encourage further developments.

3.2.4.6. US academics seem far more willing to 3.2.5. Another factor which will determine whether
establishor participate in businesses than their European or not these markets are successful is whether there will
counterparts. One reason may be a greater availability be sufficient interest from investors. So far, levels of
of early stage andseed capital (agapnowbeingaddressed interest by institutional investors appear encouraging,
following the Heads of Government Extraordinary more questions arise in respect of private investors. One
Council on Employment in Luxembourg), coupled with reason for the lack of interest in equities by individual
expert business advice. Another one may be cultural, European investors, referred to in the seventh paragraph
with far more emphasis being placed on academic rather of Section II, is certainly cultural. Europe is not an
than worldly success in Europe. enterprise culture in the same way as is the USA.

When it comes to investment, the security provided by
fixed-interest investments has been traditionally more

Anexamination is needed intomethodswhichwould important than the potential for higher returns offered
help make academics more aware of the possibility by equity investment. It can be anticipated that the
of developing commercial applications of their theo- creation of a single European currency will tend to
retical knowledge, particularly within a business in change investor attitudes.Rates of return ongovernment
which they have a stake. It may be necessary to securities will tend to be lower, as will the amounts
consider incentives, such as the provision of more issued. This means that investors will need to consider
funds for pure research to the departments of alternatives.
academics who respond positively. Member States
should also loosen traditional restrictions which
prevent academics from undertaking any type of
commercial activity.

3.2.6. Already, investor attitudes do seem to be
changing and another factor in the apparent lack of
interest in equities may have been a lack of opportunity.
Recent evidence, including the success of privatizationThere will be practical problems to overcome, not
issues, shows that there may be a more pent-up demandleast defining the ownership of intellectual property,
than estimated. In any case, the majority of smallerparticularly where the centres of learning involved are
private investors are likely to hold their stakes in equitieswholly funded by the state. Nevertheless, the existence
indirectly, through collective investments and thoseof difficulties should not be made an excuse for inaction.
made by insurance companies and pension funds. It is
important that these institutional investors are not
restricted in their investment policies by outdated
national rules, which will become increasingly irrelevant3.2.4.7. Another reason for less commercial appli-

cation of research in Europe may be that it is in a single currency zone (see also point 3.4.1.2.5).
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3.2.7. Growing companies are capital hungry and it down to younger members of the family without
incurring succession duties which bleed the companylack of funds frequently inhibits their rate of growth in
of finance it needs for trading and funding furtherEurope. This is less so in the USA where a greater variety
expansion.of sources exist. In the USA informal private investors

or ‘Business Angels’, who are frequently successful
businessmen, areprepared to invest relatively substantial Member States should examine the effects of capitalsums (said to be in the range of $ 50 000 to $ 100 000) in taxes and succession duties on SME growth andbusinesseswith thepotential for fast growth. Inaddition, introduce reforms where necessary. This is some-the advice and contacts they can bring to the company thing which the Committee has advocated on aare said to be as valuable as the money they invest. An number of occasions.encouragement they receive is that they are allowed to
offset losses against tax payable on other activities under
defined circumstances. Similar investors do appear to

It is after all the total yield rather than the actualexist in Europe, but the picture is uneven and potential
rates of these taxes which should be important toinvestors complain that it is difficult to locate suitable
governments.companies. The US Small Business Administration has

recently tried to improve links in the US by establishing
a national data base promoting contacts.

3.2.9. Another necessity is the provision of high-
quality information, particularly on new share issues,
to investors. For larger share issues this is a complex
but practical possibility, but for smaller offerings this is

The Member States should examine how informal currently made difficult where cross-border issues are
private investment might be encouraged, both concerned by two main factors. The first is the absence
through tax incentives and the establishment of of a common definition of a public offer within the
contact networks, where these do not already exist. European Union. The second the restrictive manner

in which the mutual recognition provisions of the
Prospectus Directive(1) are being interpreted by the
Member States. They are frequently requiring trans-
lations of what are massive documents, together with a
considerable amountof additional information, together

3.2.7.1. When the informal private investor’s partici- with the placing of expensive advertisements in national
pation is no longer sufficient, Venture Capital Funds newspapers. This is perfectly legal, but forces issuers of
should theoretically take over for the higher-growth ‘SME stocks’ to limit an Initial Public Offer of shares
firm, effectively bridging the gap until it has reached the to one Member State, relying elsewhere on private
point where a stock market floatation is possible. In placements of shares with professional investors. In
practice, even in the USA, this only happens in the case addition, the widely differing national rules on advertis-
of a very small number of companies as median ing effectively exclude many private investors, either
investment sizes become increasingly large. The US through ignorance or because only a private placement
Small Business Administration has endeavoured to fill is taking place in their country of residence. These two
some of the gap by providing guarantees for smaller factors have the unfortunate result of restricting liquidity
venture capital investments. in the after-market and reducing share prices. Unless

these difficulties are overcome it will be virtually
impossible to tap the pool of funds and interest in the
shares of innovative SMEs that potentially exists in
Europe. Neither will it be possible for the SME capitalThe Council having acknowledged that a problem markets to provide funding for Europe’s future commer-exists (Point 48 of the Luxembourg Conclusions), cial and industrial ‘champions’ in theway they otherwise

the Commission has reacted by tabling a draft could.
proposal for a Decision permitting such guarantees
to be given. This proposal will be the subject of
a separate Opinion of the Economic and Social
Committee.

3.3. Potential obstacles to the listing of SMEs on stock
exchanges

Five questions are asked by the Commission in this
section of the Communication. They are addressed in3.2.8. A noteworthy feature of the American scene is
the same order.the number of small companies that grow to medium-

size. One reason may lie in the field of capital taxation,
which was reduced in the US in the 1980s. Owners of a
business are more willing to take the risks involved in
growing rapidly if they are allowed to keep a substantial (1) 89/298/EEC (Council Directive coordinating the require-
part of the results of success should they eventually float ments for the drawing-up, scrutiny and distribution of the
the company on a stock exchange or sell it. If they do prospectus to be published when transferable securities are

offered to the public).not wish to do either, they may be interested in handing
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3.3.1. D o e s a s u f f i c i e n t n u m b e r o f S M E s a barrier to proceeding. Considerable effort is required,
which must be coupled with the high cost of divertinge x i s t i n E u r o p e w h i c h a r e s u i t a b l e

a n d r i p e f o r a s t o c k m a r k e t management time fromthedevelopmentof the company.
These requirements are, however, inseparable from thef l o t a t i o n , a n d i f s o , h o w c a n

t h e s e b e i d e n t i f i e d ? transparency required by both investors and market
regulators. It is difficult to see how the Commission
suggestion of making private companies adopt similar
standards of financial transparency would address the3.3.1.1. It would appear from the partial studies
problem. It would merely place an additional burden onmade to date, and mentioned in the Commission’s
companies not seeking and never intending to seekCommunication, that sufficient firms with the willing-
external equity finance.ness and the potential exist, but whether many are yet

ready, or even aware of the opportunities presented by
a stock exchange flotation is less certain. Given that
firms tend to be reticent about revealing their affairs 3.3.3.2. As to the other suggestion, that financial
to strangers, and there being much less information training being provided for companies preparing a
available in the public domain than in the USA, it is prospectus, it must be pointed out that it is the
difficult to think of methods by which they might sponsors to the issue, not the company, who prepare
be identified. Perhaps professional advisers (bankers, the prospectusand the reporting accountantswho satisfy
lawyers, accountants) and organizations (chambers of themselves as to the accuracy and presentation of the
commerce, etc.) might be induced to help in the figures. It is to behoped that companieswhohad reached
identification of firms who are potential candidates for this stage would also have developed a reasonable level
flotation. of financial expertise. Otherwise, they are likely to

encounter problems in meeting the on-going obligations
of a public limited company.

3.3.2. A r e o w n e r s o f S M E s w h i c h a r e
r e a d y f o r f l o t a t i o n w i l l i n g t o
a c c e p t t h e p o s s i b l e d i m i n u t i o n 3.3.4. D o S M E s h a v e a c c e s s t o t h e
o f c o n t r o l w h i c h a p u b l i c s h a r e n e c e s s a r y s p e c i a l i s t a d v i c e a n d
i s s u e i s o f t e n t a k e n t o i m p l y ? s u p p o r t n e c e s s a r y t o p r e p a r e a n

I n i t i a l P u b l i c O f f e r i n g o f s h a r e s
( a n I P O ) ?

3.3.2.1. If they are not ready to accept the reality that
they will suffer some diminution of control and will be
answerable to a wider public than hitherto, owners of

3.3.4.1. Potential IPOs valued at less than ECU 100SMEs should not contemplate a flotation. In many
million could well face a problem in that they areinstances a reluctance to accept this reality is a gener-
unlikely to be of interest to the larger investment bankingational problem. As many of those who founded
houses. In some of the main financial centres smallerbusinesses after the second world war retire, those who
investment services firms do exist who are prepared tosucceed them seem much more willing to give up a
bring issues of quite a low value to the market, but thiscertain measure of control in return for external funding
situation is not universal and difficulties in obtainingand the greater opportunities for expansion that follow.
proper support and assistance could arise. This is ofAlso, those that have been in receipt of venture capital,
concern because one important factor determiningor have attracted informal private investment, have
whether or not investors are attracted to an issue is thealready become accustomed to outside scrutiny of their
name of its sponsor. It is, after all, they who actdecision-making. The Commission’s idea that more
as filter/selector, trainer/preparer and on-going handcompanies might come forward if there were publicly
holder of SMEs coming to a stock market. It is to besupported campaigns to bring home to suitable SMEs
hoped that Economic and Monetary Union, along withthe advantages of flotation is worthy of further consider-
increased competition in the financial markets, will leadation, although advice about the most suitable market
to the appearance of more investment firms prepared tofor the company and similar matters, clearly fall within
take on smaller share issues, perhaps even outside theirthe remit of a professional adviser.
main country of establishment.

3.3.3. D o S M E s h a v e t h e w i l l i n g n e s s
3.3.5. A r e S M E s w i l l i n g a n d a b l e t oa n d f i n a n c i a l s k i l l s n e c e s s a r y t o

b e a r t h e h i g h c o s t o f t h e p r o c e s sm e e t t h e h i g h f i n a n c i a l i n f o r -
o f a s t o c k e x c h a n g e l i s t i n g , i nm a t i o n a n d t r a n s p a r e n c y r e q u i r e -
t e r m s o f b o t h a n I P O a n d o f t h em e n t s o f a s t o c k m a r k e t q u o -
o n g o i n g c o s t s o f a l i s t i n g ?t a t i o n ?

3.3.3.1. The need to produce a high level of financial 3.3.5.1. Costs of an issue are high, although the figure
of 20 %of the funds raisedquoted in theCommunicationinformation in preparation for a flotation can constitute
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must refer to a very small issue. NASDAQ indicates a would have to vet the information posted on the Internet
by their client companies. Some mandatory informationtypical cost might range from 7 % to 9% of the value

of the issue. To offer special help with the costs of an would have to be included, but nothing as complex as a
prospectus would be required.IPO to SMEs making very small issues would not be of

particular assistance as fees are not paid until after the
new capital has been raised. In any case, stock markets
are unenthusiastic about such issues, which tend to be
illiquid after flotation and on-going fees charged hard
to justify.

3.3.5.5. In the USA some companies are beginning to
make offerings of shares via the Internet. A prospectus
has to be produced and filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission but the companies themselves

3.3.5.2. Some efforts are being made to meet the set share prices, leading to a lack of transparency in the
requirements of smaller SMEs, only a minority of after market. So far, it would appear that the majority
whom are going to be high technology companies of shares issued by thismeans have been sold to investors
with international ambitions and two seem worthy of located in fairly close geographical proximity to the
mention: company.

— the Union of Chambers of Commerce in Lombardy,
Italy, has just established a second-tier capitalmarket
for companies with a capital of ECU 0,5 million

3.3.5.6. A rather more sophisticated new form ofupwards;
issue, ‘PublicVentureOfferings’, aimed atmedium-sized
companies, is now being offered in the USA, also via the
Internet. Typical amounts raised are between $ 5 million
and $ 10 million. A prospectus has to be filed with the— the Irish Stock Exchange launched its ‘Developing
Securities and Exchange Commission and with theCompanies Market’ in January 1997. This provides
regulatory authority in each of the States in which stocka capital market with less onerous conditions than
will be offered. The offer can then be advertised withoutthose applying to stocks on the Official List, in-
restriction and be subscribed to byup to five institutionalcluding a requirement for only one year’s accounts
and an unlimited number of private investors. Stockrather than three. Also, only 10% of the shares have
cannot be traded for a period of 18 months from theto be issued to the public.
date of issue. This form of funding is hard to tap,
possibly because of its newness. Out of 2 000 firms
expressing interest, one investment firm only agreed to
launch offerings for four. Nevertheless, this appears to
be a financing instrument with potential.More initiatives of this nature creating ‘nursery’ capital

markets, which are comparatively cheap to join, would
seem to be required.

3.3.5.7. One problem to be faced if similar develop-
ments are to be encouraged in Europe is that of adequate3.3.5.3. In addition to the two examples quoted in
regulation and the avoidance of fraud. Even the USthe previous paragraph, there is the longer-established
Securities and Exchange Commission is not yet in aGerman ‘Freiverkehr’ over-the-counter market, on
position to issue a set of rules, meaning that it may wellwhich the shares of some 500 companies are traded.
fall to the Commission to be the first to comprehensively
face this issue, hopefully establishing a framework of
rules within which a meaningful, transparent and honest
market in the shares of SMEs may develop.

3.3.5.4. The creation of an Internet market might,
for the shares of smaller SMEs in particular, be one
solution worthy of encouragement. In June 1997 the
Australian Stock Exchange (AS) announced its intention The positive efforts made by the European Com-

mission in the field of electronic commerce areto launch an ‘Alternative Capital Market’ in 1998 on
which unlisted companies of any size would be able to acknowledged and supported. Building on this, the

European Commission and the Member States areseek investments via the Internet. The AS calculates that
there are about 1 million SMEs in Australia, of whom asked to launch consultations, preferably main-

taining liaison with the US Securities and Exchange10% might have real potential for growth and 2 %
interested in seeking outside equity capital. Companies Commission, in order to devise a framework of rules

appropriate to cover securities offered to investorsseeking to join the market would have to make use of
‘sponsors’ approved and supervised by the AS, who by means of the Internet.
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3.4. Potential barriers to the cross-border trading of prospectus, others will not. Indeed the current patch-
work of national regulatory arrangements, reflectingshares on SME capital markets
the different ways in which certain of the options
contained in its articles have been perfectly legally
transposed into the laws of the Member States does not
make achieving mutual recognition under the terms of3.4.1. P o i n t s r a i s e d b y t h e C o m m i s s i o n
Article 21(1) of the Prospectus Directive as easy as it
should be.

3.4.1.1. Currency-related problems

The Commission view that these can only be solved by
the introduction of the euro and the consequent impetus

3.4.1.2.4. As pointed out in point 3.2.9, major diffi-to cross-border trading in securities is endorsed. This
culties also arise because of the requirement by somewill of course depend on the number of Member States
competent authorities for the translation of the prospec-participating from the outset and cannot be viewed in
tus and the addition of additional information specificisolation from the performance of the EU economy.
to that Member State concerning local income tax
aspects, financial organizations retained to act as paying
agents for the issuer in that Member State, and the way
in which notices to investors have to be published. In

3.4.1.2. The regulation of securities trading at the EU practice, they are placing an almost impossible burden
level on smaller issuers.

3.4.1.2.1. The European Union has some 18 equity
markets and 18 regulatory organizations. The USA has
three principal or ‘national’ stock markets, all highly
efficient and doing a good job for investors and
companies. Since 1996,whenCongress passed legislation
which overrode State regulations where stocks traded 3.4.1.2.5. To allow such anomalies to remain will

undermine some of the benefits of a single Europeanon these markets were concerned, they have just one
regulator, the Securities and Exchange Commission. At currency as well as placing European capital markets at

a disadvantage compared with those in the USA. Capitalpresent, the fragmented European regulatory structure,
together with the investment firms operating within it, markets in the USA are not only efficient, they offer

choice to companies and broaden opportunities forcannot compete effectively with the US model.
investors. The fundamental reason appears to be the
regulatory climate, which ensures transparency and
fosters competition. This in turn increases market size

3.4.1.2.2. Currently, EU legislation on financial ser- and reduces costs, both for investors and companies
vices permits the free movement of capital and provides raising capital. Even though the European Union now
for the right of establishment. What is missing is has an overall framework of rules governing financial
any consistent interpretation of the rules by national markets and services these are extremely complex, are
regulatory bodies. This, together with the inconsistent supplementedbyspecific national provisionsandpoliced
manner in which the options provided for in financial by national regulators.
services legislation have been exercised at the national
level, are possibly the most fundamental problems
remaining in relation to the organization and operation
of stock markets in the EU. The single currency alone
will not provide the solution — although it will be a
start — as its full benefits will not be felt within the

The European Commission and the Member Statesfinancial services sector under the current legislative and
need to consider whether the present legislativeregulatory regime.
and regulatory regime encourages the deepening of
capital markets which is now essential and take
appropriate steps to amend it, particularly the
Prospectus Directive. This would not need major3.4.1.2.3. Particular problems exist in terms of the

provisions of the Prospectus Directive when companies change to turn into an effective instrument, but
would require some of the Member States to foregoseek admission to a market outside their home Member

State. The directive does not provide for the automatic some of the legislative options they nowenjoy, which
were framed at a time when financial markets weremutual recognition of a prospectus prepared under the

provisions of Article 12 in order to gain admission to far more national in character than they are now
becoming. Whilst a European regulatory body, alongregulated markets, even though this has been vetted by

a competent authority. Some authorities are prepared the lines of the Securities andExchangeCommission,
is unlikely to be created for the foreseeable future,to issue a certificate certifying they have vetted a
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greater efforts are needed to ensure that enforcement fast changing business environment would be unneces-
sarily restricted, further handicapping Europe in itsat the national level is more coherent than is now

the case. attempts to compete with the rest of the world.

3.4.1.3. Differences in national laws and practices 3.4.1.3.3.3. Even codes of conduct have to have an
element of flexibility if they are not to prove unduly
onerous for the smaller private company. One European

3.4.1.3.1. Taxation stock market already lays down certain basic principles
of corporate governance which companies whose shares
are admitted to trading have to meet and continue to

Whilst the Commission is correct in saying that double meet:
taxation agreements exist in most instances, this is
not the case for all Member States, with two being
particularly deficient in this regard. Nevertheless, it is — the Board of Directors must have at least two
apparently the lack of information about national independent members (which excludes all executives
peculiarities rather than thedifferences themselveswhich or employees of the company or its subsidiaries, a
cause problems. shareholderwith a beneficial interest exceeding 20 %

and any individual having a relationship likely to
affect their independence of judgement);This deficiency is something that the Commission

might consider addressing through the drawing
up of a comprehensive guide, or encouraging its

— a Remuneration Committee, composed entirely ofproduction.
independent directors and operating in line with the
best international practices when setting remuner-
ation and incentive packages for directors and

3.4.1.3.2. Accounting standards executives, must be established;

The Commission view that these do not create a major — an Audit Committee, with a majority of members
problem is endorsed, although it would be helpful to being independent directors, must also be created
analysts, who are the source of much public information and maintained;
on companies, if more accounts were prepared in
accordance with international accounting standards.
This is, however, something for stock exchanges to — all related party transactions must be reviewed on
deal with through internal rules, not the European an on-going basis, using a body with an independent
Commission. For this to work effectively, however, majority, suchas theAuditCommittee,which should
some Member States will have to amend national also review situations where possible conflicts of
legislation, as already agreed in principle, in order to interest appear to arise.
permit companies to use international standards. It is
understood this is something they have undertaken to
carry out and they are urged to do so speedily.

3.4.1.3.3.4. If other European stock exchanges were
to make similar binding rules, corporate governance
problems in respect of public limited companies, at least

3.4.1.3.3. Corporate governance as far as the overall conduct of executive directors was
concerned, would be largely overcome. Other problems
may manifest themselves in the future.Given the relative3.4.1.3.3.1. A Europe-wide debate on what would be
newness of this subject, there could be merit in adoptinga necessary level of corporate governance standards
a step by step approach, only attempting to deal withappears to have value, but there must be doubts about
abuses as they arise, preferably by means other thanany solution based on legal provisions, particularly
legislation.given the difficulty in framing either a directive which

could gain agreement in the Council, or sets of national
rules that would be at all coherent.

3.4.1.3.4. Institutional investment
3.4.1.3.3.2. An initial difficulty is to adequately define
corporate governance. The definition adopted by Ernst
& Young in a report drawn up for the Commission as:
‘all the rules on functioning and control that govern Two fundamental reasons for a lower volume of funding

available for venture capital investment in Europe iscorporate existence inagivenhistorical andgeographical
framework’ is extremely broad. An attempt to translate that there are less fully-funded pension schemes in

existence and where they do, considerable constraintsthis into legislation, particularly at the European level
given the under developed nature of even the most basic on their investment policies exist in some Member

States. It is believed that the creation of more suchconcepts of corporate governance in some Member
States, could prove an extremely complex undertaking. schemes will become essential given the demographic

problems facing Europe in the next century and in orderA danger is that the flexibility management needs in a
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to maximize their performance these funds will need to assurance of the reliability of such a market. When
coupled with the stringent rules imposed on firms whosebe able to obtain the higher returns obtainable from

making significant venture capital investments. The shares are traded upon it, it is clearly inappropriate for
rules to apply, or be judged by regulators to apply,Commission position, underlying the importance of

institutional investment for the success of these markets which are more stringent than those applied to ‘official
stock exchanges’. The Commission is asked to examineandtheneed for theremovalofoutdatedandunnecessary

restrictions on investment by pension funds, is endorsed. how this anomaly might be overcome.

Pension funds should, subject to proper safeguards
which are strictly supervised, have freedom to devise
investment strategies which are in the best interests
of the members of such funds.

4.2. The US experience

4.2.1. Whilst there are major economic and social
4. Other significant points requiring consideration differences between the USA and the European Union,

there appear to be lessons to be learned from the former
which could improve the situation of SMEs, particularly
financially, but also with regard to management con-
sultancy. This could assist the creation of more new4.1. The restricted concept of the ‘Regulated Market’
firms and therefore jobs.

4.1.1. The legal concept of the ‘Regulated Market’
only applies in the case of the Investment Services and

4.2.2. To adopt new initiatives or adapt existingCapital Adequacy Directives, not to any of the other EU
structures in the light of those lessons would not meandirectives on financial services. This has a number of
that the whole of Europe would become a hive ofpotential consequences:
entrepreneurial activity.Manyareas in theUSAcertainly
do not warrant that description. Growth in innovative
industries and services (demarcating the two becomesi) It would appear that shares admitted to trading increasingly difficult) seems tobe concentrated in centrescould actually be classified as unlisted securities of excellence, largely based either around academicunder certain circumstances, even though they had institutions or in areas such as that west of Washingtonto meet standards of regulation and transparency as DC.strict, or stricter, than those imposed by an ‘official’

stock exchange.

4.2.3. Part of the reason for the high levels of new
ii) Should the classification of ‘unlisted securities’ be firm creation in the US is cultural, with a spirit of

applied, financial services firms may have to accord entrepreneurship, independence and flexibility more
them a nil weighting when calculating solvency common in the population. Trying to inculcate a more
ratios, so restricting institutional investment. entrepreneurial spirit in Europe through the educational

system, something which the Commission apparently
intends to foster, will take time, at least a generation.

iii) Investment firms dealing in UCITS (Undertakings
for collective investments in transferable securities)
may, under the provisions of national law following
on from Directive No 85/611/EEC, have to carry 4.2.4. Public policy in Europe must be directed to
out a ‘due diligence’ investigation of the regulated facilitating the creation of new businesses and ensuring
market concerned before making any investments in that there is a lower death rate among firms in their first
shares traded upon it. five years of life than in the USA and that more are given

the opportunity to grow to medium size.

iv) Directive No 88/627/EEC on the information to be
published when a major holding in a listed company
is acquired or disposed of does not apply. This could 4.2.5. The objective must be to give SMEs, particu-
lead to a situation where a substantial holding could larly those that are new, access to assistance. How it
be built up in a company traded on these markets, is delivered, whether through government agencies,
with the acquirer having no obligation to inform contractors, or otherwise is a matter of choice for
either the company or the market concerned. Member States, preferably after consultation with the

social partners. They should, however, ensure that the
‘displacement effect’ is kept to the minimum. That is,
assistance should not be granted in such a form that it4.1.2. It is presumed that the Commission regarded

the designation ‘regulated market’ to carry with it an provides an unfair short-term competitive advantage.
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5. Analysis of the Commission’s conclusions ness advice; do not have their progress retarded by
unnecessary regulatory burdens; and can legally
protect their innovations more easily;5.1. It is impossible to challenge the Commission

conclusions as set out in the Communication, except to — the encouragement of a greater flow of investment
say that the process of achieving the objective of a into equity capital at all stages of company develop-
genuine SME equity culture in Europe may be a long ment;
process. This will be less so given a new and positive

— the availability of ‘nursery’ equity markets, probablycommitment from legislators and national regulatory
at the regional level, from which companies canauthorities to reduce unnecessary barriers. In particular,
move to larger national and pan-European marketsit is essential that innovation in the securities markets is
when they have reached an appropriate stage ofnot retarded, or even stifled, by regulatory problems. It
development, as well as the utilization of the possi-must always be borne in mind that the main purpose of
bilities offered by the Internet; and,securities’ laws and that of regulators is to:

— the reform of European securities regulation in order— regulate the relationships between share dealer and to promote greater transparency and competitionclient so that the latter is not treated unfairly or
and to allow the efficient operation of a trulyexposed to the risk of fraud; pan-European financial services sector.

— protect investors more generally against fraud and
5.5. It is recognized that in each instance some of themarket manipulation.
Member States may already have perfectly adequate
mechanisms to address the problem raised, whilst more5.2. It is not to try to guard them against market
are likely tobe introducedasa resultof theExtraordinaryrisk or to protect specific national market interests,
European Council on Employment held in Novembersomething thatwill prove increasinglydifficult toachieve
1997. The objective of these recommendations is toin today’s global financial markets.
encourage the development of an overall framework
that facilitates SME development and the creation of

5.3. The primary economic role of the equity markets new jobs in all parts of the European Union through
is to channelpassive savings intoproductive investments. filling the gaps in the support framework that remain.
What the investment firms cannot do currently is to This, in turn, will have positive effects on overall
ensure the optimum level of liquidity in the market economic prosperity in the European Union, considering
because of the restrictive attitude of national regulators that most companies are SMEs. The form in which
and legislators in regard to the approval of prospectuses, measures are introduced will depend on the traditions
the definition of a public offer and what qualifies as a and structures in each Member State.
‘Euro-security’ (see Article 3(f) of the Prospectus Direc-
tive 89/298/EEC). The Commission should ensure that

6. Additional commentsthis Article of the Directive is correctly implemented at
the national level.

6.1. The Committee welcomes the positive policy
developments outlined in the Commission Communi-5.4. What Europe needs in order to maximize levels cation ‘Risk Capital: A Key to Job Creation in theof firm and job creation, aided by efficient financial European Union’ (1). It also notes that the vast majoritymarkets as in the USA, but maintaining its distinct social of suggested initiatives follow the same approach as inidentity, is: this Opinion. In endorsing the views contained therein,
the Committee asks to be consulted on the continued— a greater flow of good companies seeking admission
evolution of policy in this area.to stock markets. This means increasing total busi-

ness numbers; making sure they do not suffer
shortages of finance; have access to informed busi- (1) COM(98) 522 final.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a European Parliament
and Council Directive amending Council Directive 92/23/EEC relating to tyres for motor

vehicles and their trailers and to their fitting’ (1)

(98/C 235/05)

On 6 January 1998 the Council decided to consult Economic and Social Committee, under
Article 100a of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the above-mentioned
proposal.

The Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services, which was responsible for preparing
the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 6 May 1998. The rapporteur
was Mr Bagliano.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998), the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 101 votes in favour, with 2 abstentions.

1. Introduction vehicles designed for uses other than the transport of
people or things, which can only occasionally use the
road infrastructure (e.g. farm tractors).1.1. TheCommission’s proposed directive is intended

to fill a gap in the measures so far adopted against noise
caused by road traffic. 2.1.1. Inviewof this verywide scope, theCommission

has developed a common method of measurement but
proposes maximum permissible noise levels which are1.2. Directive 70/157/EEC on the permissible sound differentiatedby categoryof vehicle.Within each catego-level of motor vehicles is set out in such a way as to
ry, these levels are linked:draw attention to — and therefore limit — only the

noise arising from the exhaust and the mechanical parts
— for passenger cars: to the nominal rim size of theof vehicles. At that time these were indeed the main

tyre (thus taking account of the constraints imposedsources of traffic noise.
by roadholding and special uses considerations);

1.2.1. The tightening up of technical requirements
— for commercial vehicles: to the specific use categoryimposed by subsequent amendments to the above

of the tyre (e.g. normal, for snow conditions, orDirective have resulted in a considerable reduction in
special).the noise from these sources, but have at the same time

drawn attention to the problem of noise produced by
the contact between tyres in motion and road surfaces. 2.1.2. This represents an attempt to define require-

ments designed to limit the tyre-road noise while
respecting safety considerations.1.3. This was brought out by Article 4 of the most

recent amendment to the aforementioned Directive
70/157/EEC (Directive 92/97/EECof 19December 1992) 2.1.3. However, the noise levels corresponding to
in which the Council delegates to the Commission the different types of road surface (or indeed to different
task of drawing up a proposal designed to limit the atmospheric conditions) for the same type of tyre do not
noise produced by tyre/road surface contact, while fall within the scope of the proposed directive. Here the
taking safety requirements into account. The draft Committee would point out that the 12th recital of
directive under consideration fulfils this mandate. Directive No 92/97/EEC of 19 December 1992 explicitly

states that ‘it is necessary to continue studies and
research so as to be able to ascertain numerical indices in1.3.1. The present proposal is for an amendment to
order to establish objective criteria for road conformity’.Directive 92/23/EEC relating to tyres for motor vehicles

and their trailers and to their fitting; that Directive did
not, however, cover noise. It defines both the method of
measurement of the tyre-road noise and the maximum

3. Timetablepermissible level for different types of tyre.

3.1. The draft directive provides for these require-2. General comments ments to come into force on 1 October 2001. This would
apply both to new types of tyre brought onto the market
and to new vehicles, which will have to be fitted only2.1. The scope of the proposed directive covers all

types of tyres fitted to cars (category M1 vehicles) and with tyres conforming to the said requirements.
to both light and heavy commercial vehicles (categories
M2, M3, N1, N2 and N3) and their trailers. It excludes

3.2. From 1 October 2005 onwards all tyres brought
onto themarketwill have to conform to the requirements
of the draft directive.(1) OJ C 30, 28.1.1998, p. 8.
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3.3. Still excluded from the draft directive’s pro- bution to the improvements already achieved by the
automobile industry in this field.visions are:

— tyres intended to be fitted to vehicles registered for 4.4. The dates of entry in force of the requirements
the first time before 1 October 1980; in this draft directive are consistent with the periods

needed by the tyre industry to adapt to them.
— spare tyres intended for temporary use, tyres whose

4.4.1. However, the Council will have to check withspeed rating is less than 80 km/h, and tyres whose
the industry on the availability of types of tyre alreadynominal rim diameter does not exceed 254 mm.
conforming to these requirements for all models of
vehicle to be produced in 2001 — the deadline by which
only tyres complyingwith the limits in this draft directive4. Comments
may be fitted.

4.4.2. The Committee thinks it realistic to provide4.1. The method of measurement involves checking
for a grace period of at least two years (i.e. until 2003)the tyre-road noise at a normal speed of 80 km/h while
for newly registered vehicles (old models), while 2001the vehicle is freewheeling in neutral on a standardized
remains the reference date for new type approvals (newroad surface.
models) alone.

4.1.1. The measures to be adopted to meet these 4.5. Also important is the Commission’s statement
requirements will therefore have their optimum effect that these requirements are a first step in combating
in reducing noise due to road traffic in extra-urban areas noise produced by moving tyres on road surfaces, and
and in freely moving traffic conditions. that they will have to be reviewed later in the light

of their effects — both on the market and on the
4.1.2. However, the tyre noise during acceleration or environment.
braking — conditions which are more frequent in urban

4.5.1. This statement — in the Explanatory Memo-or congested traffic— will not be tested. TheCommittee
randum — should, however, be included also in thealso acknowledges that there is at present no established
preamble to the draft directive itself, as ‘whereas’ (6):testing procedure to solve this problem, important

though it is. ‘Whereas the requirements intended to reduce the
noise arising from contact between tyres in motion
and road surfaces constitute a first step in the fight4.2. Technical solutions required to ensure tyre per-
against this source of noise; whereas they mustformance for special uses, such as on snow-covered or
subsequently be reviewed in the light of their effectexcavated roads, justify the higher limit values for noise
on the market and the environment, taking accountset by the draft directive.
of the ever-growing impact which the type of road
surface will have as a noise source.’4.2.1. Differentiated limits are also justified for pas-

senger car tyres, whose characteristics must be compat- The proposed recital would supplement the 12th recital
ible with the performance of the cars to which they are of Directive No 92/97/EEC, mentioned in point 2.1.3
fitted, in order to ensure maximum driving safety. The above.
Committee agrees with this approach.

5. Conclusions
4.3. The proposed noise levels are well-balanced in The Committee endorses the objective of the proposed
that, while they require a considerable effort on the part directive, and recommends in particular:
of the tyre industry, they are industrially achievable in

— that account be taken of the comment in point 4.4the timescale envisaged.
above;

— that more emphasis be placed, in a suitable ‘whereas’4.3.1. These levels also meet the expectations of the
public, who wish to see action to reduce the noise of the preamble, on the need for a review of the

effectiveness of the measures adopted.generated by road traffic; they make a further contri-

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a European Parliament
and Council Directive approximating the legal arrangements for the protection of inventions

by utility model’ (1)

(98/C 235/06)

On 13 January 1998 the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
underArticle100aof theTreatyestablishing theEuropeanCommunity,ontheabove-mentioned
proposal.

The Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services, which was responsible for preparing
the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 6 May 1998. The rapporteur
was Mr Ataı́de Ferreira.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998), the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 102 votes to 2 with 3 abstentions.

1. Introduction Treaty Article 3(f) and (h), opening the way for the
approximation of lawwhich is called for in the proposal.

1.1. The present opinion concerns the Proposal for a
2.3. For this reason, the Commission has quite rightlyEuropean Parliament and Council directive approxi-
selected Treaty Article 100a as the legal basis for themating the legal arrangements for the protection of
proposal.inventions by utility model, submitted by the Com-

mission(2).

2.4. The Commission also refers to the need to take
action ‘to make the free movement of goods resulting1.2. The proposal follows upon the Green Paper: The fromminor technical inventions in theCommunitymoreprotection of utility models in the single market (3) and transparent and prevent differences between nationalthe relevant ESC opinion(4). laws or the lack of such laws from causing distortions
of competition’ (5), and to ‘improve the legal environ-
ment for Community firms, engaged as they are in an

1.3. This is therefore a particularly painstaking legis- ongoing process of innovation and adaptation, and thus
lative process, involving the different competent insti- enhance their competitiveness in the world market
tutions and a number of other concerned organizations. through the protection of their inventions by utility

model — a device particularly attuned to serving the
needs of SMEs’ (5).

1.4. From the outset, the Committee would stress the
importance of utility models for technological and
industrial innovation, particularly for SMEs and, in this 2.5. On the basis of the survey mentioned in point
light, for EU development. 2.1 above, the Commission concludes that there is ‘a

real need for the protection of inventions by utility
model in the Community ... patent protection being
unsuited to certain types of invention such as minor
technical inventions’ (6).2. The Commission proposal — general comments

2.6. The Committee has already had occasion to2.1. The Commission proposal is based firstly on a
comment on Commission studies and surveys on thenumber of general assumptions, and secondly on a
subject, and maintains its reservations that they are notsurvey of actual utility model protection in several
‘as totally reliable as their authors appear to claim’(7).Member States.

2.7. In connection with the underlying assumption of
2.2. The first of the general assumptions is connected this legislative process — in brief, that rules protecting
with the idea that in this field, ‘the intellectual property intellectual property other than by patent are absolutely
rights conferred by the Member States can ... be used to essential — the Committee would repeat the view
hinder the free movement of goods’ (3), and is echoed in expressed in its earlier opinion, to the effect that ‘the

lesson which must perhaps be drawn from the existence

(1) OJ C 36, 3.2.1998, p. 13.
(2) COM(97) 691 final; OJ C 36, 3.2.1998. (5) COM(97) 691 final; OJ C 36, 3.2.1998, p. 3, point 3.

(6) COM(97) 691 final; OJ C 36, 3.2.1998, p. 4, point 6.(3) COM(95) 370 final.
(4) OJ C 174 of 17.6.1996. (7) OJ C 174 of 17.6.1996, p. 8, point 5.5.
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of these “short term” national patents is that the priority which the production cycles and lifespans of inventions
are becoming ever shorter.need in Europe is to make patent protection more

efficient (more rapid and less costly), rather than
create complementary protection (utility model) at the
Community level’ (1). In this respect, the Committee 2.11. The Committee also stresses that any proposals
would highlight the Commission’s work in analyzing for harmonization must first ensure harmonization of
the patent protection system(2). It should also be timescales and procedures: otherwise, harmonization of
noted that the Commission is currently drawing up a more substantive aspects will prove impracticable.
communication on the Community patent.

3. The Commission proposal — the legislative option
2.8. Once again, the Committee would point out that
this issue, of the need for arrangements which protect
technical innovations, supplementary to patents for 3.1. In its green paper(4), the Commission set out the
inventions, must be integrated into the EU’s RTD policy various possible types of action in this area, and
strategy. concluded by selecting four options:

3.1.1. bringing current national systems into line and
2.8.1. It is therefore important to draw the appropri- introducing a protection system in countries where it
ate conclusions from the experience of the EU’s main does not currently exist;
competitors, as the EU is lagging behind.

3.1.2. mutual recognition — once alignment has been
achieved — of the national protection offered by

2.8.1.1. Examination of the US experience, where Member States;
utility models are absent, would in fact point to ‘the
need to make the patent system more efficient by
reducing its known drawbacks, such as the length of 3.1.3. adoption of a regulation establishing a Com-
time taken to examine applications and grant patents, munity protection system and ranking above national
and the cost’ (3). systems;

3.1.4. a combination of different possibilities with,
2.8.1.2. On the other hand, as the Committee empha- inparticular, adirectiveharmonizingnationalprotection
sized in its earlier opinion, the Japanese experience rights, and a regulation establishing a single protection
shows that utility models must always possess a three- system.
dimensional quality and be of a significantly shorter
duration than patents (six years instead of twenty).

3.2. The Committee notes that the Commission has
restricted the present initiative to the first of these
objectives (see 3.1.1 above), concluding that ‘harmo-
nization will make it possible for equivalent national2.9. The Committee warns that moves for legislative
systems of utility model protection to coexist’ and thatapproximation in this field must always be justified on
‘a person applying for a utility model will be assured oftheir own merits and not by virtue of shortcomings or
finding an equivalent property right in the otherMembercontradictions in the patent process: these must be
States and will no longer come up against different setscorrected or removed within the framework of that
of rules’ (5). The Committee would, however, highlightprocess, as appears to be the Commission’s aim in its
the need for such persons to file separate requests ingreen paper on the Community patent.
each country in which they seek utility model protection
for their invention.

2.10. Independently valid arguments include the cir-
3.3. The Committee believes that this objective can-cumstances surrounding intellectual property protec-
not be met unless a system of mutual recognition oftion, legislative safeguards against counterfeiting and,
national protectionby theMember States is consolidatedindirectly, thepromotionof innovationanddevelopment
at the same time. In the Committee’s view, it is essentialat Community level, particularly given a world scene on
that the plan to harmonize national legislation should
‘following effective harmonization, provide for a later
stage of mutual recognition of national rights’ (6).

(1) OJ C 174 of 17.6.1996, point 5.3.3.
(2) COM(97) 314 final — Green Paper on the Community

patent and the patent system in Europe, and the relevant (4) COM(95) 370 final, pp. vi et seq.
(5) COM(97) 691 final, OJ C 36, 3.2.1998, p. 6, point 10.ESC opinion: OJ C 129, 27.4.1998.

(3) OJ C 174, 17.6.1996, p. 4, point 2.8. (6) OJ C 174, 17.6.1996, p. 11, point 6.11.
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3.4. More generally, the Committee also wishes to for technical inventions’ (2), and then lists the names
under which it is known in various Member States.underscore two basic ideas, already expressed in its

earlier opinion on this question.

4.1.1. The Committee would point out that what is
3.4.1. Firstly, there is ‘the fact that some of the apparently a single concept in fact covers widely varying
national systems, which the green paper lumps together realities. According to the Commission itself, these
under the label of “utility model”, are actually none should be divided into three distinct groups: this alone
other than patent systems “without examination” (of illustrates the need for a full and clear definition of the
novelty or inventive step), and thus essentially “regis- applicable rules.The list underArticle 1 should therefore
tration” (rather than merit assessment) patents, albeit only appear as an annex to help clarify the internal rules
of shorter duration than normal patents (e.g. in Belgium, which are to be harmonized, and should not actually
the Netherlands and France)’ (1), while retaining eligi- define the utility model itself.
bility conditions for inventions which are very close to
those imposed for patent protection.

4.1.2. The Committee also draws attention to the
narrow scope of the definition given, and recommends3.4.1.1. In this regard, the Committee would repeat
that if the present wording of Article 1 is retained, thethat utility models should be clearly distinguished as a
concepts of ‘inventive step’ and ‘industrial application’separate entity under the overall umbrella of industrial
should appear directly. These are the decisive elements,property rights, and must not represent a safety-valve
as acknowledged by the Commission in Article 3.to make up for any shortcomings (cost, delay) in the

patent system.

3.4.2. Secondly, the Committee points out that the
4.2. Article 4objectives of the present draft directive — to boost the

single market and remove distortions of competition —
cannot be achieved through measures of this kind: they
depend on deeper and, essentially, broader legislative The Committee considers the wording of Article 4(d) toharmonization. be too broad and therefore believes that, in line with the

rules adopted for theEuropeanpatent, exclusions should
be limited to computer programs as such.3.4.3. The Committee therefore emphasizes that any

future measures in this field must satisfy a variety of
essential conditions:

4.3. Article 53.4.3.1. at the level of the protection conferred: utility
models must be seen as the most appropriate procedural
means of protecting simpler inventions;

In connection with the ‘novelty’ requirement, the Com-
mittee acknowledges the Commission’s efforts to attune3.4.3.2. at the procedural level: protection by means
this concept to that of ‘state of the art’ (absolute novelty)of utility model must be secured swiftly and economi-
and to make it practicable by providing clear and precisecally, since the level of legal protection conferred is
conceptual descriptions.incompatible with lengthy and costly procedures;

3.4.3.3. at the level of legal certainty: the degree of
protection must be clear as regards both counterfeiters 4.4. Article 6and well-intentioned third parties.

Concerning the ‘inventive step’ requirement (again in
4. The Commission proposal — specific comments relation to ‘state of the art’), the Committee notes the

introduction of ‘particular effectiveness’ and ‘practical
or industrial advantage’ as conditions for granting utility
model status. It should be pointed out that the aim here

4.1. Article 1 is to protect inventions designed for major practical
applications, chiefly in the fields of mechanical engineer-
ing, the electrical industry, precision engineering, optics

The Commission begins by defining the utility model as and car manufacturing. The Commission should work
‘the registered right which confers exclusive protection

(2) COM(97) 691 final; OJ C 36, 3.2.1998, p. 32, ‘Definitions’.(1) OJ C 174, 17.6.1996, p. 7, point 5.3.1.
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out a way of formulating this requirement which could 4.9. Article 16
provide the best guarantee of legal certainty both for
the applicant and for the third parties concerned.

The Committee believes that although the search report
4.4.1. The Committee therefore emphasizes that util- is offered as an option to utility model applicants, the
ity model protection must be subject to verification of circumstances in which it may be requested should be
three essential requirements: clarified. The possibility of such reports being used only

by the most economically powerful applicants must be
avoided. Also, for the system to remain viable, it should4.4.1.1. the novelty requirement, in the sense of
be clarified that this option needs to be limited toabsolute novelty, compared with the state of the art;
exceptional cases.

4.4.1.2. the industrial application requirement, taken
in its widest sense; 4.9.1. At the same time, the Committee would argue

that the Member States should legislate at national level
4.4.1.3. the inventive step requirement, seen from the to make search reports compulsory in the case of legal
standpoint of either particular effectiveness (ease of proceedings invoking the rights conferred by utility
application or use), or of practical or industrial advan- models, as this would be justified in such cases.
tage.

4.10. Articles 17 and 184.5. Article 8

In the Committee’s view, the proposed wording does
The Committee considers that since the question ofnot properly address the need to regulate the payment
priority rights and internal priority concerns the effectsof fees for renewal of utility models as set out in
of an application rather than the application itself, itArticle 19.
should be dealt with in a separate section and not in
those on applications and the effects of the model.

4.6. Article 10

4.10.1. This is in fact one of the most important
effects of the draft directive, since it grants the applicantThe Committee believes it essential that, in addition to
a priority right to file a utility model application relatingindicating how utility model protection is acquired, an
to a single invention in one or several Member States.indication of duration should also be compulsory, if it

is granted temporarily.

4.11. Article 194.7. Article 12

The Committee fully endorses the specific safeguards The proposed duration of protection appears excessive
imposed on applicants regarding disclosure of the given the data the Commission provides on the life-cycle
invention, since this description enables the expert of inventions, particularly when this duration is viewed
(skilled in the art) to assess the practical applicability of independently of the economic exploitation of the
the invention, where appropriate (see Article 24). invention. It should however be borne in mind that

harmonization would reduce the duration of protection
in certain Member States.

4.8. Article 13

4.11.1. This point may give particular grounds for
The Committee must point out that the opportunity to concern, considering that the applicantmay easily obtain
‘restrict the number of claims’ (1) — recognized by two successive two-year renewals up to a total of
the Commission itself as appropriate — is lost. The 10 years. It might be advisable to oblige the Member
Committee also considers that the Commission should States to increase renewal fees after the six-year period.
clarify whether or not the Member States are barred
from restricting the possible number of claims by
applicants, or whether the only way of fleshing out the
vague concept applied in Article 13 — ‘strictly necessary 4.12. Article 20having regard to the nature of the invention’ — is by
means of third party opposition to ‘excessive claims’.

The scope of the exclusive rights granted, and the legal
limitations on them, seem appropriate, although(1) COM(95) 370 final, p. 73, fourth paragraph of (g).
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allowing theMemberStates to impose further limitations 4.16. Article 24
might, to some extent, run counter to the intended aims
of the draft directive. While endorsing the principles underlying the proposed

text, theCommitteesurges that thewordingbeamended,
particularly with regard to the paragraphs identifying4.13. Article 21
the grounds for requesting revocation of utility models.

The legal precepts concerning Community exhaustion
4.17. Article 25and international non-exhaustion of rights require no

comment, since they are in accordance with Community
Regarding the deadline for transposition of the proposedlegal precedent in this area.
directive, the Committee would point out that transpo-
sition must depend upon harmonization of patent rights,

4.14. Article 22 since this clearly lies at the core of the entire question.

The Committee believes that the Commission should
5. Conclusionsmake it obligatory for Member States to deem a utility

model ineffective, where a patent has been granted for
the same invention. 5.1. Utility models are an appropriate means of

protecting industrial property and as such, contribute
4.14.1. This is the only way to ensure effective to EU development insofar as they boost investment in
harmonization, since the consequences of this legislative research and development.
option extend beyond the question of dual protection
(cf. the rules on priority, for example). 5.2. The coexistence of different national industrial

property protection systems by using utility models
4.14.2. It would also seem proper to ‘oblige’ appli- could prejudice the achievement of free movement of
cants to retain patent protection only, since the greater goods and generate distortions of competition.
costs involved would be offset by the specific features
of this type of protection, particularly in terms of legal 5.3. Utility models are the ideal mechanism to protectcertainty. inventions which cannot be patented. As such they

represent a legal instrument particularly well-suited to
SMEs.4.15. Article 23

5.4. The Commission’s initiative appears capable ofFurther to the previous point and for the reasons already
achieving the aims it proposes, although some technicalset out, the Committee considers that the list of causes
improvements might be made, as mentioned in theof lapse of a utility model should include supersedence
present opinion.by a patent on the same invention. Moreover, it believes

that non-payment of fees should not be deemed a cause
for lapse, but simply a failure to meet the conditions 5.5. The present initiative should also be viewed

in conjunction with initiatives to regulate protectionfor granting a utility model. However, this being
understood, the Committee recommends that renewal through the patent system, in view of the similarities

existing between the two systems in question.fees be added to the list of fees given in Article 8(2).

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a Council Directive
governing the tax treatment of private motor vehicles moved permanently to another Member
State in connection with a transfer of residence or used temporarily in a Member State other

than that in which they are registered’ (1)

(98/C 235/07)

On 6 March 1998 the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
under Article 99 of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, on the
above-mentioned proposal.

The Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services, which was responsible for preparing
the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 6 May 1998. The rapporteur
was Mr Kubenz.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998) the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 111 votes for with two abstentions.

1. Introduction expires in a different Member State and the hire
vehicle is left on the territory of that Member State;

— the right of the members of the owner’s family to1.1. The proposed directive is intended to replace
use the vehicle in a Member State other than that inDirective No 83/182/EEC on tax exemptions within the
which it is registered. The same right is granted toCommunity for certain means of transport imported
persons who are not members of the family providedinto one Member State from another(2) and Directive
that the owner is also in the vehicle;No 83/183/EEC on tax exemptions applicable to perma-

nent imports from a Member State of the personal
property of individuals (3), as amended by Directive — greater flexibility concerning the right of persons
No 89/604/EEC(4). working in a Member State other than that in which

they are resident; such persons would have the right
to use their vehicle in the Member State where they
work for nine months in any 12-month period;1.2. Its aim is to consolidate and update the earlier

directives, to address problems encountered in their
application, and to take account of the public’s expec- — the Member State not to apply taxes where, during
tations of the internalmarket and the associated freedom the authorized period of temporary use, a vehicle is
of movement. damaged and the cost of repair is greater than the

value of the vehicle;

1.3. The proposal lays down that the Member States — the repeal of the special tax arrangements for vehicles
will not levy registration duty or similar taxes on vehicles transferred from one Member State to another by
brought into their territory on transfer of residence. In right of marriage or inheritance;
the case of temporary moves, the proposal grants
individuals the right to use a vehicle for six months in

— consultation between national authorities in theany 12-month period.
event of disputes concerning a person’s presumed
place of residence.

The proposal provides inter alia for:

— greater freedom to use a hire car in a Member State
other than that inwhich it is registered. It is proposed 2. General comments
to authorize a second rental where a rental contract

2.1. The proposed amendments take account of the
fact that obstacles to the free movement between

(1) OJ C 108, 7.4.1998, p. 75. Member States of private vehicles are one of the most(2) OJ L 105, 23.4.1983, p. 59 (ESC opinion: OJ C 131 of sensitive problem areas for individuals residing within12.6.1976, p. 50).
the European Union. Such obstacles, whether of a tax(3) OJ L 105, 23.4.1983, p. 64 (ESC opinion: OJ C 131 of
or other nature, impede the free movement of persons,12.6.1976, p. 49).
given the large number of cases where the motor car is(4) OJ L 348, 29.11.1989, p. 28 (ESC opinion: OJ C 180 of

8.7.1987, p. 13). the preferred means of transport.
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2.2. TheCommitteewelcomes theproposeddirective. a time-limit would not be necessary as it is not required
in Article 7.

2.3. The Committee is aware that those Member
States which levy registration taxes may suffer a loss of 3.3.2. At all events the question arises as to how a
revenue. However, in view of the small number of cases, period of nine (or however many) months can be proved
these losses should not be too high. The Member States or checked if there are no controls/proof at internal
concerned could recoup the shortfall by, for example, border crossings.
raising mineral oil taxes (see appended table).

2.4. It hopes that the new directive will give clearer 3.4. Article 6 ‘Specific cases of private use where
expression to the rights of European citizens and at the taxation is not permitted’
same time prevent the abuse of tax concessions.

3.4.1. The Committee proposes extending the time-
limits laid down in Article 6(a) for car rental firms.3. Specific comments

3.4.2. The Committee proposes the following word-
3.1. Article 2 ‘Definitions’ ing for Article 6(d):

3.1.1. Article 2(f) defines ‘family’. The Committee ‘a private vehicle used by a resident of the Member
would point out that some Member States have defi- State of temporary use, provided that the person
nitions which are more all-embracing and include other who brought the vehicle to the Member State of
forms of life-long relationship(1). temporary use is also on board the vehicle.’

3.4.3. The Committee urges that a binding provision3.2. Article 5 ‘General conditions under which tax is
be laid down which covers the situation described innot payable when a vehicle is used temporarily in
Article 6(f) and which is also recognized mutually bya Member State other than that of registration’
the Member States (2).

3.2.1. Article 4(1)(b) contains the term ‘use of the
vehicle’. This is not clear because it is hardly ever
possible to prove on what date use began. The date of 3.5. Article 7 ‘Cases of business use where taxation is
registration in the name of the person transferring not permitted’
residence would be more clear-cut.

3.5.1. As in the case of Article 6(f), the Committee3.2.2. A specific problem is vehicles previously regis-
proposes that a binding provision be laid down.tered in the name of a member of the family transferring

residence who is not moving with them.

3.2.3. Article 4(1)(c) stipulates that the vehicle be 3.6. Article 8 ‘Provisions concerning irreparable dam-
brought into the Member State to which the person age to vehicles’
transfers their residence not later than 12 months after
such transfer.

3.6.1. The Committee would point out that the
market value, especially of older used cars, is difficult3.2.4. TheCommittee is of theview that thisprovision
to determine.is irrelevant. Rather, what is required here are provisions

limiting resale within a certain period and stipulating
the maximum number of vehicles per family.

3.7. Article 9 ‘Permanent use in a Member State other
than that of normal residence’3.3. Article 5 ‘General condition under which tax is

not payable when a vehicle is used temporarily in
a Member State other than that of registration’

3.7.1. The Committee urges that the refusal of use in
Article 9(3) be relaxed.

3.3.1. The Committee considers that the matter dealt
with by Article 5(2) belongs in Article 7, in which case

(2) Some Member States require extensive questionnaires to
be filled out, even for short vehicle swaps.(1) Adopted and foster children could be a particular problem.
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3.8. Article 12 ‘Settlement of disputes’ private motor vehicles. At the same time some Member
States levy registration taxes on private vehicles in order

3.8.1. Article 12(3) gives the Commission the right to to pursue fiscal and political goals.
issue a decision in disputes between Member States. The
Committee sees this rather as the responsibility of the
European Court of Justice.

4.2. The Committee considers that this directive,
along with the Committee’s own comments on it, will4. Conclusions and summary
strengthen the rights of citizens, especially when they
move to another Member State; it will also safeguard4.1. Completion of the internal market requires

freedom of movement of people and goods, in this case the Member States’ entitlement to levy taxes.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS

APPENDIX

to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee

Revenue from vehicle-related taxes 1994

A. As a percentage of GDP

Registra- Circulation Petrol Diesel Insurance Road Totaltion tax tax tax tax tax tolls

Austria 0,07 0,20 1,03 0,43 0,34 0,45 2,52
Belgium 0,14 0,42 0,88 0,65 0,12 0,00 2,21
Denmark 1,43 0,46 0,66 0,31 0,10 0,02 2,99
Finland 0,40 0,29 1,24 0,47 0,13 0,00 2,54
France 0,10 0,22 1,04 0,73 0,33 0,00 2,42
Germany 0,00 0,43 1,18 0,55 0,17 0,00 2,33
Greece 0,52 0,14 1,74 0,77 0,00 0,00 3,17
Ireland 0,78 0,67 1,09 0,68 0,00 0,00 3,22
Italy 0,05 0,08 1,34 0,69 0,00 0,33 2,48
Luxembourg 0,00 0,07 2,12 1,50 0,00 0,00 3,70
Netherlands 0,60 0,82 0,95 0,58 0,00 0,00 2,95
Portugal 0,87 0,11 1,53 1,14 0,00 0,24 3,88
Spain 0,22 0,22 1,02 0,73 0,01 0,20 2,18
Sweden 0,11 0,27 1,44 0,31 0,00 0,00 2,13
UK 0,00 0,57 1,43 0,64 0,01 0,00 2,65

Source: Eurostat 1997 and GD XXI.
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B. As a percentage of total taxation (incl. social security contributions) general government

Registra- Circulation Petrol Diesel Insurance Road Totaltion tax tax tax tax tax tolls

Belgium 0,30 0,91 1,88 1,39 0,26 0,00 4,72
Denmark 2,77 0,89 1,27 0,61 0,19 0,05 5,77
Germany 0,00 1,00 2,77 1,29 0,40 0,00 5,46
Finland 0,85 0,60 2,60 0,99 0,28 0,00 5,32
France 0,22 0,50 2,36 1,67 0,74 0,00 5,49
Greece 1,63 0,45 5,48 2,42 0,00 0,00 9,98
Ireland 2,12 1,83 2,97 1,85 0,00 0,00 8,77
Italy 0,12 0,20 3,29 1,69 0,00 0,81 6,10
Luxembourg 0,00 0,16 4,79 3,40 0,00 0,00 8,35
Netherlands 1,28 1,76 2,04 1,25 0,00 0,00 6,33
Austria 0,15 0,46 2,34 0,98 0,76 1,03 5,73
Portugal 2,45 0,32 4,31 3,22 0,00 0,67 10,96
Spain 0,59 0,61 2,79 2,02 0,02 0,54 5,98
Sweden 0,22 0,53 2,89 0,62 0,00 0,00 4,27
UK 0,00 1,69 4,26 1,90 0,02 0,00 7,88

Source: Eurostat 1997 and GD XXI.

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Eighth Annual Report on the
Structural Funds 1996’

(98/C 235/08)

On 25November 1997 theCommission decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
under Article 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the ‘Eighth Annual
Report on the Structural Funds 1996’.

The Section for Regional Development and Town and Country Planning, which was
responsible for preparing the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 21 April
1998. The rapporteur was Mr Little.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998), the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 116 votes and 1 abstention.

1. Introduction 1.3. In November 1996, the Commission presented
its first three-yearly report on Economic and Social
Cohesion(1) as required by Article 130B of the Treaty
of European Union and a précis of this closely-related1.1. The European Commission’s Report on the
report is incorporated in the report under review. ThisStructural Funds in 1996 is the eighth such annual report
report on cohesion includes an assessment of thesince the last major revision of the regulations governing
contribution made by the Funds to the progress beingthe Structural Funds (the 1988 ‘reform’ of the Funds).
made towards economic and social cohesion. The
Economic and Social Committee adopted an opinion(2)
on this report on 23 April 1997.

1.2. The report is published in accordance with
Council Regulations (EEC) Nos 2052/88 and 4253/88
both as amended in 1993 and, as required, details their
operations during the year and the progress made (1) COM(96) 542 final.

(2) OJ C 206, 7.7.1997, pp. 78-87.towards achieving their objectives.
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1.4. Responding to requests from the European there was an improvement in the way partnership took
shape and substantial progress was made in obtainingCouncil by means of a comprehensive communication

entitled Agenda 2000, the Commission has outlined its verification that the principle of additionality was
honoured.broad perspectives for the development of the Union

and policies beyond the turn of the century and for a
broad financial framework having regard to enlarge-
ment. The document contains, inter alia, outline pro- 2.5. Clear progress was made in making up the
posals for further reform of the Structural Funds with backlog in financial activity and execution of the
the stated aim of fostering competitive development and Community budget was virtually 100 % for 1996. ECU
sustainable and job-creating growth throughout the 26,1 billion was committed by way of appropriations
Union. The Committee adopted an opinion (1) on and payments amounted to ECU 22,4 billion.
30 October 1997 providing a broad initial response to
the Commission’s proposals and will deal inmore detail,
in additional opinions currently under preparation, with

2.6. The employment situation remained a majorthe major facets such as the reform of structural policy
cause for concern during 1996 and the Commissionin the light of the more detailed proposals (2) published
sought to ensure that there was consistency between theby the Commission in March 1998.
measures part-financed by the Structural Funds and the
strategyof theEUtogivepriority to tacklingemployment
problems. Accordingly, job creation was established
as first priority within the guidelines issued by the

2. Features of the Structural Funds in 1996 Commission to Member States for the preparation of
Objective 2 programmes for 1997-1999. For the same
reason, the Commission launched an initiative to pro-
mote territorial pacts for employment with part-2.1. The various forms of assistance for the financial
financing from the Structural Funds.period have now been put into effect in all Member

States with the adoption of the last Single Programming
Documents and Community Initiative programmes in
1996 and the advent of multiannual programming. For 2.7. The Commission also allocated the financial
the new Member States, 1996 was a year of key reserve of almost ECU 1,7 billion which had been set up
importance with the allocation of commitments ad- at the time of the initial allocation for Community
vancing well. Initiatives over the 1994-99 period, taking into account

a number of priorities: combating unemployment, equal
opportunities andcombating exclusion, the environment
and the territorial dimension of structural policies.2.2. The Objective 2 programmes for 1994-1996 were

wound up although appropriations of ECU 859 million
were carried forward to the next period. Amongst
the preparations that were made for 1997-1999, the
Commission established that the regions eligible for the 3. General Comments
latter period should be the same as for 1994-1996 with
very minor changes. The overall population covered by
objective 2 is still 16,4 %. 3.1. The report is both comprehensive and complex

and it constitutes, in the main, a historical record and a
reference source. It would be neither practical nor

2.3. The Commission continued to monitor appropriate for the Committee to comment on all facets
implementation, supporting preparations for interim of the report.
evaluation. It also launched a series of thematic evalu-
ations of the impact of the Structural Funds in a number
of key areas such as research and development, small 3.2. In this opinion, the Committee concentrates onand medium-sized enterprises, the environment and major issues arising in 1996, on issues which have beenequal opportunities. Work to utilize the outcomes of the raised previously but are not yet resolved and on theevaluations was expected to commence in late 1997. In merits of the Eighth Annual Report itself. As theconjunction with the Member States, new guidelines Objective 2 programmes for 1997-1999 are the subjectfor sound and efficient management were introduced. of a parallel opinion, to avoid duplication, no specificWeaknesses and irregularities in almost all Member comments are made on the preparations made for theseStates were again revealed. programmes in 1996 and to which reference is made in

the report under review. Similarly, no specific comments
are made here on the detailed proposals for reform of

2.4. The four principles central to the 1988 reform the Structural Funds regulations as these proposals will
were kept under scrutiny. In the viewof theCommission, be the subject of one or more separate opinions to be

prepared and adopted over the next few months.

3.3. The Committee notes that the Commission’s(1) OJ C 19, 21.1.1998, pp. 111-115.
(2) COM(98) 131 final. report for 1996 is largely structured as for the previous
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year. One important change is the bringing together of Communication on Community Structural Assistance
and Employment(1) on which the Economic and Socialall the information on the assistance from the funds for

each country so as to provide individual overall views Committee was not asked to give an opinion and were
also consolidated within its Communication ‘Action forof the structural programmes implemented. The inno-

vation of last year of dealing with one subject horizon- Employment in Europe — A Confidence Pact’ (2).
tally throughout the report has been retained, the topic
this time being support for research and technological
innovation. 4.1.3. Under the initiative approved at the July 1996

European Council to promote Territorial Pacts for
Employment (initially on a pilot basis), specific guide-
lines have been adopted for the ‘stronger partnership’

3.4. The report falls into two main parts. The first deemed necessary for the project. The Committee has
takes a general look at what was achieved in 1996 already expressed its support for the pacts and, on
and comprises four chapters (implementation of the 30 October 1997, it approved an information report to
Structural Funds in 1996, budget implementation, insti- help publicize them.
tutional matters connected with the Structural Funds,
evaluation). The second looks in detail at the implemen-
tationof theStructuralFundsandcomprises six chapters:

4.1.4. The Committee considers that, in due course,the first sets out the programmes and achievements in
the Territorial Pacts should provide useful experienceeach Member State and the other five consist of financial
of such a stronger partnership. This will have relevancetables giving details of financial implementation in
for the general operations of the Structural Funds, but,1996, implementation from 1994 to 1996, the regional
because of delays in implementing the pilot pacts, suchbreakdown of financial implementation, major projects,
experience may not be available and assessable beforeand ERDF and ESF pilot projects.
the framework and regulations for the next period are
put in place. The report gives no further indication of
how the Commission proposes to take forward its
thinking on the future development of partnership.3.5. The Committee welcomes both the content
However, the Committee is aware that, in 1997, theand structure of the 1996 report and commends the
Commission set in motion a thematic evaluation ofCommission for its diligence in the production of this
partnership, theoutcomeofwhich it awaitswith interest.extensive document of some 350 pages and for meeting

the November deadline for its publication. However,
the time-cycle for production reduces the value of the
report and, accordingly, the Committee supports the 4.1.5. A redefinition of partnership has now been
Commission’s recently-stated intention tobring forward proposed by the Commission as part of the reform of
the date of publication in future years. the Structural Funds.

4.2. Programming4. Specific comments

4.2.1. The delays which occurred during 1995 and
1996 in launching and implementing programmes have

4.1. Partnership been largely caught up in 1996. Whilst that achievement
is to be welcomed, the Committee remains concerned
that a gap of probably some eighteen months on average
arose between the winding-down of programmes for the4.1.1. The Economic and Social Committee has long
preceding period and the setting-up of programmes forbeen concerned with the setting up of satisfactory
the 1994-1999 period. The vast number of assistance‘partnerships’ whereby consultation will take place
measures (now 492 for the objectives alone!) creates anbetween the Commission, Member States and other
enormous burden in terms of preparation, appraisal andrelevant bodies regarding the preparation, financing and
approval and one that is apparently irreconcilable withevaluation of Structural Funds operations. The new
the satisfactory closing of that gap.partnership arrangements introduced in 1994 were

supported in principle by the Committee and it now
acknowledges the progress that has been made by 1996
in the implementation of these arrangements. 4.2.2. The programme for Objective 2 regions will

suffer twice from such delays because of the sub-division

4.1.2. The report refers to an internal Commission
document in which preliminary proposals were made
with a view to further improvement of the partnership
conceptbeing introduced for theperiodafter1999.Those (1) COM(96) 109 final, March 1996.

(2) CSE(96) 1 final, June 1996.proposals were taken forward within a Commission
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of the 1994-1999 period. Before the start of that period 4.3.4. No matter the efforts made to take account of
cohesion, it is inevitable that the opportunities andthe Committee expressed the view, in its opinions (1) on

the Amendment of the Structural Funds Regulations, benefits of non-structural policies will have uneven
regional consequences as does the whole process ofthat the period should not be sub-divided for Objective

2. In the event, negligible changes were made to the economic integration. The recognition of countervailing
pressures arising from non-structural policies is part ofeligible regions and, if theCommittee’s recommendation

hadbeenadopted, the additional delays andadministrat- the rationale for the operation of the Structural Funds
and these need to be given proper cognisance in theive burdens could have been avoided.
targeting of funds. In chapter II D of the Eighth
Annual Report, the Commission places emphasis on
the influence of the Structural Funds in assisting the

4.2.3. The Committee continues to support simplifi- objectives of other policies and merely makes some
cation of programming procedures and, indeed, in its references to positive effects of those policies on
recent opinion on the Report on Economic and Social cohesion. Whilst the Committee accepts that it is not
Cohesion it put forward specific proposals for rational- appropriate to refer in detail to those countervailing
ization and reduction of the numbers of objectives, pressures in annual reports (in contrast to the Cohesion
funds and initiatives. Report), it considers that their existence should not be

ignored.

4.2.4. TheCommittee recommends that the timetable
for preparation, appraisal and approval be brought
forward in the cycle so that the lead time between the
start of a new financial period and the launch of

4.3.5. The Committee regrets that the heading ofprogrammes is shortened considerably and calls on the
chapter II D is misleading as the term ‘complementarity’Commission to issue comprehensive and clear guidelines
implies that EU policies are complementary withoutas early as possible in the cycle. The implementation of
qualification (things or matters cannot be complemen-such a timetable for the financial period 2000-2007
tary to a degree). The term used is an unfortunaterequires appropriate political decisions to be taken by
example of bureaucratic jargon and is, at best, unclear.the Council and the European Parliament early in 1999.
It would be more informative to use ‘Compatibility with
otherCommunity policies’ as the heading of the chapter.

4.3. Structural Funds and other Community policies

4.3.1. Regional development is not determined solely
by the regional policies of the Community and the
Member States. Similarly, EU structural policies must
operate within the overall economic environment and
are subject to the effects of other policies.

5. Research and technological innovation

4.3.2. The need for optimum consistency between
policieshasbeen stressed regularlyby theCommittee and
it has frequently called for analyses of the relationship
between the Structural Funds and other Community
policies and on the impact they have on each other. The Committee welcomes the horizontal analysis of the

operations undertaken by the funds for the technological
development of the regions and supports the emphasis
given to innovative products and services arising from

4.3.3. The Cohesion Report, to which reference is applied research. The report underlines the EU-wide
made in point 1.3 above, provides a perspective of the disparities in RTD indicators such as RTD expenditure
impact of all EU and national policies on economic and and employment and access to telecommunications. The
social cohesion, the fundamental aim of the Structural increasing emphasis being given to RTD measures under
Funds. The Committee has warmly welcomed the report the Structural Funds in the 1994-1999 programmes,
and, in its opinion thereon it stated that ‘The critical particularly inObjective 1 regions, is awelcomedevelop-
value of the first Cohesion Report is that it places the ment. Also notable is the growing sophistication of
funds in the context of a wider range of EU policies’ (2). technological measures (e.g. information and advisory

services, technical education and training, the exploi-
tation of telecommunications infrastructure, technology
transfer mechanisms), the growing involvement of the
private sector and the investment being made in com-(1) OJ C 201, 26.7.1993, pp. 52-58.
plementary regional innovation/technology transfer(2) OJ C 206, 7.7.1997, pp. 78-87, paragraph 1.10 of the

opinion. strategies to promote a more analytical and strategic
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approach to RTD issues. It will be important for future Committee notes with interest that a separate report on
RTD and the Structural Funds is to be issued by thereports and evaluation commissioned by the European

Commission to assess the impact of these trends. The Commission early in 1998.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Communication from the Commission
on the new regional programmes 1997-1999 under Objective 2 of the Community’s Structural

Policies — focusing on job creation’

(98/C 235/09)

On 17November 1997 theCommission decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
underArticle 198 of the Treaty establishing theEuropean Community, on the above-mentioned
communication.

The Section for Regional Development and Town and Country Planning, which was
responsible for preparing the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 21 April
1998. The rapporteur was Mr Masucci.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998), the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion with 114 votes in favour and one abstention.

1. Introduction According to information from the Member States,
these programmes should create or maintain around
880 000 jobs, 90% of which (801 000) are concentrated

1.1. In November 1997 the Commission presented a in the UK, France, Germany, Spain and Italy.
communication setting out the new regional pro-
grammes for declining industrial areas (Objective 2)
during the second programming period, which runs to
the end of 1999.

1.3. The planned measures fall into four main catego-
ries:The communication is based on an examination of 65

new Single Programming Documents (SPDs) and one
Community Support Framework (CSF) for Spain.

— support for the growth and competitiveness of
industry and businesses, especially SMEs (47,4% of

The communication does not consider the SPDs for expenditure);
Austria and Sweden, as these countries opted for a
five-year programming period(1).

— training and reskilling programmes, in particular to
familiarize workers with new technologies (33,8%);1.2. The communication summarizes the anticipated

impact on economic development, and especially on
employment.

— regeneration and improvement of run-down indus-
trial and urban areas (12,3 %);

(1) A summary of the programmes for these two countries is
contained in the Commission communication on the

— environmental protection and promotion of cleanimplementation of EU regional policies in Austria, Finland
and Sweden (COM(96) 316 final, 3.7.1996). technologies and green tourism (5,2 %).
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According to the Note for Guidance which the Com- some cases the broad range of interventions made
complementarities and synergies more difficult tomission sent to the Member States on 30 April 1996(1),

the paramount priority for the 1997-1999 Objective 2 achieve.
programmes is job creation. This is to be achieved by
improving production structures and raising the skills
level of the workforce. 2.2.1. Training schemes, in particular, were less

closely targeted, although ‘this may partly be due to the
horizontal nature of human resources measures’ (2).

1.4. The Commission scrutinized each plan in the
light of these objectives and assessed the following
factors: extent to which the priorities have been taken However, the Commission states that ‘the integrationinto account; quality of analysis of the area concerned; of ERDF and ESF measures was relatively improved’(2)consistency between the declared objectives and the
resources allocated to them; concrete impact on employ-
ment; environmental impact of the strategy and related

2.2.2. TheCommission identified more serious short-actions.
comings in the plans originally submitted; these plans
showed ‘an initial lack of quantification of objectives

1.4.1. Account was also taken of the principles of and outputs including the employment effects and
partnership and additionality. absence of baseline data’ (3).

In particular, the plans were to include a commitment
In particular, the Commission notes that little use wasto ensure that the social partners played their full part,
made of the methodological framework sent to theand were to link the Objective 2 programmes with other
Member States, on ex-ante appraisal of employmenteconomic regeneration schemes in the region concerned.
effects.

As regards additionality, each Member State was to
ensure the same overall level of expenditure as for

2.2.3. Greater attention was paid to the environmen-1994-1996.
tal aspects. Most plans provided a strategic environmen-
tal assessment, and some gave detailed information on
all the proposed measures.1.5. The list of regions eligible forObjective 2 support

is broadly the same as in the 1994-1996 period, as is the
percentage of the EU population concerned (16,4%).

2.3. Although most plans included an explicit com-
Funding has been set at ECU 8,288 million (1997 prices); mitment to the partnership principle, the participation
this is a real increase of 13,8 % compared to the previous of the economic and social partners was not always
period. To this figure should be added ECU 859 million clearly defined.
of unutilized resources from the first period, making a
total of ECU 9 147 million.

2.4. Finally, problems in gathering and verifying data
made it difficult to ascertain additionality.

2. Problems identified by the Commission

For this reason, a clause was introduced in the decisions2.1. The Commission recognizes that the framing of
approving the SPDs ‘suspending Community paymentsthe new SPDs has drawn on experience gained in the
after the first advance pending ex-ante verification ofprevious programming period.
the additionality principle’ (4).

It also notes a strong degree of continuity of strategy
between the new programmes and their predecessors.

2.5. Negotiations between the Commission and the
Member State resolved some of these problems andMost plans had four or five clearly presented, explicit
significantly improved the quality and effectiveness ofstrategic objectives; some of these reflected an integrated
the plans, ‘particularly in the light of the results ofapproach to economic development, while others high-
evaluation (...) and the paramount priority of joblighted horizontal aspects such as environmental sus-
creation’(5).tainability and equal opportunities.

2.2. In assessing the measures’ consistency with the
strategic objectives, the Commission notes that in

(2) COM(97) 524 final, 14.11.1997, Chapter III (i), point iv.
(3) COM(97) 524 final, 14.11.1997, Chapter III (i), point v.
(4) COM(97) 524 final, 14.11.1997, Chapter III (i), c.
(5) COM(97) 524 final, 14.11.1997, Chapter III (ii).(1) COM(96) 952 final, 29.4.1996.
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In some instances, increased importance was given to drive to create and save jobs, as this is now the top
priority of Community policies.measures which promised most job creation. In other

cases, the programmes were completely rethought.

4. Assessment
3. General comments

4.1. The programmes described in the communi-
3.1. The communication is important for a number cation can thus be assessed:
of reasons, and firstly because it covers the last period
of operation of Objective 2 in its current form.

— against the results of the preceding periods, in the
light of the problems which emerged in the earlier
administration of Objective 2;3.1.1. This is because the reform of the Structural

Funds anticipated in Agenda 2000 envisages a radical
revision of structural policy. — with an eye to the future, in the light of the structural

policy reform proposed in Agenda 2000(1).

The seven current objectives would be reduced to three.
Two of these would be regionally based, while the third
would exclusively cover human resources. 4.2. Comparison with earlier action

For the period 2000-2006, the Commission envisages a 4.2.1. Firstly, it is worth seeing whether the program-slightly lower average annual appropriation than for ming for 1997-1999 has improved on previous program-1999, and stricter application of the 75 % of GDP ming.threshold for regions included in the new Objective 1.

A useful reference grid is provided by the issues that3.1.2. The percentage of the EU population covered
were highlighted at the April 1997 European Cohesionby Objectives 1 and 2 would fall from the present 51%
Forum, which considered some reports on the manage-to between 35 and 40%; this means that some regions
ment of the Structural Funds(2).would have to be excluded. As all the Community

initiatives will come under the new Objectives 1 and 2
(apart from those for human resources, which will form 4.2.2. The forum’s debate on Objective 2 revealed aObjective 3), it follows that some areas might no longer number of basic problems. Broadly speaking, althoughreceive any structural support at all — other than the Structural Fund assistance in declining industrial regionsSocial Fund and the remaining Community initiatives has done much to help structural adjustment over the— after 1999. For these areas, the measures discussed in years (in the period 1989-1993, for example, somethe communication are thus of special importance. 500 000 net jobs were created), its impact has been

limited by the excessively small size of some areas,
which has sometimes made an effective integrated

3.2. There is a second reasonwhy the communication approach impossible.
is so important: in order to ensure that the reform of
the Structural Funds is as transparent and effective as
possible, a careful assessment must be made of the The limited duration of the support (two years) has
manner in which the decisions were reached on the SPDs encouraged short-term schemes, to the detriment of a
for 1997-1999, and of the planned measures. strategic approach to development.

Key factors here might include: 4.2.3. As regards programme content and implemen-
tation, any genuine reconversion of these areas has been

— as regards the way the programmes were devised: a seriously hampered by the fact that small firms are often
check on the existence of a horizontal partnership; unable to follow market and innovation trends, and

therefore fail to produce any appreciable regional added
value.— as regards content: the selection of innovative pro-

jects and local development projects;

However, there has been a steady improvement on one
— as regards objectives: the creation of real additional, important front. Programme content has given priority

lasting jobs.

3.3. Thirdly and most significantly, the communi- (1) See Part One, Chapter II, 2 of Agenda 2000.
cation is important because of the contribution which (2) The report presented by Prof. Michel Quévit is particularly

relevant.the programmes contained in the SPDs can make to the
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to intangible factors (development of businesses, inno- Greater attention is devoted to training and retraining
schemes, promotion of entrepreneurship and encourage-vation, training and skills, environmental protection),

rather than to physical ones such as basic infrastructure. ment of RTD.

The attention given to RTD and innovation is also Efforts will also be made to improve local services,important. However, care must be taken to ensure that which offer considerable employment potential.investment does not just support whatever innovation
is on offer, but is geared to the real needs of small
businesses. 4.2.7.1. Overall, the Committee is pleased to see a

greater integration of Community, national and local
initiatives. This is vital in order to make optimum use4.2.4. One of the most positive features of the
of resources and obtain better results.Structural Funds is that they have committed the regions

to make more permanent, structured provision for
development.

4.3. The reform of the Structural Funds and State aidManagement methods still differ considerably, as they for the regionsare influenced by the differing administrative traditions,
and this fact is to be welcomed.

4.3.1. The Commission states in Agenda 2000 that
the new Objective 2 programmes ‘will favour economicHowever, centralist administrations still find it difficult
diversification, including in regions heavily dependentto accept a ‘bottom-up’ approach to regional develop-
on a single declining economic sector’ (1).ment.

4.2.5. Another plus point is that the Funds have It goes on to say that ‘this will require increased support
developed the horizontal partnership and have dove- for small and medium-sized enterprises and innovation
tailed more effectively with other national and regional as well as a greater emphasis on vocational training,
assistance. local development potential, the protection of the

environment and combating social exclusion (...). Invest-
In some areas, setting up the partnership remains ment in human resources, based on anticipation and on
difficult because of the lack of an established tradition activating the labour market (...) should be increased’.
of relations between the public authorities and socio-
economic organizations.

4.3.1.1. The Commission would also like to see
‘simpler, transparent and specific eligibility criteriaIn the past, the private sector has hardly ever taken part developed for the various types of areas covered by thein the framing of the programmes, unlike the public and new Objective 2’. Each region is to have a singlesemi-public sector. programme involving the various Funds (ERDF, ESF,
EAGGF, FIFG).

4.2.6. Other important issues relate to the manage-
ment of the programmes.

4.3.1.2. The aim will be to concentrate resources on
the worst affected regions at Community level.Alterations tend to be made on the basis of financial

aspects rather than on changes in regional development
priorities. Any current Objective 2 and 5b regions which are no

longer eligible under the future selection criteria would
enjoy limited financial support for a transitional period.This is partly because there is no monitoring, and

because the time frame is too short.

The Commission also states that, in order to simplifyMany projects do not set operational objectives for the operational arrangements, there will be a singleimplementation and impact. These criteria have rarely multi-year programme for eachObjective 1 and 2 region,
been instrumental in project selection. a clear division of responsibilities between the national,

regional and local authorities and the Commission, and
Lastly, additionality has often posed a problem. Avail- stringent checks and verification of results.
able funds have not been used because the regional and
national authorities found it difficult to match the

4.3.2. Account must also be taken of the new guide-Community resources.
lines for State aid to the regions, which were approved
by the Commission on 10 December 1997 following an4.2.7. In the communication’s conclusions, the Com-

mission points out that the new programmes for 1997-
1999 offer more incentives for investments which pro-
mote employment-intensive growth and sustainable
development. (1) Agenda 2000, Part One, Section II (2).
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initiative by Mr Van Miert. These seek ‘to set up a more The Amsterdam Treaty contains a new Title on employ-
ment, deeming it a ‘matter of common concern’.transparent system’ and ‘to create positive discrimi-

nation with regard to the least favoured regions’ (1).

The Commission’s 1998 work programme(3) also
announces various draft regulations regarding structural4.3.2.1. The main criteria will be that:
policies, with a view to implementing the reforms
proposed in Agenda 2000, and states that employment

— aid should be concentrated on the poorest regions; is the first of the ‘political priorities’ on which it intends
to concentrate its action(4).

— national aid should be consistent with that used for
the Structural Funds;

5.2. The question of the employment objectives set
in the various SPDs is worth considering here.

— special attention should be accorded to aid that is
designed to boost employment; hence aid will no

The data contained in Annex 4 to the communication,longer be restricted to productive investment, but
concerning the expected impact on employment inmay also cover the jobs that will ensue from it;
the Member States, vary greatly and are not always
intelligible.— the overall volume of regional aid should be reduced.

In the UK, for instance, over 380 000 jobs are expected
4.3.3. Of relevance here is the impact which the to be created or maintained (including over 40 000
proposed reforms will have on the number of people temporary jobs—around10 %).The figure forGermany
covered by the Structural Funds after the year 2000. is less than 120 000 (including 4 100 temporary jobs —

around 3 %), while for Italy it is 123 000 (including
6 200 temporary jobs — around 5 %).

This raises the question of how to ease the transition
for the affected regions and adopt new eligibility criteria

Hence there are also considerable disparities in thethat are socio-economically justified.
average cost of creating each job.

4.3.4. The idea of making Objective 2 areas cotermi-
5.3. Some of the statements made in the communi-nous with those eligible for state aid (Treaty
cation appear slightly contradictory.Article 92(3)c) is also a cause for concern. While

recognizing the need to coordinate and integrate EU
structural policies more effectively with national ones, The Commission begins with the caveat (chapter III,
the Committee feels that this could lead to an excessive pointv) that ‘an initial lackofquantificationofobjectives
reduction in areas. and outputs (...) was one of the most disappointing

features of the plans originally submitted’.

However, it adds that ‘substantial progress was made
5. Impact on employment subsequently’ in the negotiations.

It immediately goes on to regret that the Member States
5.1. The employment impact of structural measures made little use of the note on methodology which it sent
deserves careful consideration. According to the Delors them regarding ex-ante appraisal of employment effects.
white paper, the main objective of the Structural
Funds is to help create conditions for lasting growth,

Later again, it returns to the ‘substantial progress (...)competitiveness and economic development.
made in the quantification of employment effects’, and
speaks of ‘detailed estimates’ (5).

The March 1996 Commission communication on struc-
tural assistance and employment(2) established the 5.3.1. At all events, the assessments appear to havepriority goal as employment. been made using different calculation methods.

From Essen through to the recent summit in Luxem- 5.4. A similar problem exists in relation to thebourg, European Councils have consistently made comparison with earlier ex-post evaluations.employment their most pressing priority.

(3) SEC(97) 1852 final.
(4) COM(97) 517 final.(1) OJ C 74, 10.3.1998.

(2) COM(96) 109 final, 20.3.1996. (5) COM(97) 524 final, Chapter III (iii).
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According to the eighth annual report on the Structural between employment and output growth, it is clear that
the major problem remains the creation of more jobs’ (1).Funds, 850 000 gross jobs were created or maintained

during the programming period 1989-1993.

Structural measures, including those funded under
For 1997-1999 (i.e. just two years), the forecast gross Objective 2, must aim not only to boost the competi-
figure is 880 000 — in other words, a higher figure in tiveness of businesses and regions, but also to boost
half the time (a rise of over 200 %). This seems to be production, demand and income. This is the only way
due to the greater commitment shown by all parties to inwhich the improvements will produce additional jobs.
employment.

However, it is not possible to make the most interesting
comparison — concerning the creation of new jobs — 6. Concluding comments
because (surprisingly) data are not available on the
number of net jobs; these data are provided only by the
UK and France. The Commission communication highlights a few out-

standing problems which must be solved with a view to
the reform of the Structural Funds. It also provides anThis gives a telling indication of the reliability of the
opportunity to consider ways of managing resourcesdata provided by most countries.
more effectively, in the interests of both the short term
aim of saving or creating jobs and the strategic aim of
economic and social cohesion.In contrast to this lack of precision, data on the number

of temporary jobs is available for 12 Member States.
The figure for these (106 115) is rather high when
compared with the possible, realistic final figure for net
jobs. 6.1. Strengthening the partnership

6.1.1. The question of the partnership must be5.5. The Commission obviously has difficulty
addressed clearly and firmly. The communicationobtaining reliable information from the Member States,
devotes only a short paragraph of Part I to this keyand lacks the manpower to carry out the large number
instrument; it is not mentioned at all in the analyticalof checks required. However, there remains the problem
tables for the Member States or in the conclusions. Onlyof the methodology to be followed, and — more
in the summary tables for territorial employment pactimportantly — the problem of checks on whether the
projects (Annex 5) do we find a list of the main partners.objectives are being achieved; these checks are not being

made at present.

6.1.2. As the Commission states in the Note for
Checks and verification are carried out meticulously Guidance which it sent to Member States in 1996(2),
when it comes to the accounting procedures for expendi- many Objective 2 regions already have a tradition of
ture, but there is no ex post verification or monitoring. partnership and this needs to be further developed. The

Note stressed that in developing and implementing the
new Objective 2 programmes, ‘full use should be made

These are not just issues of methodology; they have real of the regional and local authorities and the economic
practical consequences for employment. (such as, for example, SME representatives) and social

partners’. This was necessary ‘in order to ensure that
programmes fully reflect local needs and conditions’.

5.6. Here the Committee would again stress that real
economic growth — with an increase in demand and in
available income — is a precondition for creating real, 6.1.3. However, the communication does not assess
lasting jobs. the nature or efficacy of this involvement, either in the

framing of the programmes or in implementation and
checks.

Support policies for generating new jobs must form part
of a process of wider growth and development.

6.1.4. The Committee would again stress that the
partnership must function right from the planningWhat is true at macro level is also true at micro level. stage, and must continue during the implementation ofMeasures for introducing innovation and increasing structural measures. A strong partnership is essentialproductivitymustbematchedbymeasures for expanding

demand.

In its recent report on Employment in Europe 1997, the (1) COM(97) 479 final, 1.10.1997, p. 1.
(2) COM(96) 952 final, 29.4.1996, point III.Commission states that ‘whatever the relationship
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for effective structural measures because it makes have to be altered. Re-allocating human resources also
takes time, as people have to be properly trained for theit possible to tailor projects to real socio-economic

problems and to incorporate them in a regional develop- new activities.
ment strategy.

The public authorities can no longer treat involvement 6.2.2. The Committee feels that, in future, longer
of the socio-economic organizations as an optional extra term programming would be more in keeping with a
or as a mere formality that complicates decision-takers’ more integrated strategy that has a stronger impact on
work. There must be an organized partnership, which conditions in Objective 2 regions. It goes without saying
must function across all Member States and for all that there should always be a mid-term review, as this
structural measures. provides an opportunity not only for checks and

adjustments but also to put forward new measures if
necessary, so as to focus on the areas which offer the6.1.5. Use of the partnership has improved since the best prospects for improving local competitiveness andreform of the Structural Funds and the 1993 regulation, creating stable employment.but the degree to which Article 4 of Regulation 2081 is

applied varies from country to country. The Committee
has long asked that this article be reworded to give a
clearer definition of the principles of the partnership,

6.2.3. The eligibility criteria should be carefullywithout giving too much leeway to the Member States.
reviewed. A more effective and integrated approachThe Commission’s new proposal (Article 8 of the recent
obviously also presupposes more flexible criteria forproposal for the framework regulation) would appear
demarcating the geographical areas covered byto be a step forward which meets the Committee’s
measures.recommendations. Common criteria also need to be

established regarding the operation of the monitoring
committees.

6.2.4. One problem which needs to be solved with
6.1.6. The Commission’s report on the Structural the help of the Member States and local authorities
Funds in 1996(1) rightly notes the importance of: concerns the statistical indicators used for assessment

and decision-taking.
— reformulating the legal framework so as to clarify

the roles and responsibilities of each partner;

It is important, with respect to crisis-hit areas, to define— improving the technical and operational capacities
indicators based on inter-comparable, credible statistics.of partners where necessary, by supporting training,

information and technical assistance measures.

The aim should be for the partnership to become an 6.2.5. The Committee generally endorses the need to
essential part of structural policy, and ensure genuine concentrate resources in order to obtain a critical mass
involvement of the public and private socio-economic that will stimulate regeneration and new development.
partners in the framing of structural programmes. Resources should therefore be concentrated in the worst

hit areas of the eligible regions.

6.2. Reviewing the length of the programming periods
and regional eligibility

6.3. Focusing on support for SMEs6.2.1. Rather than extending the 1994-1996 pro-
grammes, the Commission has opted for new pro-
grammes, as it feels that this will improve the use made
of the funds. In this particular case the decision may be
justified by the need to reorient the programmes towards 6.3.1. In order to make Objective 2 measures more
the priority objective of employment. effective, especially on the employment front, priority

should be given to SMEs. The development of existing
SMEs and micro-businesses and the establishment of

In general, however, the Committee thinks that the new and innovative ones are a vital way of diversifying
productive side of a regional economycannot be changed production in areas that need regeneration.
overnight, as the whole socio-economic geography may

SMEs should be helped to become competitive on the
national and international market. Innovation-transfer(1) COM(97) 526 final.
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schemes should be provided for them, gearing the new employment. Both the Delors white paper and the
most recent economic forecasts suggest that millions ofregeneration exercise more closely to their needs.
jobs can be created by fully exploiting the opportunities

As well as for infrastructure, Objective 2 resources of the information society. Programmes financed under
should be used to improve the position of SMEs in Objective 2 should include funding for innovation (e.g.
intra-EU trade, with new products and access to new telematics in trade and services).
markets. The overall aims should be to create an
operating environment conducive to the generation of 6.3.3. Two other fields deserve more attention as
profits, and to foster a spirit of risk-taking and inno- sources of new jobs:
vation among young people.

— environmental protection (water treatment, recy-
cling of industrial waste, improvement of the urban6.3.2. The development of information and com-
environment, and so on). The recent communicationmunication systems is of basic importance here — in
on environment and employment(1) is relevant here;other words, the implementation of the information

society inmanufacturing and service SMEs. One priority — tapping of new sources of employment to meet the
should be the establishment of centres providing services changing needs of society. Objective 2 regions
geared to the needs of SMEs. have a high population density, and industrial

restructuring has left a large pool of labour.It is necessary to eliminate a certain bias towards
‘industry’, which leads all countries to skew their 6.3.4. The final important factor is the development
planning towards companies in traditional manufactur- of human resources, with the training system being
ing sectors rather than services, trade and tourism. geared to business needs. This is of special importance

in Objective 2 areas, where hundreds of thousands ofIt should be remembered that for some years now, while workers — many of them highly skilled — are obligedindustry and agriculture have steadily shed jobs and to acquire new skills at an advanced age. A continuingcreated few new ones, services have registered a virtually training system is thus vital, to help workers cope withuninterrupted rise in employment. the increasing pace of change.
Services such as telecommunications, information tech-
nology and distribution still offer considerable scope for (1) COM(97) 592 final, 18.11.1997.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Communication from the Commission
on the Implementation of the First Action Plan on Innovation in Europe’

(98/C 235/10)

On 21 January 1998 the Commission decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
underArticle 198 of the Treaty establishing theEuropean Community, on the above-mentioned
communication.

The Section for Energy, Nuclear Questions and Research, which was responsible for preparing
the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 13 May 1998. The rapporteur
was Mrs Sirkeinen.

At its 355th plenary session held on 27 and 28 May 1998 (meeting of 27 May) the Economic
and Social Committee adopted the following opinion by 116 votes to none, with three
abstentions.

1. Introduction 2. Gist of the Commission’s communication

The Commission document is organized as follows:
1.1. In its opinion(1) on the Green Paper on inno-
vation the Economic and Social Committee notes that: 2.1. Implementation of the Action Plan

Implementation has commenced at Community level.— innovation is the basis for competitiveness, employ- The following table lists the various measures andment and economic and social development and summarizes the main progress made and current situ-well-being; ation in different fields.

— innovation lays the foundations for ongoing P r o t e c t i o n o f i n t e l l e c t u a l p r o p e r t y
cohesion; and

Green Paper on patents:

— innovation is by nature an extensive and decentral- — Commission decision on appropriate follow-up at
ized process comprising many elements and should the beginning of 1998
be approached on the basis of respect for the

Intellectual Property Right (IPR) Help Desk:subsidiarityprinciple, albeit inacoordinated fashion.
— Call for tenders concerning the provision of external

services at the beginning of 1998; service operational
1.2. Reducing unemployment in Europe requires the mid-1998
adoption of new attitudes and approaches. In particular,

Access to data on patents:there is a need to improve the capacity for innovation
in Europe. This extends far beyond research and — Decision by the European Patent Office on
technology to include factors related to prevailing implementation of a single interface
attitudes, the social and educational context and the
legal framework. The Amsterdam and Luxembourg Protection of biotechnological inventions:
European Councils entrusted the Commission with the — Unanimous agreement by the Council on the needtask of promoting research and innovation with a view for a directive in November 1997to reducing unemployment.

Intellectual property in the information society:

— Commission proposal for a directive on10December1.3. With the publication of its Green Paper on
1997innovation in 1995, the Commission launched a debate

on innovation policy. (2) The Economic and Social Technical inventions:
Committee adopted an opinion on the Green Paper

— Commission proposal for a directive subsequent toin May 1996(1). On the basis of the Green Paper and
consultation on the Green Paper on protection ofthe feedback generated by it the Commission drew
utility models in the single marketup the First Action Plan for Innovation in Europe

in December 1996. The Commission communication
which is the subject of the present opinion contains the F i n a n c i n g i n n o v a t i o n
first annual report on implementation of the Action
Plan together with a proposal for priorities for action in The European Capital Markets:
1998. — Launch of the Euro-New Market and EASDAQ

(European Association of Securities Dealers Auto-
mated Quotations)

— Commission report to the European Council on the(1) OJ C 212, 22.7.1996.
(2) COM(95) 688 final. remaining obstacles, June 1998
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I-TEC (Innovation and Technology Equity Capital): Form-Inno-Tech:

— Founding principles for the establishment of a— Selection of the first nine venture capital funds at
European network drawn up in September 1997;the end of 1997 (ECU 380 million for 150 high-tech
aimed at enterprises and establishment of SMEsSMEs); plan to establish a network between the

selected funds
Train-Re-Tech:

JEV - Joint European Ventures: — Increased cooperation between the Training and
Mobility for Researchers programme and the Leo-

— Implementation of project to support the creation nardo programme; continuation of the fifth RTD
of European joint ventures (ECU 5 million) framework programme

— Development of the Training and Mobility ofLIFT (Links to Innovation Financing for Technology):
Researchers network

— Call for tenders for the external operation of a Help
Desk to facilitate contacts between investors and

G e a r i n g r e s e a r c h t o i n n o v a t i o nplayers in the field; operational mid-1998

Fifth RTD framework programme:
Spirit of enterprise and access to financing :

— Concentrated key actions as an integral part of the
— Investment fora and training seminars under the framework programme

Innovation programme (approx. 330 projects to
— Promotion of innovation within thematic pro-date) and the Brite-Euram programme (five projects

grammesto date)

Integrating SMEs into the EU’s fifth RTD framework— EstablishmentofaBiotechnologyandFinanceForum
programme:

— Paris Round Table on innovation, the creation of
— Horizontal programme ‘Innovation and Partici-businesses and jobs

pation of SMEs’

— Some 9 000 SMEs have participated in the fourthT h e r e g u l a t o r y f r a m e w o r k a n d a d m i n i s - framework programme over a period of two and at r a t i v e s i m p l i f i c a t i o n half years

BEST (Business Environment Simplification Task Improved gearing of research to standardization:
Force):

— Working document on research and standardization
— Report to the European Council in June 1998

Prosoma Esprit:
SLIM (Simpler Legislation for the Internal Market): — Access to RTD results on CD-ROM and the Internet
— Report to the European Council in November 1997 European technology-transfer initiative at the Joint

Research Centre (JRC):
European Economic Interest Groupings (EEIG):

— Phasing in of the initiative from 1998, with provision
— Communication fromtheCommissiononthepartici- for monitoring developments and evaluating results

pation of European economic interest groupings in
public contracts and programmes financed by public

S t r e n g t h e n i n g o v e r a l l c o o r d i n a t i o n o ffunds
i n n o v a t i o n p o l i c y

— Practical guide to EEIGs for SMEs under the Regie
Establishment of mechanisms for coordinating(European Network of EEIGs) initiative
implementation:

— Group of Directors-General for InnovationE d u c a t i o n a n d t r a i n i n g
— Commission Communication on coherence, com-

Erasmus Apprenticeship initiative: petitiveness, RTD and innovation policy in prep-
aration

— Transnational placement of 70 000 apprentices by
1998 Trend Chart on innovation in Europe

— Project and work schedule confirmed in NovemberEuropass:
1997

— Introductionof sandwichclasses inhigher vocational
education 2.2. Priorities for action in 1998

Campus-Voice: 2.2.1. Continued implementation of the Action Plan
will remain one of the Commission’s top priorities, in— Network of partnerships involving 70 universities, particular in the following fields:six enterprises, seven newspapers and student associ-

ations — intellectual property,
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— access to financing, those who are interested in it. More attention needs to
be paid to presentation, however. Despite its conciseness

— administrative simplification, the communication is rather difficult to understand for
people who are not familiar with the subject, especially

— developing the spirit of enterprise. since the classification it employs differs from the one
used in the Action Plan. Moreover, no justification is
given for the priorities for action in 1998 nor is there2.2.2. With that objective in mind, emphasis will be
any description of the measures required.put on actions aiming at:

— mobilizing Member States and the operators con-
cerned, in particular through their participation in 3.3. In order to make the report easier to read, the
the elaboration of the Trend Chart on innovation; Committeeproposes the inclusionofa separate summary

table with three columns headed as follows:
— fostering the creation, development and growth of

companies, in particular of those based on new — priority measures;
technologies;

— progress made with regard to each measure; and— encouraging new production and trading patterns;

— planned action in the following year.— supporting the acquisition of professional skills by
innovation support specialists, in particular through
training in the areas of technology brokerage, tech-
nology transfer and financial analysis of stocks; Objectives and priorities of EU innovation policy

— facilitating the interconnection or, whenever neces-
sary, the setting up of private and/or public networks

3.4. High unemployment is one of the most seriousto support and advise firms in the area of technology,
problems facing Europe. It is therefore both right andmarketing, management, information and finance.
necessary that innovation policy be used to alleviate this
problem as well. Countries which invest more on

2.2.3. Information sheets on the actions described education and training, research, innovation and new
above are appended to the communication. technology also generate more new jobs.

3.5. Innovation is essentially a cultural issue. This3. General comments
should be given more emphasis in the Commission’s
Action Plan. It has to do with attitudes and society’s

3.1. In the present opinion the Economic and Social willingness to renew itself, the way people relate to
Committee focuses on making a number of general change and risk, entrepreneurial spirit and dynamism
observations on the Commission document and com- in general. Developing education and training and
menting on the priorities for action in 1998 listed therein. strengthening their connectionswith firms and theworld
Reference is made to measures already under way only of work play a key role in this regard.
to the extent that there is something fundamentally new
to note about them. TheCommittee has already adopted
or is currently drawing up a number of opinions that 3.6. It is important for the success of innovation that
touch on the Action Plan on innovation policy. (1) The at the workplace there is wide involvement in all aspects
present opinion draws on the views expressed in these of the innovation process and that work organization is
opinions without actually repeating them. such that it fosters participation by each individual

and the development and utilization of the skills and
know-how of each individual.3.2. The publication by the Commission of an annual

report on the Action Plan on innovation, together with
proposals on priorities for action, is clearly beneficial

3.7. It is customary in Europe to focus particularboth to the parties directly involved in such activity and
attention on the need to ensure that due regard is also
paid to social cohesion in the process of structural
change in the economy. This need is now formally(1) Opinion on the Green Paper on innovation, OJ C 212,
recognized in the Amsterdam Treaty. Social dialogue22.7.1996. Own-initiative opinion on the impact on SMEs
between the social partners can play a major role in thisof the steady, widespread reduction in funds allocated to

research and technological development in the EU (at process.
Community and national level), OJ C 355, 21.11.1997,
p. 31. Opinion on the Proposal for a Council Decision
concerning the rules for the participation of undertakings, 3.8. Job creation takes place primarily in small andresearch centres and universities and for the dissemination medium-sized enterprises, craft industries and microof research results for the implementation of the Fifth

enterprises. They are close to markets and can adaptFramework Programme of the European Community
and respond quickly to people’s needs. Improving the(1998-2002) and the Fifth Framework Programme of the
ability of SMEs to participate in all aspects of theEuropean Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) (1998-

2002). innovation process is a top priority. The ESC has drawn
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attention to various aspects of this question in a number innovation in Europe, the following comments on the
Action Plan are presented below.of opinions. (1) The creation of business networks and

particularly cooperation between small and large firms
can make a major contribution in this connection.

3.11.1. Given the importance of promoting inno-
vation, it is essential to have an effective and smoothly
functioning Action Plan. So far, however, the Com-3.8.1. It would be useful in implementing the Action
mission’s first Action Plan and its implementation givePlan to apply the three-fold classification of SMEs into
the impression of being somewhat fragmentary andthose which develop technology, those which exploit
lacking in direction. Whilst recognizing that the pro-new technology and passive enterprises which is pre-
motion of innovation is a complex and thus difficultsented in more detail in the above-mentioned opinion.
task, the Committee is nevertheless concerned about theA practical proposal based on this classification is given
effectiveness of the Action Plan in its present form.below in point 5.1.4.

3.11.2. The Action Plan is very largely built on
research activity and exploitationof research results, and3.9. Innovation policy is a highly complex sector and
in particular the EU’s fifthRTD framework programme.operates at many levels. It involves enterprises and other
Most of the measures are designed to improve oppor-individual operators at local, regional, national and
tunities for and remove obstacles to exploitation ofCommunity level. In its opinion on the Green Paper on
research results.innovation, the ESC stressed that the EU should give

first priority to those issues which fall within its
competence, that is issues related to the regulatory
framework at EU level, the single market, the structural 3.11.3. But not all innovation is research-driven.
funds and research programmes. The ESC would reiter- The Action Plan completely ignores one part of the
ate that human resources and financing allocated to innovation system which is at least equally important,
these areas must be given clear priority. namely markets. Recognition of market needs and

marketing within and outside the EU must be developed
in enterprises parallel with the development of supply
in the technology field. This should be stated explicitly

3.10. The EU can take action in areas falling within in the Action Plan, even though a large proportion of
the sphere of activity ofMember State, regions or market potential measures in this area, such as those related to
operators only if this generates added value or political educationand training,donot fallwithin thecompetence
mobilization is called for.Among the decentralized areas of the EU.
typically associated with the innovation system are
funding, education and training; the formation, develop-
ment and research activity of firms; and universities and 3.11.4. The effective functioning of the single market
other research centres. The EU’s primary task in these is, however, one area which clearly falls the within
areas should be the collation and provision of compar- the EU’s competence and is vital for the success of
able data, the creation of opportunities for exchange innovation. Though this applies to all market segments,
of experience and the establishment of networks of the problems are particularly acute in those sectors
partnerships between organizations providing infor- which are still partially or totally closed to competition.
mation, educational and advisory services in Member Areaswheredevelopment hasmost clearly lagged behind
States and,wherenecessary, the coordinationof national that of leading competitors are telecommunications and
and regional action. information technology in general, i.e. those sectors

with the highest level of innovation.

3.11.5. The Structural Funds are the most importantFirst Action Plan on Innovation resource which the EU has at its disposal for fostering
regional economic development, cohesion and a steady
improvement in living conditions in Europe. The use of
the structural funds to foster innovative activities should3.11. The ESC notes with satisfaction that the also be one of the main tools of innovation policy at EUAction Plan echoes many of the views set out in its level in the future. This would also be the best way toopinion on the Green Paper on innovation. (2) Since, promote employment, which, in the view of the ESC,however, the ESC has not had an opportunity to should be the prime objective of the structural fundsdeliver a separate opinion on the Action Plan for reform. At the moment the Action Plan only mentions
this possibility.

3.11.6. All projects supporting the development of(1) Own-initiative opinion on the impact on SMEs of the
the information society in Europe are also importantsteady, widespread reduction in funds allocated to research
from the point of view of improving innovative activity.and technological development in the EU (at Community
The information society offers a favourable environmentand national level), OJ C 355, 21.11.1997, p. 31.

(2) OJ C 212, 22.7.1996. for innovative activity and creates both demand and the
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necessary conditions for the emergence of new products effective,wide-ranging instruments, including inparticu-
lar the expertise of the Innovation Platform mentionedand services.
above. The ESC must be involved in a constructive way
in the evaluation process.

Implementation of the Plan

4. Specific comments on the Action Plan
3.12. TheESCwelcomes the fact that implementation
of theActionPlan has commenced on such a broad front.
In particular, the Committee notes with satisfaction that 4.1. Protection of intellectual property rights
a major part of the measures which have been initiated
fall under thepriority areaof actionaimedat establishing

4.1.1. The Green Paper on patents. The Committeea legal, regulatory and financial framework conducive
has adopted a separate opinion on this subject (1).to innovation. The ESC considers measures in this area

to be of prime importance because, as noted in point
4.1.2. Intellectual Property Right (IPR) Help Desk.3.9, they fall specifically within the EU’s competence.
The service as such is necessary but the ESC nevertheless
recommends that use of the Help Desk be monitored
closely in order to determine whether this kind of3.13. The ESC would point out that not even in the
centralized solution corresponds to users’ needs orpriorities for action in 1998 does the communication
whether preference should be given to the provision ofmake any mention of taxation, technology foresight,
decentralized services at national or regional level.competition, structural funds, etc., all of which are

identified as areas for action in the Action Plan. It would
be useful if the Commission could make known its
intentions as regards measures in these areas, for 4.2. Innovation financing
example when outlining the priorities for action in 1998.

4.2.1. I-TEC pilot project. The project and the way
in which it is implemented seem well-founded, but it is

3.14. It is not intended to grant separate appropri- too early as yet to comment on the practical experience
ations for the Action Plan. Instead, action will take the gained.
form of horizontal measures, coordination and revisions
to the content of existing programmes. In its opinion on

4.2.2. LIFT project. This seems to be a necessarythe Green Paper on innovation, the ESC endorsed
action but here, too, the project has not yet advanced toprecisely this kind of approach, but considered it
a stage where there is enough experience for results tonecessary to make additional funding available for the
be evaluated. Rather, the focus for the time being mustdissemination and exploitation of RTD results within
be on monitoring the project and, in particular, thethe framework of the (fourth) framework programme.
effectiveness of a centralized solution.To what extent have these views been taken on board

in the proposals concerning the fifth framework pro-
gramme? 4.2.3. Entrepreneurship and access to financing for

advanced technologies. A number of worthwhile initia-
tives have already been launched in this very important

3.15. As innovation policy is horizontal by nature, area. It is still too early to evaluate results; the ‘results’
cooperation and coordination between the Com- presented by the Commission refer to the measures
mission’s DGs is a sine qua non for successful action implemented rather than to final results.
at EU level. The indications are that the Group of
Directors-General has already made good progress in
this regard. The ESC calls for a further strengthening of 4.3. The regulatory framework and administrative
cooperation so that concrete results can be achieved. simplification

4.3.1. CommunicationonEEIGs.Publicprocurement3.16. The Commission has set up a Group of Senior
can play an important role in promoting innovation,National Officials to guide preparation of the Trend
and this is a factor which the Commission shouldCharton innovationperformanceandpolicies inEurope.
emphasize in the future. EEIGs, for their part, are a keyThe ESC feels the Group should be enlarged to form an
instrument as regards organizing firms’ activity in theInnovationPlatformwhichwouldbring together experts
innovation field. Accordingly, a communication whichrepresenting various interest groups in society, give its
highlights these aspects is to be welcomed.views on key problems and priorities and serve as a

forum for the exchange of effective methods and
4.3.2. Regie Action. Networks of this kind are necess-practices.
ary. However, the initiative seems to be progressing very
slowly.

3.17. Evaluation and the measures it gives rise to
must form an integral part of the management of the
Action Plan. This requires the active deployment of (1) OJ C 129, 27.4.1998.
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4.4. Education and training whether at EU level or some other level, standardization
must be taken into account from the outset, either by
seeking to ensure compatibility with existing standards4.4.1. The Campus-Voice, Form-Inno-Tech and or being aware of future standardization needs.Train-Re-Tech initiatives are all aimed at key com-

ponents of the innovation system. The ESC considers
them to be pilot projects which can serve as a source of 4.5.5. Prosoma.Thepurposeof this interesting initiat-
experience and ideas for programmes at national and ive seems to be to facilitate the dissemination of research
even EU level. It is important to evaluate the projects results. It is tooearlyat this stage todrawanyconclusions
implemented under these initiatives and draw practical about the experience gained.
conclusions, including where necessary the discontinu-
ation of less successful projects.

4.5.6. Technology transfer initiative at the Joint
Research Centre (JRC). The ESC supports all measures
aimed at promoting exploitation of research carried out4.5. Gearing research to innovation at the JRC. The results would be even better if, from
the very beginning, the JRC and its activities were
market-oriented.4.5.1. The planning of action at EU level in the years

ahead is in its final stages as the key decisions concerning
the Fifth RTD framework programme have almost been
finalized. The ESC has adopted or is currently drawing

4.6. Strengthened overall coordinationup a number of opinions on this subject (1).

4.6.1. Trend Chart on innovation in Europe. The4.5.2. The Commission notes that the EU’s RTD
Trend Chart is designed to serve as a tool for analyzingefforts face four handicaps: insufficient investment in
innovation policy. This is need for a tool like this, givenresearch; fragmentation; shortcomings in identifying the
the very complex nature of innovation policy and theneeds of society and emerging markets; and insufficient
fact that the instruments at its disposal are still onlylinkage between research and its applications. Proof of
partly developed.the existence of the last two handicaps is provided by,

for example, the fact that Europe has lost market shares
in the fastest growing sectors, in particular. The better
research is able to respond to the needs of the market-
place, the smaller are the problems associated with 5. Priorities for action in 1998
funding research: the resources invested can be quickly
recouped from the market.

5.1. The criteria used for establishing priorities are
not stated explicitly in the Commission document.4.5.3. Integrating SMEs into the framework pro-
Notwithstanding this, the four priority areas identifiedgramme. In its opinions the ESC has repeatedly high-
— intellectual property, financing, administrative sim-lighted the importance of this type of action. Whilst the
plification and developing the spirit of enterprise — areincreased participation of SMEs is a positive develop-
important and of topical interest.ment, the goals set for action in this area must be more

ambitious.
5.1.1. In the field of intellectual property, there is a
particularly urgent need for regulations to ensure the4.5.4. Improved gearing of research to standardiza-
effective functioning of the information society, includ-tion. Although the Commission working document
ing electronic commerce, and for action to address issuesmarks an important stage in the implementation of
in the biotechnology sector. The Commission shouldCommunity policy on standardization, measures in this
also take a leading role in advocating the harmonizationarea should go further and have a wider range of
of the patent system on a global basis, all the more so ifapplication. When research projects are launched,
the EU develops into a single patent area.

5.1.2. In order to improve financing of innovation,(1) Opinion on the Commission Working Paper: Towards the
Fifth Framework Programme — scientific and technologi- the EU and the Member States must create an effective
cal objectives, OJ C 355, 21.11.1997, p. 38; Opinion on the regulatory framework and put in place a system of
amended proposal for a European Parliament and Council general incentives. It would be useful in this context to
Decision concerning the Fifth Framework Programme of identify the obstacles to financing in the variousMember
the European Community for research, technological States. Direct financing by the EU and Member Statesdevelopment and demonstration activities (1998-2002), OJ should be limited to the provision of seed capital.C 73, 9.3.1998, p. 133; Opinion on the specific programmes
of the Fifth Framework Programme for R&TD (in prep-
aration); Opinion on the Proposal for a Council Decision 5.1.3. Asregardsadministrativesimplificationseveralconcerning the rules for the participation of undertakings,

studies have been carried out and a number of pro-research centres and universities and for the dissemination
grammes launched. The ESC has addressed this issue inof research results for the implementation of the Fifth
a number of opinions and endorsed measures aimed atFramework Programme of the European Community

(1998-2002). simplification. Rather than spend more money on new
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studies, efforts should henceforth focus on implementing spirit of enterprise, which is one of the priorities for
action in 1998, the ESC proposes the launching of pilotplans and dismantling unnecessary administrative

obstacles at EU and national level. projects for the development of technology brokerage
bodies in areas where they do not already exist. They

5.1.4. As for developing the spirit of enterprise, the would assist SMEs in the acquisition of technology,
ESC would refer to the comments made in point 3.9. In partners and funding. In the view of the ESC, it would
the view of the ESC, it would be useful to apply the be useful to apply the three-fold classification of SMEs
classification proposed in point 3.8.1 in seeking to into those which develop technology, those which
increase the innovative capacity of SMEs of various exploit new technology and passive enterprises.
kinds. The Committee further proposes the launching

6.3. The Action Plan completely ignores the factof pilot projects for the development of technology
that markets are an extremely important part of thebrokerage bodies in areas where they do not already
innovation system. The ESC considers it important toexist. These bodies could be associations or individuals,
note that the effective functioning of the single market,such as chambers of commerce and consultants, which
the responsibility for which lies clearly with the EU, is aeither possess the relevant expertise themselves or act as
sine qua non for successful innovation.intermediaries for the transfer of such expertise and

which, on demand, would assist SMEs in the acquisition
6.4. The use of the structural funds to promoteof appropriate technology, partners (large firms, individ-
innovation should alsobe akey instrumentof innovationual researchers, etc.) and funding. With the aid of the
policy at EU level. This would also be the best way toCommission, these intermediaries could be organized
improve employment, which the ESC considers to beinto EU-wide networks.
the prime objective of the structural funds reform.

5.2. The five objectives mentioned at the end of
6.5. In the view of the ESC, EU innovation policythe communication deserve the Committee’s support.
should focus primarily on those issues which fall withinHowever, the Commission does not make it very clear
the competence of the EU, i.e. those related to thewhat action it is intended to take in each of these areas.
regulatory framework at EU level, the single market,All of the areas concerned fall largely within the
the structural funds and research programmes. The EUcompetence of the Member States, and so the need for
can take action in areas falling within the sphere ofand planning of action at EU level must be examined
activity of national or regional authorities or marketvery carefully.
operators where such action generates added value. The
EU’s primary role in these areas should be to collate and
disseminate comparable information, provide oppor-6. Conclusions and recommendations
tunities for the exchangeof experience, establishpartner-
ship networks and,where necessary, coordinate national

6.1. The Committee feels it is useful to publish an and regional measures.
annual report on implementation of the Action Plan on
innovation. However, the first report is rather difficult 6.6. The effective implementation of the Action
to read. The ESC therefore proposes that the readability Plan on innovation in Europe calls for a broad-based
of the report be improved by the addition of a summary approach towards the identification of problems and
table setting out the priority measures, the progress priorities and evaluation of results which draws on
made for each measure and planned action for the available expertise in this area. To this end, the ESC
following year. proposes the setting up of an Innovation Platform

comprising the Group of Senior National Officials
augmented by experts representing different interest6.2. More still needs to be done to improve the

capacity of small and medium-sized enterprises, craft groups in society. The Platform could serve as a forum
for theexchangeof experienceandcoordinationbetweenindustries and micro enterprises to participate in the

innovation process as a whole. In order to develop the Member States and other relevant players.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a European Parliament
and Council Directive amending Directives 89/48/EEC and 92/51/EEC on the general system
for the recognition of professional qualifications and supplementing Directives 77/452/EEC,
77/453/EEC, 78/686/EEC, 78/687/EEC, 78/1026/EEC, 78/1027/EEC, 80/154/EEC,
80/155/EEC, 85/384/EEC, 85/432/EEC, 85/433/EEC and 93/16/EEC concerning the pro-
fessions of nurse responsible for general care, dental practitioner, veterinary surgeon, midwife,

architect, pharmacist and doctor (presented by the Commission)’ (1)

(98/C 235/11)

On 16 December 1997 the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
underArticle 198 of the Treaty establishing theEuropean Community, on the above-mentioned
proposal.

The Section for Social, Family, Educational and Cultural Affairs, which was responsible for
preparing the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 15 May 1998. The
rapporteur was Mrs Sigmund.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998) the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion with 115 votes in favour and two abstentions.

1. Introduction decisions for 1998,withwhich the proposals for rational-
ization of the advisory committees will be implemented.

With the SLIM initiative (Simpler Legislation for the
Internal Market) the Commission has initiated a process
under which small working parties of experts draw up 2. General comments
proposals for measures to simplify internal market law
in the broadest sense. Under the 1996 pilot project four

2.1. The Committee congratulates the Commissionworking partieswere set up, one ofwhich was concerned
on the proposal for a directive, which, the Committeewith the law on mutual recognition of qualifications.
feels, contributes to making the work of the Union moreThis working party submitted its report in October
transparent and efficient, without however endangering1996.The report’s recommendations can be summarized
citizens’ interests which need to be protected.as follows:

— The sectoral directives should be retained. The Committee regards this Commission proposal as
an important contribution to the confidence pact for

— The advisory committees should in principle be employment.
retained, but the appointment procedure should
be simplified, they should scaled down and their

2.2. In the explanatory memorandum to the currentworking methods should be improved.
proposal the Commission looks in detail at the reform of
the advisory committees on the health-care professions.— The legal and administrative formalities associated

with recognition in some Member States should be
re-examined and, where necessary, simplified or The following points are raised:
clarified.

— Simplification of the appointment procedure;
— The procedure for updating the lists of qualifications

— Reduction of the number of members;eligible for automatic recognition should be simpli-
fied.

— Extension of the term of office;
— The provisions of the sectoral directives concerning

— Extension of remit.general and vocational training should be more skill
and results-orientated, rather than relying strictly on
training content.

2.3. The operative part of the directive can be
summarized as follows:

With the currentproposal for adirective theCommission
is implementing some of the proposals of the SLIM — The concept of ‘regulated education and training’
group of experts. In the explanatory memorandum to contained in the second recognition directive
the proposal the Commission announces formal (92/51/EEC) is incorporated into the first recognition

directive (84/48/EEC) (Article 1).

— The coordinating group is empowered to issue
opinions (Article 2).(1) OJ C 28, 26.1.1998, p. 1.
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— The simplified procedure for the updating of the list decision. Thus, in some cases the committee’s work has
been compromised from the outset for purely formalof qualifications eligible for automatic recognition

contained in the ‘doctor’s’ directive is extended to reasons.
all sectoral directives; the only exception is the
‘architects’ directive, for which a separate, proven

The Committee therefore wholeheartedly supports theprocedure is provided (Article 3).
Commission’s proposal that the procedure be simplified
by allowing the Member States to forward the names of— The situation of migrants, who are nationals of a
their representatives directly to the Commission.Member State but who obtained their qualifications

outside the European Union, is to be clarified
(Article 5).

3.1.2. R e d u c i n g t h e n u m b e r o f m e m b e r s— A right of appeal against decisions of the Member
States on applications for recognition is introduced
(Article 6). At present each Member State provides three full

members (one representative each from the profession,
the educational sector and the responsible authority)
and three alternate members, so that each committee3. Specific comments
has ninety members.

The document submitted for the Committee’s opinion
contains information of varying legal status. For exam- The Committee shares the view of the SLIM experts
ple, the text relating to the discussion of reform of the and the Commission that the committees should be
advisory committees is purely for information, as the scaleddown in the interests of greater efficiency.Another
relevant decisions have not yet been adopted. On the important consideration is costs. When the EU is again
otherhand, thedraftdirective contains specificproposals enlarged each committee will gain another six members
for a binding text. per new Member State!

The Commission’s proposal to restrict membership of3.1. Reform of the advisory committees
the committees to one full member and one alternate
(one from the profession and one from the education

Before discussing the Commission’s specific proposals, sector) per Member State seems balanced and appropri-
it seems worthwhile to give an account of the member- ate to the tasks of the committees.
ship and working methods of the committees operating
within the ambit of the sectoral directives.

In view of the changed tasks of the advisory committees,
already referred toabove, and theCommission’s reactionThe members of the advisory committees are experts
to this, in extending their mandate and making thiswithanadvisory remit.At the time theywere established,
more practically orientated, it would be logical forthe primary objective of these committees was to
the Member States to appoint representatives of thepromote and ensure a comprehensive exchange of
profession in question as full members of the advisoryinformation on the structure and content of training
committees. It would not appear appropriate, normethods. This need for information has now to a great
consistent with the Commission’s wish for a moreextent been met. The relevant SLIM team has therefore
practical orientation, to leave it to the Member Statesnow recommended that in future a more results-
to decidewhether fullmembers of the committees shouldorientated and vocation-specific approach be adopted.
be drawn from the profession itself or from training
institutions.

The committees of senior officials, which differ in their
working methods from the advisory committees, are not
affected by the SLIM team’s reform proposals. In It should be clearly understood that the Commission, in
contrast to the advisory committees, the committees of adopting the SLIM proposals, has radically altered the
senior officials have decision-making powers and work mandate of the advisory committees (hitherto focused
in the framework of the committee procedure. on the co-ordination of syllabuses) and added new

responsibilities which in the light of current objectives
couldbestbe tackledby representatives of theprofession.

3.1.1. S i m p l i f i c a t i o n o f t h e a p p o i n t m e n t
p r o c e d u r e

The Committee calls on the Commission to make its
views clear on this issue and to ask the Member States

At present each Member State forwards its list of experts to appoint mainly practitioners as full members.
to the Council, which makes the formal appointment
decision. This has proved to be an extremely time-
consuming procedure, which in extreme cases has been As the experts of the responsible authorities are already

represented on the relevant committees of seniorcompleted only a short time before the mandate of the
relevant committee was due to expire, as the Council officials, which are in any case in contact with the

advisory committees, reducing the number of memberswaits for all the lists to be submitted before taking a
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of the advisory committees is also consistent with the The Commission will publish the names adopted by the
Member States for the training qualifications concernedadministrative adjustments desired by a number of

Member States. in the Official Journal.

As this procedure has already proved itself in theThe Committee feels however that organizational
field of general medicine, the Committee considers itmeasures are needed to ensure close and continuous
appropriate and correct to extend it to the other sectoralcooperation between the two types of committee. Thus
directives in the health care field.for example, at least one joint meeting could be held per

year.

3.5. Treatment of qualifications obtained by nationals3.1.3. The extension of the life of the committees
of the Member States outside the EU (Article 5)from three years to six is, in the Committee’s view, a

necessary consequence of the restructuring of the advi-
sory committees, as in this way the initial difficulties The Commission rightly states in the Explanatory
arising from renewal of the committee’s membership Memorandum to Article 5 that each Member State
can be mitigated. remains free to recognizeaqualificationobtainedoutside

the EU and that its decision is not binding on the other
Member States.3.1.4. The extension of the remit of the advisory

committees to cover all opinions requested by the
Commission in relation to freedom of establishment in This is consistent with the case law of the European
the various vocations covered by the sectoral directives Court of Justice, which states explicitly that a Member
is a decisive measure. All measures adopted in the State is not bound by the recognition of a third country
framework of SLIM or as a consequence of this must qualification by another Member State, but that it must
ultimately be regarded as part of the Commission’s take account of any experience gained within the
wide-ranging internal market plan. Community subsequent to recognition(1). The Court

of Justice was clearer still in its judgment in the
Tawil-Albertini case (2), in which it stated that ‘recog-
nition by a Member State of qualifications awarded by3.2. Regulated education and training (Article 1)
non-Member States, even if they have been recognized
as equivalent in one or more Member States, does notThe adoption of the concept of ‘regulated education bind the other Member States’.and training’ into the first recognition directive is to be

welcomed as a contribution to the objective of uniform
The Committee recommends that the wording ofterminology, as the term is already used in the more
Article 5 be clarified, as it is at present not clear that therecent second directive.
recognition of a non-Community qualification by a
Member State is not automatically binding on the otherThe inclusion of the term in Directive 89/48/EEC is also Member States.consistent with the wish for a more results- (and

vocation-) orientated approach in the framework of the
The phrase ‘take account’ used in Article 5 does leavegeneral rules on recognition. This will facilitate freedom
some room for interpretation, as the law generallyof movement for many young citizens wishing to
considers that ‘taking account’ is only part of a decision-migrate.
making process.

3.3. Opinions of the coordinators (Articles 1 and 2) However, in the interests of greater clarity, the Com-
mittee recommends that the first sentence of Article 5
be reworded as follows:The Committee welcomes the pragmatic approach spelt

out by the Commission. It would be worthwhile making
‘Member States shall, as part of the process ofuse of the experience of organizations responsible for
assessing equivalence, take account of ...’.the practical application of the directive and in this way

accelerating uniform application and interpretation.

3.6. Right of appeal (Article 6)
The Committee supports the trend towards making the
coordinating group into a sort of consultative body for

The Committee wholeheartedly welcomes the introduc-the Commission.
tion of a right of appeal against decisions of the Member

3.4. Updating of lists of qualifications (Articles 3 and 4)
(1) Judgment of the Court of 9 February 1994. Salomone

Haim v. Kassenzahnärztliche Vereiningung Nordrhein.
Under the proposal the Member States are required Case C-319/92.
to notify the Commission of all national laws and (2) Judgment of the Court of 9 February 1994. Abdullah
regulations adopted as regards the award of diplomas, Tawil-Albertini v. Ministre des Affaires sociales. Case

C-154/93, quotation from Haim case, point 21.certificates and other evidence of formal qualifications.
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States, and also in the event of failure to reach a decision. should refrain from discussion of essentially uncontro-
versial adjustments.This basic democratic right of citizens is reflected in the

general principles of Community law.
4. Final comments

The Committee in principle endorses the Commission
3.7. Articles 7 to 21 proposal as it considers this to be an important instru-

ment for simplification of the law and greater trans-
parency.The Committee has deliberately not commented on the

specific changes to the sectoral directives. It considers The proposed measures for simplification of work
will, apart from making for an improved cost/benefitthat its priority should be to comment, in as concerted

a form as possible, on the changes of principle proposed relationship, accelerate work processes and thus
strengthen citizens’ confidence in Europe.by the Commission, and for this reason it feels that it

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Communication from the Commission
to the Council and the European Parliament “The Future for the Market in Fisheries Products

in the European Union: Responsibility, Partnership and Competitiveness”’

(98/C 235/12)

On 22 December 1997 the Commission decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
under Articles 43 and 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the
above-mentioned communication.

The Section forAgriculture and Fisheries, whichwas responsible for preparing theCommittee’s
work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 12 May 1998. The rapporteur was Mr Chagas.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998), the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 103 votes with six abstentions.

1. Introduction will submit the document to a broad institutional debate
and wide-ranging consultation with the principal actors
in the fisheries sector (vessel owners, workers, industry,1.1. The aim of the communication from the Com-
consumers).mission is to lay the foundations for a debate on the

amendments to be made to the common organization
of the market (COM), in order to improve market
functioning and bring this aspect of the Common 2.2. The Committee recalls that the COM was set up
Fisheries Policy (CFP) into line with changes on the under Regulation (EEC) No 2142/70(1), which outlined
fisheries products markets. the general principles governing this aspect of the

Common Fisheries Policy, and which has been adjusted
over the years when necessary. The most recent adjust-1.2. The Commission is to submit proposals for
ment was made by the basic regulation which came intoimproving the operation of the COM at a later stage.
force on 1 January 1993(2).

2. General comments

2.1. The Committee welcomes the Commission’s (1) OJ L 236, 27.10.1970, p. 5.
(2) OJ L 388, 31.12.1992, p. 1.communication, and in particular its statement that it
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2.3. The COM has many parallels with the Common the COM are fully consistent with identical measures,
already taken or to be adopted, in connection withAgricultural Policy (CAP) — on which it is largely

modelled — and shares certain of its objectives, such the other aspects of the Common Fisheries Policy,
particularly concerning structures, resources and moni-as market stabilization, guarantee of supplies and

reasonable prices. The COM also complies with the toring.
same principles: market unity, financial solidarity and
Community preference.

2.10. The Committee would also point out that as
part of the broad-based approach mentioned above,
future adjustments to the COM in fishery products must2.4. Unlike the CAP, the COM has been affected by
be matched by socio-economic support measures tothe binding in GATT of the entire customs tariff for
facilitate their adoption by the sector. In this respect, itfishery products. This was a political choice, decided at
is also important for producers’ organizations to bethe Dillon Round of GATT negotiations in the 1960s,
present and active in all Member States involved in theand the difficulties it has caused are well known; it has
fisheries sector.also made it impossible for the Commission to increase

tariff protection. Further concessions were made in
subsequent rounds.

2.11. The aim of the COM for fishery products is to
regulate market competition, preventing unfair compe-
tition by third countries while respecting the Union’s2.5. As the commoncustoms tariff is bound inGATT,
international commitments.the COM for fishery products operates under market

economy conditions, making it impossible to restrict
imports from third countries or adjust production aid,
with the exception of the safeguard measures under

2.12. The European Union and the Member StatesGATT rules. This does not mean that the principle of
must use the instruments available to them moreCommunity preference is not fully implemented, or that
rigorously to prevent fishery resources being marketedthe customs tariff for fishery products is not carefully
within the Community with total disregard to theapplied:whenever protection of Community production
established rules, in unfair competition with our oper-is reduced, it is counterbalanced by concessions by third
ators.This situation is unacceptable, as both the fisheriescountries which are of direct benefit to the fisheries
sector and the ESC have argued on several occasions.sector.
There are many shortcomings in the checks on the
application of the current rules, which are in part
responsible for the unsettled conditions in the sector.

2.6. The COM alone cannot solve the range of
problems affecting the sector.

2.12.1. Application of current provisions governing
imports must be checked more strictly, particularly with
regard to hygiene and health requirements, labelling and
minimum fish size (immatures).

2.7. It should be borne in mind that the main
imbalances in the sector springmostly fromovercapacity
in relation to available resources, which in turn do
not match demand, excessive debt, high levels of 2.13. As for other products in similar circumstances,
exploitation, low productivity and, to some extent, matching offer and demand is the decisive factor in
inadequacies in marketing channels. These internal, determining producer income. Producers must draw the
structural factors, considerable in themselves, are aggra- appropriate conclusions, and the COM intervention
vated by external factors such as market globalization, mechanisms should be in a position to fulfil this
the lowering of tariff barriers and/or the dismantling of regulatory role, especially since catches are by nature
obstacles to trade, competition from other products, unpredictable.
and lower transport costswhichbringEuropeanmarkets
within range of the sector’s main competitors.

2.14. The Committee notes that EU per capita fish
consumption has risen continuously, but very modestly,

2.8. For EU fisheries to survive on a viable basis, over the last fewyears of the1990s, and that consumption
resources must be exploited rationally and integrated patterns vary widely, particularly for fresh fish.
measures must be adopted covering all aspects of the
Common Fisheries Policy.

2.15. Positive steps can be taken to encourage the
European public to eat more fish, which would also
contribute to healthier eating patterns: promotion of2.9. The Committee assumes that the Commission

will ensure that the measures currently proposed under fishery products is an aspect which COM reform
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must under no circumstances overlook. Producers’ 2.20. If the growing and increasingly fierce compe-
tition from non-EU producers, and from EU fishorganizations should make more frequent use of existing

Community incentives to support campaigns promoting farm produce (which is booming, even for high-value
products), is to be met successfully, the sector mustfish consumption and publicity campaigns for the

consumption of new species. make a real commitment to a quality-based policy
capable of satisfying consumer demands.

2.15.1. The price factor could also play a key role in
meeting this objective on a lasting basis. 2.21. The Committee agrees that support should be

given to actions smoothing the flow of supplies — in
2.16. Producers’ organizations and the entire com- good condition and of good quality — from Community
mercial sector downstream of them must also take steps production to the processing industry, given the com-
to improve market transparency and recognize the plementary nature of the two sectors. The use of supply
strategic importance of consumer information. contracts would appear to offer an appropriate solution

here.
2.16.1. The Committee agrees that optimization of
production and greater transparency in commercial 2.21.1. The aim is to avoid distortions of competition
relationsdepend on the adoptionofmeasures concerning given tariff concessions granted to third countries
the trade name of species, their origin, production to gain access to the Community market, and the
method and degree of freshness. advantages they enjoy in terms of lower production

factor and raw material costs.
2.16.2. The Committee hopes that the proposals on
the vertical integration of the sector will be put forward 2.22. In a context of scarce resources, the Committee
as soon as possible. agrees that in broad terms the sector should begin

to give serious thought to abolishing incentives for
2.17. The Committee fully supports the principle of withdrawal-destruction, so as to encourage producers
responsible fishing and trading. to make more systematic use of withdrawal-carryover,

as has been the case for some farm produce. Innovation
2.17.1. The Committee considers that the promotion in the creation of new products and more sophisticated
of good practice, in both sea catches and aquaculture processing methods should be strongly supported.
and marketing, could help to raise standards generally,
andmore specifically could helpCommunity production
to compete with third countries. 3. Specific comments

2.18. Concentrating supply, by encouraging fisher- 3.1. It is pointed out, in connection with chapter III
men to land their catches in ports equipped for control A(3), on private storage aid, that in some Member States
operations, could act as a powerful deterrent to illicit producers’ organizationsdonotalways own their stocks.
practices. It must therefore be made clearer to whom storage aid

is granted.
2.19. The Committee expresses some reservations
concerning the wording of point III.A.4(b) on fishery 3.2. Turning to the trade arrangements with third

countries and the adoption of good practice in both theproducts which comply with the rules of ‘environmental
protection’. It believes that this concept needs proper catch and marketing sectors, the Committee considers

that the comments on fish caught in international watersclarification, as it could be misused to sanction practices
which distort competition. should also mention vessels flying flags of convenience.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a European Parliament
and Council Directive amending Directive 64/432/EEC on health problems affecting intra-

Community trade in bovine animals and swine’ (1)

(98/C 235/13)

On 9 March 1998 the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
under Articles 43 and 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the
above-mentioned proposal.

The Section forAgriculture and Fisheries, whichwas responsible for preparing theCommittee’s
work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 12 May 1998. The rapporteur was Mr Pricolo.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998), the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 106 votes to four, with five abstentions.

1. Foreword mittee procedure) responsible for devising implementing
rules for the operation of the computer databases.

1.1. The BSE crisis caused widespread alarm and
2.2. The proposal thus concerns procedural rathersapped consumer confidence in beef and beef products.
than substantive changes, designed to involve one of theThe Community was quick to devise a legislative
Commission’s advisory bodies in the administration ofresponse, and in April 1997 the Council adopted Direc-
this area.tive 97/12/EC. This directive updated Directive

64/432/EEC by setting up a computerized database on
bovine animals and swine and their movements.

3. Comments

1.2. In tandem with the adoption of Direc-
3.1. The Committee notes that one year after thetive 97/12/EC, on 21 April 1997 the Council approved
adoption of Directive 97/12/EC and Regulation (EC)Regulation (EC) No 820/97 establishing a system for the
No 820/97, the computer database giving an animal’sidentification and registration of bovine animals and
identity, farm and movements is obviously not yetregarding the labelling of beef and beef products.
operative.

1.3. Theaimof these instrumentswas twofold: firstly, 3.2. The fact that the Commission is now proposingto enable Member States quickly and effectively to theestablishmentof implementingrules for the computerexchange information on the identity of animals, their database on bovine animals and swine leads the Com-movements and the farms concerned; secondly, to mittee to think that Community rules in this field haveintroduce ear-tags and animal passports as a way of not been properly applied hitherto.tracing the farms or other establishments through which
the animal had passed.

3.3. This delay casts doubt on the credibility of the
Community and/or national authorities and hardly

1.4. It should be noted that the two instruments, helps to restore consumer confidence.
which are closely interlinked, formpart of themachinery
enabling appropriate communication between the farm-

3.4. The Committee asks the Commission to presenter and the database, and full use of the base itself.
a progress report on EU-wide implementation of both
Directive 97/12/EC and Regulation (EC) No 820/97.

3.4.1. TheCommittee also asks that interested parties2. The Commission proposals
be guaranteed appropriate access to the computerized
data network. Here the Committee is thinking of
farmers’, traders’ and consumer organizations which2.1. The Commission’s proposed amendment makes
have a special interest recognized by their Member State.the StandingVeterinaryCommittee (Commission/Com-

3.5. Nevertheless, given that the computerized system
has not yet been properly implemented, the Committee
supports the Commission proposal on the grounds that(1) OJ C 100, 2.4.1998, p. 23.
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the overriding concern remains the protection of public Community trade in bovine animals have not been fully
implemented, and again calls on the Commission tohealth.
draw up the report mentioned in 3.4 above and submit
it to the other EU institutions.3.5.1. However, the Committee deeply regrets that

the Community rules on health problems in intra-

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a Council Decision on
the Community Statistical Programme 1998-2002’

(98/C 235/14)

On 31 March 1998 the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee, in
accordance with Article 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the
above-mentioned proposal.

The Section for Economic, Financial and Monetary Questions, which was responsible for
preparing the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 12 May 1998. The
rapporteur was Mr Vasco Cal.

At its 355th plenary session held on 27 and 28 May 1998 (meeting of 27 May), the Economic
and Social Committee adopted the following opinion by 118 votes for, none against and with
five abstentions.

1. Introduction 1.3. The Commission identifies four categories of
priorities:

1.1. The Commission is presenting its fifth five-year
— policy priorities of the Community;programme prepared by Eurostat. The programme will

be the subject of a Council Decision in accordance with
— major statistical or infrastructure projects;Article 3(1) of Council Regulation (EC) No 322/97

on Community statistics. Regulation (EC) No 322/97
stipulates that the Community should have timely access — evolutionary maintenance of systems supporting
to statistical information which is comparable between existing policy needs;
the Member States and is up-to-date, reliable, relevant
and produced as efficiently as possible for the design, — other statistical indicators required.
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of its poli-
cies.

1.4. The programme will cost between EURO 83 and
1.2. Regulation (EC) No 322/97 also stipulates that 95 million per year.
the Community’s statistical programme must define the
‘approaches, the main fields and the objectives of the
actions envisaged for a period not exceeding five years’. 1.5. The programme spells out proposed action in
The Commission continues this policy in its present the following key areas:
programme by setting itself the objective of ‘providing
the European Union with a high-quality statistical — Free movement of goods;information service’, and rising to three challenges, viz.:
meeting the needs of Community policies, improving

— Agriculture;cooperation between Eurostat and national statistical
services (which together form the Community Statistical
Service (CSS), and fixing priorities. — Free movement of persons, services and capital;
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— Transport; had not expressed any reservations in principle on the
Commission proposal.

— Common rules on competition, taxation and
approximation of laws;

2.2. In November 1992 the Committee delivered an— Economic and monetary policy;
Opinion on, inter alia, a Proposal for a Council Decision
on the framework programme for priority actions in

— Common commercial policy; the field of statistical information 1993-1997(3). This
opinion concluded that there was a certain imbalance

— Social policy, education, vocational training and between political and methodological priorities and
youth; argued in favour of ‘an alignment of the capacities of

national statistical systems on the highest possible level.’
— Culture; The opinion also cast doubts on the chances of being

able to fully implement the ‘ambitious’ programme of
— Public health; the Commission.

— Consumer protection;

— Trans-European networks;
3. General comments

— Industry;

— Economic and social cohesion;
3.1. The Economic and Social Committee welcomes
the opportunity to express its views on the Community’s— Research and technological development; fifth statistical programme. The Committee realizes in
its daily work how useful it is to have effective and

— Environment; comprehensive statistical services at Community and
national levels. The Committee does not intend to

— Development cooperation; discuss the basic characteristics of such services in this
present opinion since the matter has already been

— Statistical work not covered by Treaty titles. exhaustively dealt with in Regulation (EC) No 322/97
and in the Committee opinion on the Commission’s
draft regulation. The Committee would nevertheless

1.6. This list follows the order of the titles in the EC emphasize that the European Union needs a statistical
Treaty and does not therefore indicate priorities. The system which meets criteria of independence and is
Commission does however give clear priority to: adequately funded.

— Economic and Monetary Union,

3.2. The Committee considers that the Commission— Competitiveness, Growth and Employment,
makes a sufficiently clear distinction in the proposal
under discussion between methodology and the action— EU enlargement. to be taken in support of Community policies. The
Committee does not however believe that the European
Union has hitherto made sufficient progress in harmo-1.7. Last but not least, the Commission indicates not nizing national statistical systems. In general the harmo-only priorities in each statistical area, but also those nization of Community statistics comes after the for-actions where Eurostat is experiencing delays or post-
mulation and implementation of the respective Com-ponements due to financial constraints. munity policies.

2. Earlier work 3.3. TheCommittee regrets inparticular that national
services continue to divulge statistics which are in no
way comparable, even though efforts have been made2.1. In April 1994(1) the Committee delivered an to give Eurostat the information necessary for compara-opinion on the Commission proposal which culminated bility. An area where this is particularly evident concernsin the Council Regulation of 17 February 1997(2) on statistics on employment and unemployment. Far tooCommunity statistics In other words the Council needed often the collection of national statistics is based onalmost three years before being able to take a final different interpretations of the harmonized rules ondecision on this important matter. The Committee itself

(1) OJ C 195, 18.7.1994.
(2) OJ L 52, 22.2.1997. (3) OJ C 19, 25.1.1993.
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statistics agreed at Community level. This can result in needs in the interests of the adoption of a definitive
VAT regime in the Community.Community policies being applied in a discriminatory

fashion.

4.2.1. The choice of a definitive VAT regime, in-
3.4. The Committee approves the Commission’s pri- volving taxation in the country of origin and not in the
orities given the inadequate financial resources allocated country of consumption, will oblige the Member States
to Eurostat. It would nevertheless urge that economic to agree on a compensation scheme to avoid losses of
and social cohesion be added to the three priorities listed revenue. This change will require a more complete
in Article 2 of the proposal for a decision. The existence harmonization of the macroeconomic aggregates used
of reliable and rapidly available regional statistics (1) innational accounts tooffset the loss of such information
is indeed absolutely essential for effecting transfers as that provided by the present VAT regime.
between countries and regions without which there can
be no economic and social cohesion — still one of the
priority objectives of the European Union.

4.3. The Committee realizes that the requirement to
provide statisticscanplaceaheavyburdenonenterprises,

3.5. The Committee regrets the delay or post- particularly SMEs. The cost borne by enterprises could
ponement of action in certain statistical areas resulting however be substantially reduced:
from the lack of human and financial resources. An
example of such a delay is in the statistics on investment.
This is unfortunate in that the interpretation of invest- — by consolidating the statistics required by different
ment statistics is essential to macro-economic policy administrations,
and hence to the success of the (economic) growth and
(monetary) stability policies pursued on the basis of EC
Treaty Article 103. It is also likely to have serious — by using new information technologies (Internet,
consequences when fines are imposed on certain etc.) whilst bearing in mind the need to protect
countries under the Stability and Growth Pact. confidential information.

3.6. The Economic and Social Committee approves
the proposal for a Council Decision, taking into account 4.4. In most cases, however, there are also corre-
the general and specific comments which precede or sponding benefits since enterprises can make use of the
follow this point. statistics to which they have contributed in defining

their marketing strategies, etc. Information campaigns
launched in seminars and via the Internet might also
bring business leaders to a better understanding of the
usefulness of statistics and above all encourage them to
makemore effective use of statistics themselves.Member4. Specific comments
States could help trade associations develop software,
thereby turning statistics into management tools for the
entrepreneur.

4.1. The Committee considers that in Title VI (eco-
nomic and monetary policy) the Commission should
make out a clearer case for the development of a
common methodology on the collection of statistics on

4.5. The Committee finds that comparable Com-consumer price trends and purchasing power parities.
munity statistics on unemployment and employment arePurchasingpower parities at regional level, togetherwith
totally inadequate. Not only do methods of collectingreferences to urban centres, merit particular attention.
statistics vary greatly fromoneMember State to another,Such statistics are necessary not only to monitor the
but there is a lack of accurate data on various part-timeconvergence of Member State policies (Article 103 of
working schemes, fixed-term contracts and the individ-the EC Treaty) but also for the needs of Title XIV
ual preferences of workers on working hours and the(economic and social cohesion).
duration of work contracts. Such statistics are vital for
the Union’s employment policy and for the employment
programmes which Member States are required to draw

4.2. The Committee wonders whether the Com- up in this context.
mission could not give a clearer indication of statistical

4.6. The Committee agrees that the ‘quality of Com-
munity statistics is conditioned by the quality of the(1) Including urban areas, bearing in mind the new proposals

for amending the regulations on the Structural Funds. data provided to Eurostat’ and that ‘the ultimate goal
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of the CSS is to meet all needs for statistics in the EU in the CSS, including national statistical institutes, and
work out new working methods so as to make availablean integrated and harmonized manner’ (see point 2.2 of

the Commission document). The Committee therefore at the right time the statistics necessary for the major
policy decisions of the EU.feels that it is very important to improve and develop

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a Council Regulation
(EC) amending Regulation (EEC) No 404/93 on the common organization of the market in

bananas’ (1)

(98/C 235/15)

On 27 January 1998 the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
under Articles 43 and 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, on
the above-mentioned proposal.

The Section forAgriculture and Fisheries, whichwas responsible for preparing theCommittee’s
work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 12 May 1998. The rapporteur was Mr Espuny
Moyano.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998) the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 82 votes to 16 with 19 abstentions.

1. Introduction 1.2.4. A system of import licences is proposed based
on traditional trade flows (traditionals/newcomers
method). The arrangements for the practical manage-

1.1. In its proposal the Commission amends those ment of the systemwill be laid down in theCommission’s
aspects of the CMO which have been condemned in the implementing rules which will be adopted by the
reports of the World Trade Organization’s Panel and management committee procedure.
Appellate Body so as to bring Community arrangements
for the import of bananas into line with WTO rules.

1.2.5. Should there be no reasonable possibility of
securing agreement of all WTO contracting parties with

1.2. The Commission document is based on the a substantial interest (Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador
following points: and Panama), the Commission will be authorized to

allocate a specific quota to each of these four countries.
1.2.1. A tariff quota of 2,2 million tonnes for imports
of third country bananas (at a duty rate of ECU 75/t)
and non-traditional ACP bananas (nil duty). 1.2.6. The traditional ACP quantities will not be

allocated between countries; a maximum quantity of
857 700 tonnes is set.1.2.2. An additional tariff quota of 353 000 tonnes at

a duty rate of ECU 300/t for third country bananas and
ECU 100/t for non-traditional ACP bananas.

1.2.7. The proposed additional autonomous tariff
quota may be increased if demand in the Community

1.2.3. The present system of import licences rises as indicated by a balance sheet of production,
(B licences and allocation by activity) is scrapped. consumption, imports and exports. The elements of the

balance sheet, its adoption and the increase in the
additional quota are determined under the management
committee procedure.(1) OJ C 75, 11.3.1998, p. 6.
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1.2.8. Should supply of the Community market be that they are compensated for the changes in the import
system. A legal basis for this necessary reassessment canaffected by special circumstances affecting production

or importation, the Commission will adopt the specific be found in Article 299 of the new Amsterdam Treaty
which allows Community policies to be applied flexiblymeasures necessary in accordance with the management

committee procedure. In such cases the additional tariff in very remote regions.
quota may be adjusted and specific measures may be
adopted. These measuresmust not discriminate between
supply origins.

2.3.3. The Committee also considers that the Com-
mission should propose establishing a mechanism which

1.2.9. The new arrangements enter into force on continues to encourage operators to market traditional
1 January 1999. Community and ACP bananas. This incentive is neces-

sary because the specific conditions under which these
bananas are produced, in particular the lack of any
economies of scale and the higher social costs, mean1.3. The proposal for an amendment of the CMO in that the profit margin on their sale is far smaller thanbananas is accompanied by a recommendation for that for Latin American bananas.a Council decision authorizing the Commission to

negotiate with third countries having a substantial
interest: Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador and Panama.

2.4. The Committee considers that the sustainable
production and marketing of bananas produced under

2. General comments fair social conditions and appropriate environmental
conditions should be strengthened. It regrets that no
substantial measure is proposed to this end.

2.1. The Committee acknowledges the efforts made
by the Commission to bring certain provisions of
Regulation (EEC) No 404/93 into line with the Com-

2.4.1. The Committee would therefore welcome themunity’s international commitments vis-à-vis the WTO
proposal by the Commission of a series of supportand the IVth Lomé Convention and in particular its
measures for the marketing and promotion of theseProtocol No 5 on bananas.
bananas, including alerting European public opinion to
the problems of third world banana producers. Such
measures are especially needed because these bananas

2.2. The Committee notes that, as a result of the are grown by small producers who have to contend
verdict of the WTO Panel and Appellate Body, it is with much higher production costs than the large
necessary to amend one of the pillars of the common multinationals which frequently run an integrated oper-
market organization (CMO) in bananas, namely the ation from production to import, including transport.
system for allocating import licences.

2.4.2. Consumers would also benefit from such2.3. The Committee notes that in its proposal the
measures since, according to information fromthesurveyCommission is unable to compensate EU and ACP
carried out by the European Commission, bananasproducers for the abolition of import B licences, which
produced under proper social and environmental con-were found tohavebrokenGATTrules; theCommission
ditions are widely accepted by EU citizens, who are alsoproposal does not provide for any kind of measure to
very concerned at the abusive use of pesticides and othercompensate these producers in this respect. The changes
chemical inputs in some parts of Latin America.in the way of allocating import licences may deprive

Community and ACP producers of guaranteed access to
the Community market at prices which are reasonable
for both producers and consumers, a condition which is

2.4.3. An effective control system should be estab-a sine qua non for maintaining the income of producers.
lished so that only bananas produced under proper
social and environmental conditions can be regarded as
such. An international banana charter, codes of conduct2.3.1. The Committee therefore fears that the pro-
and labels could usefully serve this end.posed changes may exacerbate the present employment

situation in banana producing regions which already
suffer from high unemployment.

2.4.4. At the same time it will be essential that
producers’ returns are maintained through appropriate2.3.2. Consequently the Committee thinks that the

Commission should provide for a 20% increase in the market mechanisms or by direct support to growers.
For EU growers this should take the form of enhancedflat-rate reference income for the calculation of the

compensatory aid granted to Community producers so compensatory payments. For ACP producers this should
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be through aid in a form which is compatible with 3.1.1. The oversupply of the EU market in recent
years justifies capping the additional quota. This quotaWTO, in addition to the structural aid measures for

improving the competitiveness of the industry. could be adjusted up or down annually in line with the
real needs of the market.

2.5. The Committee considers that consumers should
be guaranteed a reliable and varied supply of bananas 3.2. In the Committee’s view, the new mechanism for
from different geographical sources and different pro- allocating import licences must ensure proper compe-
duction and marketing methods. For this, the new tition between all commercial operators so as not
system will have to ensure that Community, ACP and to upset the Union’s balance of supply between all
Latin American bananas co-exist on the market. production sources, without exception. For this reason

it is essential that these new arrangements provide an
effective guarantee for the marketing of Community
and ACPbananas and provide viable returns to growers.2.6. In view of the growth of the Community banana
In particular, the competitiveness of European bananamarket since the CMO was established and the prospect
producers should be further improved.The Commissionof future EU enlargements, the Committee thinks that
is urged to report in detail on the means deployed andprovision should be made for an increase in the quantity
the progress made, and also on any opposition.of Community bananas entitled to compensatory aid,

thus enabling these products to share in the growth of
domestic consumption. Otherwise the growth in the
Community market will be claimed entirely by third 3.3. The Committee considers that the reference
country bananas. period for the allocation of import rights should be the

last year for which market data are available. This will
ensure that the figures are more in line with the actual
situationon themarket. If the calculationof the reference2.7. The Committee considers that the Commission’s

proposal to allocate a maximum quantity for the quantities is to be simpler, more reliable and fairer, it is
necessary to take into account only those quantitiestraditional ACP countries could unbalance supplies

from these countries and that means will have to be actually imported into the Member States as shown on
import licenses which have been checked (or certifiedfound to ensure that no traditional ACP supplier is

denied access for its traditional quantities. by the customs).

2.7.1. Consequently the Committee urges the Com-
3.4. To smooth over the transition from the presentmission to find the most suitable formula for ensuring
import arrangements to the new arrangements intro-that no one ACP country is penalized in relation to the
duced in the Commission proposal, the Committeeothers.
considers that a number of transitional measures should
be laid down so as to reduce to aminimum the disruption
caused by the major changes to the present system.2.7.2. The Committee notes that the Commission
During this transitional period, operators would have aproposal makes no provision for helping resolve the
chance to make the changes to their industrial andparticular issue of Somalia, previously raised by the
commercial infrastructure required to adapt to the newCommittee in its opinion of 30 May 1996 (CES 704/96,
import system.points 1.3 and 1.3.1).

The Committee believes that assigning a large specific 3.5. The Committee considers it essential that thequota to Somalia, on an exceptional, one-off basis, is arrangements for allocating import licences in the eventthe only possible way of contributing to the economic of exceptional circumstances be maintained.and social recovery of the country, which is continuing
to suffer an acute crisis as a result of the civil war and
the disastrous floods of 1996, which destroyed almost 3.5.1. The Committee thinks that such exceptionalhalf the area under cultivation. circumstances should cover the situation of those

countries which have traditionally supplied the Com-
munity market but are going through a period of
governmental anarchy which prevents them from keep-

3. Specific comments ing up with their historic export quota.

3.1. The Committee considers that the quantity of
353 000 tonnes proposed for the additional autonomous 4. Conclusions
quota is excessive and should be limited to 100 000
tonnes. In fact, the sum total of thequotas, the traditional
ACP quantities and the Community reference quantity
is such that supply (4,26 million tonnes) will outstrip 4.1. The Committee is aware of the need to bring the

banana import arrangements established in Regulationdemand (3,9 million tonnes).
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(EEC) No 404/93 into line with the decision of the WTO 4.1.1. The Committee therefore hopes that due
account will be taken of its arguments with regard toDispute Settlement Body, but argues that this should

not compromise the efficiency of the CMO in bananas the present amendment of the CMO in bananas.
Under no circumstances can the Committee accept thatin achieving its fundamental objectives, especially in

maintaining themarket access guarantee forCommunity Community preference, a fundamental pillar of the
CAP, be dismantled because of the loss of guaranteedand ACP bananas, ensuring a decent income for both

EU and ACP producers, and providing consumers with market access for Community producers. The Com-
mittee also considers it essential to preserve the preferen-access to a varied range of bananas of different origins

at reasonable prices which are uniform throughout tial access to the Community market and traditional
benefits guaranteed to ACP producers under the Lométhe Community. The new arrangements should also

encourage the marketing of bananas produced under agreements,which are a cornerstoneof theCommunity’s
external and development policies.proper social and environmental conditions so that third

country producers and workers can obtain a better
return from the sale of their bananas without risk to 4.2. The Committee would like to be informed as

soon as possible and consulted by the Commission ontheir health and the ecological balance of the growing
regions. any draft regulations applying thenewCMOinbananas.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS

APPENDIX

to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee

The following amendments, having received at least one quarter of the votes cast, were rejected during
the deliberations.

1. Point 2.3.2

Point 2.3.2 to read as follows:

‘Consequently the section thinks that the Commission should step up the use of all appropriate means
for bringing about structural improvements in the areas concerned. A careful analysis of the impact of
structural aid to date should first be carried out.

In this context consideration could also be given to reassessing the flat-rate reference income for the
calculation of the compensatory aid granted to Community producers.

Once the Treaty of Amsterdam has been ratified, Article 299 of this Treaty could provide the legal basis
for this reassessment; under this Article suitable conditions may be attached to the application of EU
policies in very remote regions.’

Reason

The necessary structural support in the relevant regions should in no way be limited to a possible
increase in the compensatory aid. Such aid should only be granted as part of an overall package.
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Result of the vote

For: 36, against: 48, abstentions: 13.

2. Point 2.6

Point 2.6 to read as follows:

‘The Committee notes that, as a result of the aid, banana production in the EU has increased since the
CMO was established. Nevertheless, current production (680 000-700 000 t) is still substantially below
the maximum quantity eligible for aid established in 1993 (854 000 t).

If the EU production targets for quantity and quality were met, a decision could be taken on whether
— contrary to the general trend in the CAP — the quantity eligible for aid should be increased, bearing
in mind especially the prospect of future enlargement of the EU.’

Reason

Self-explanatory.

Result of the vote

For: 39, against: 52, abstentions: 15.

3. Points 3.1 and 3.1.1

Delete.

Reason

The 353 000 t additional quota corresponds to the non-EU imports of the three most recent Member
States prior to accession. Since then their consumption has increased slightly (with changes in the
breakdown of origins).

The figure of 4,26 million t given for supply was not actually reached because it was not possible, for a
variety of reasons in the growing regions, to use up the EU and ACP quotas eligible for aid. Even the
quotas for third country imports are below their target, mainly for administrative reasons (including
license trading).

Result of the vote

For: 34, against: 49, abstentions: 24.

4. Point 3.3

First sentence:

For ‘last year’ read ‘the last three years’.

Reason

Taking a single year for allocation of import licence allocation would operate most unfairly on countries
which for climatic and other reasons had unduly low production in that year.

Because of the dependence of weather conditions an average of years usually forms the basis of allocation
entitlement.
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Result of the vote

For: 35, against: 38, abstentions: 26.

5. Point 3.3

Insert after the first sentence:

‘However, the market-distorting effect of the old system, declared contrary to GATT, should be
discounted.’

Reason

Self-explanatory.

Result of the vote

For: 32, against: 49, abstentions: 25.

6. Point 3.4

Delete.

Reason

Under WTO rules the new system must be fully operative by 1 January 1999.

Result of the vote

For: 35, against: 53, abstentions: 18.
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Communication from the Commission
to the Council Fostering entrepreneurship in Europe: Priorities for the future’

(98/C 235/16)

On 5 May 1998 the Commission decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
under Article 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community on the above-mentioned
communication.

The Committee instructed the Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services to
prepare its work on the subject. The Committee decided to appoint Mr Lustenhouwer as
rapporteur-general for its opinion.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 27 May 1998) the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 78 votes to three with four abstentions.

1. Introduction a matter of changing people’s mentalities and creating
an entrepreneurial, risk-taking culture.

1.1. The Committee notes with approval the Com-
munication from the Commission to theCouncil entitled
Fostering entrepreneurship in Europe: priorities for the 1.5. However easy that may sound, the Committee isfuture. The Committee sees many of its own ideas aware that changes of this kind often take a long timereflected in the Commission’s vision of entrepreneurship and require great adaptability. The changes to laws andand in the actions proposed and already carried out to regulations needed for this must go hand-in-hand withpromote independent entrepreneurship.This is of course incentives in other areas, such as, for example, trainingto be welcomed. and the provision of information on the advantages and

disadvantages of being an entrepreneur.

1.2. The Commission has done well to comply with
the Council’s call, made at the end of 1997, to submit
ideas to the Cardiff European Summit as to how one of

1.6. Over the last few years there has been growingthe components of the employment guidelines, the
interest in entrepreneurship, particularly amongyoungerpromotion of entrepreneurship in the European Union,
people and the better educated. And yet in many casescould be put into practice.
the transition from employee to self-employed is not
easy. The Committee points out that a ‘grey area’ has
developed between employment and self-employment,

1.3. The Commission sees entrepreneurship as a which is causing problems with regard to the legal, tax
dynamic process which requires certain qualities. The and social security position of people in this grey area.
Committee endorses this view but would add that A person may thus be regarded as self-employed by the
entrepreneurship should in a sense also be seen as a tax authorities, whilst being regarded as an employee
separate factor of production, alongside labour and by the bodies responsible for implementing the rules of
capital for example. the social security scheme! The cause of this problem is

that in most Member States the law is based on the
nineteenth century distinction between employer and1.3.1. It is the combination of these various factors employee, which can however nowadays exist side-by-of production which adds value and which determines side. Thus a growing number of people, oftenworking inthe success or failure of a business. the service sector, are both employee and self-employed.
The Committee feels that the Member States should
address this problem and adopt measures in these1.3.2. In this sense entrepreneurship is not something areas to make the situation clearer for those affected.which is restricted to small businesses, but which is also Uncertainty will tend to deter people from takingidentifiable in large firms and in forms of commercial initiatives which would be worthwhile and sociallycooperation between different firms. Here use is often useful in terms of employment, but also in terms ofmade of some of the strengths of small, independent developing new products and services.entrepreneurs, leading to the development of concepts

such as ‘intrapreneurship’.

1.4. TheCommittee also agreeswith theCommission 1.7. As stated above, the Committee finds many of
its own views reflected in the proposed actions. Thethat the fostering of entrepreneurship is to a great extent
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Committee has recently issued opinions on related fields, posals of the BEST group (Business Environment Simpli-
fication Taskforce) submitted on 7 May. Although thee.g. on electronic commerce(1) and SME access to EU

R&D funds(2). Opinions relating to other fields are Committee has not yet had the opportunity to study the
BEST report and its specific proposals in detail, clearlybeing prepared, e.g. on the draft directive on late

payments(3), access for SMEs to the capital markets (4) the idea of setting up Better Regulation Units at the
Commission and Council, as well as at a high politicaland the proposals for financial assistance for SMEs

in the framework of the growth and employment level in the Member States, is interesting from the point
of view of the ‘think small first’ principle and meritsinitiative(5). A briefmention will be made in this opinion

of subjects on which explicit comment is indicated at further development.
this stage.

2. Priority actions for encouraging enterprise culture

3.2. One of the most important factors affecting the
business environment is the tax system in the Member

2.1. The Committee endorses this part of the Com- States. The Commission is therefore right to link the tax
mission’s strategy. The promotion of high-quality edu- system with the question of the financing of small firms.
cation for aspiring entrepreneurs, e.g. by developing Tax incentives need to be created for start-ups without
networks of educational institutions and dispelling however resulting in unbalanced competition vis à vis
prejudices about entrepreneurship, fits well here. The existing firms. The investment of risk capital in small
intended change to the law on bankruptcy, needed in a firms by private individuals needs tax incentives, and it
number of Member States, could also help put an end must also be ensured that the transfer of ownership of
to the tendency to regard entrepreneurswho gobankrupt firms as going concerns can be effected without tax
as ‘losers’. complications.Thisquestionof the transferofownership

of companies set up by post-war generation of entre-
preneurs will come into sharp focus over the next few

Of course a balance has to be struck here between years.
the various interests involved, and certainly those of
creditors, but at the same time a legal framework needs
to be established which does not automatically exclude
a second chance.

3.3. Laws and regulations on intellectual property2.2. The recommendations aimed at the Member
(including patent law and the proposals for simplifiedStates should make it clear how necessary it is to
patents or user law) are an important framework forhighlight at an early stage of young people’s education
the promotion of innovative developments in SMEs.the opportunities for personal development offered by
When combined with improved access for small firmsentrepreneurship and the social function performed by
to knowledge of new technologies and the developmententrepreneurs.
of business clusters, there is potential here for improving
the innovative capacity of small businesses. The combi-
nation of many, often complex factors makes it neces-
sary, as the Commission points out, to set up in Member

3. Priority actions for promoting enterprise culture States where these do not already exist decentralized
networks of easily accessible, low-cost information and
advice centres by and for small firms.

3.1. In the course of their activities entrepreneurs are
faced with any number of rules imposed on them by
society for various reasons. Tax laws, safety regulations,
environmental regulations, establishment requirements,
land-use planning rules, permits etc. are unfortunately
all toooften aburden for small firms, and anunnecessary
one at that. Studies have conclusively shown that 3.4. In this connection, small firms should be given
administrative costs weigh most heavily on small firms. simpler access toCommunityR&D programmes,which
The Committee therefore notes with interest the pro- will probably necessitate changes to the conditions of

access to the programmes. Here too it should no doubt
also be borne in mind that a small business is not
a pocket-sized multinational! The Commission must
ensure that SME organizations are actually involved in(1) OJ C 19, 21.1.1998, p. 72.
the partnerships set up at local or regional level in the(2) OJ C 355, 21.11.1997.
framework of application of the Structural Funds,(3) COM(98) 126 final.
enabling them to contribute their own initiatives on an(4) COM(97) 187 final.

(5) OJ C 157, 25.5.1998. equal footing.
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4. Promotion of entrepreneurship in the social the more traditional sectors, such as retailing, crafts,
hotels and tourism and small-scale industry.economy

5.2. The Committee points out that the Commission4.1. The Commission rightly highlights the great
tends to lose sight of this important group. Thepotential offered by the social economy for the creation
Commission tends to emphasize innovative, fast-of jobs. Business and/or organizations in this sector are
growing start-ups. There is a danger that this emphasisnot primarily concerned with making a profit. The
on corporate ‘gazelles’ will mean neglect of measuresextent to which ‘businesses’ of this kind are developed
needed for existing firms. The Committee feels that thein the various Member States varies greatly, so that the
policy approach should be balanced, so that existingdevelopment of a true Community policy for this sector
firms can operate on the market in accordance with theis a laborious process. And it will probably not amount
same conditions of competition as newcomers.to much more than an exchange of information between

Member States. This should not however mean the
Member States and theCommission failing to appreciate 5.3. It is because entrepreneurship is a dynamic

process of setting up, developing and finally transferringthe important contribution of the social economy to
society. However the initiatives now announced must, or winding up businesses that all these stages of the life

cycle of a firm deserve policy consideration. With thisin consultation with the organizations concerned, be
further developed, which does not yet appear to be proviso, the Committee wholeheartedly supports the

vision and strategy for its implementation set out in thehappening so that a final judgement on this part of the
programme is not yet possible. The idea of special Commission’s communication.
European diploma programmes would however seem at
first sight to be at odds with the European Union’s lack 5.4. The Committee feels however that the annual
of powers over educational curricula. The exchange of evaluation of Community and national policy proposed
experience gained in the Member States of specific by the Commission should also be referred for the
education for persons working in social economy, by Committee’s opinion. Merely consulting the Council
setting up a network of bodies, would seem a more and the European Parliament would be to miss the
fruitful and potentially valuable approach. opportunity to create broad public support for the

continuation of this policy!

5. Conclusion 5.5. The Committee feels that this evaluation should
be more than a traditional report on activities. On the

5.1. Many factors play an important part in the model of the internal market scoreboard, it should be a
efforts to secure lasting economic growth in Europe. sort of barometer or health check to establish whether
The promotion of entrepreneurship is only one of these, progress has been made by the Union and the individual
but certainly not the least important. But we must avoid Member States in areas of importance to entrepreneurs,
unrealistic expectations at this stage which are likely and if so in which. The BEST group referred to above
only to result in disappointment. There are of course states in its report that: ‘It is, therefore, time that we
many fast growing small firms which contribute to the moved from merely talking about the importance of
growth of employment. But at the same time there are having the right environment for small business to
also many microenterprises which offer people working putting the needs of enterprise at the centre of policy
for them a decent standard of living. These firms are making’.
not growing however and do not want to grow. And yet
these, often locally operating firms make up the bulk of 5.6. The Committee considers that an annual check

list could be a useful instrument for achieving thisthe small business sector and play an irreplaceable role
in European economies. These are mostly small firms in objective.

Brussels, 27 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a European Parliament
and Council Decision establishing a general framework for community activities in favour of

consumers’ (1)

(98/C 235/17)

On 12 February 1998 the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee, under
Article 129A of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the above-mentioned
proposal.

The Section for Protection of the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Affairs, which
was responsible for preparing the Committee’s work on the subject, set up a study group and
appointed Mr Koopman as rapporteur.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 28 May 1998), the Economic and Social Committee
appointed Mr Koopman as rapporteur-general and adopted the following opinion by 94 votes
in favour, 8 against and 3 abstentions.

1. Introduction — and the promotion and representation of consumers’
interests.

1.1. In its explanatorymemorandum theCommission An indicative list of these activities is given in an Annex.
mentions the strengthening of consumer policy in the
last decade, culminating in the Treaty of Amsterdam.

1.5. The proposal covers three types of actions: thoseSo far, there has not been a basic act for the financing of
launched by the Commission itself, those in support ofCommunity actions undertaken in support of consumer
activities of the European consumer organizations andpolicy.
specific projects primarily presented by consumer orga-
nizations in the Member States.

1.2. The draft Parliament and Council Decision
presents a ‘basic act’ (2) for activities which require

1.6. The total budget allocation over these five yearsfinancial support from the Union Budget for Consumer
is estimated at ECU 114 million.Policy and Consumer Health Protection. It establishes a

framework for activities in the period 1999-2003, rather
than a list of all the activities to be undertaken in that 1.7. The financial support for activities of European
period, as it is not possible to anticipate precisely all the and national consumer organizations which are related
action thatmaybeneeded fromtheconsumerperspective to the areas mentioned (see 1.4) may not in principle
in that period. exceed50 %of theexpenditure involved in implementing

the projects.

1.3. The proposed Decision is based on Article 129 A
1.8. The conditions for granting financial supportof the EC Treaty. However, the Commission states that
are listed in Articles 7 to 9 of the proposed decision.it may re-examine its proposal and base it on the new
Criteria pertaining to cost-effectiveness, the multiplierArticles 152 and 153 to be inserted by the Amsterdam
effect and dissemination are dealt with in Article 7. TheTreaty, which broaden the ambit of consumer policy, if
procedures related to the application for and approval ofthe proposal has not yet been adopted before the new
projects, which results in the conclusion of a contractualTreaty comes into force.
relationship, are set out in Article 8 and the requirements
for monitoring, supervision and documentary evidence
are mentioned in Article 9.1.4. The Commission groups the activities which

may necessitate financial support into four categories:

1.9. In the Financial Statement an indicative break-— health and safety of consumers;
down of the total budget allocation over the five-year
period is given as well as a provisional distribution into— protection of economic interests; the different areas for the three types of activity.

— educating and informing consumers about their
rights;

2. General remarks

2.1. The Committee is pleased that consumer policy(1) OJ C 108, 7.4.1998, p. 43.
has gradually been gaining importance in the course of(2) Within the meaning of Article 22 of the Financial Regu-
the Community’s development. Its origin may perhapslation (in its consolidated version of 20 December 1996 —

SG B.4 (96) p. 674). be traced back to 1961 when Commissioner Mansholt
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for Agriculture for the first time called on consumer 2.3. Whilst agreeing with the need to establish a basic
act as such, the Committee would like to note that thisrepresentatives to discuss matters of mutual concern.

The first distinct unit dealing with consumer policy can be done in two distinctways: i) through a framework
featuring indicative activities by area along the lines ofissues was created within DG IV in 1968. In 1973 a

Service for Environmental and Consumer Policy was the present Commission proposal or ii) through a
framework in which a more concrete medium termestablished which was transformed into DG XI in 1981.

A separate Consumer Policy Service came into existence policy programme plays a pivotal role. The Committee
disagrees with the reasoning of the Commission thatin 1989 — the predecessor of DG XXIV, which was

established in 1995. The extension of its tasks to such a multiannual programme cannot play that role,
as, according to the Commission, ‘it is not possible inhealth issues in 1997 mark the latest organizational

developments. These changes were the result of the the field of consumer protection to anticipate precisely
and for a period of five years, all the problems whichincreased relevance of and need for consumer policy

within the European Community. would necessitate Community intervention.’

2.3.1. Firstly, it is not necessary to know the future
precisely in order to draw up a multiannual programme.

2.2. The Committee can agree with the reasoning of The details of activities to be undertaken in the course
the Commission to establish a basic act for financing of time may be included later as may be witnessed in so
actions in favour of the consumer policy of the Com- many Community (framework) programmes. Secondly,
munity, although it would like to note that so far EU-consumer policy has always, since its inception in
the absence of such an act has never prevented the 1975, been conducted within the context of a medium
Commission from funding such projects. term programme: the first and second (5-year) consumer

protection programmes, the ‘new impetus’programme,
the first and second 3-year action plans and finally the
present ‘Priorities for Consumer Policy (1996-1998)’.

2.2.1. Theestablishmentof abasic act is inconformity
with Article 22 of the Financial Regulation which states
that the implementation of budgetary appropriations 2.3.2. TheCommittee regrets that thenewmultiannu-entered for significant Community action needs to be al action programme has not yet been finalized, as itpreceded by the enactment of a basic act. could and should have given further directions to the

allocationof funds for theproposedactions andactivities
in the near future. In this manner, a discussion could
have taken place on all the issues which are encompassed2.2.2. In addition, the establishment of a basic act by the triangle: basic act, programme of activities andin conjunction with the determination of a budget (total) budget allocation.allocation over a five-year period may also create more

clarity and certainty with respect to the size of the funds
that DG XXIV has at its disposal for the execution of

2.3.3. The submission of such a multiannual actionits policies. In the past, the process in which its annual
programme would also have been more in line withbudget was determined (cf. Article 203 of the Treaty)
Article 1 of the Declaration by the European Parliament,left much to be desired, as the budget was always subject
the Council and the Commission of 6 March 1995 onto the power play between the Council (reducing it) and
the incorporation of financial provisions into legislativethe European Parliament (proposing an increase).
acts (1),which refers to ‘multiannual programmes’ rather
than to (indicative) ‘policy frameworks’.

2.2.3. In the same way, the establishment of a basic
act for the allocation of funds may provide a welcome 2.3.4. The Committee nevertheless endorses the
opportunity to firmly establish expedient, efficient and framework as it seems to be sufficiently flexible to fully
unambiguous procedures for the funding of projects and embrace the planned multiannual consumer action
to give an adequate definition of the conditions to be programme, provided that an explicit reference to
fulfilled by the recipients in order to meet warranted this action programme is included in the proposed
accounting objectives in a transparent manner. Fortu- framework itself. In this manner the Commission would
nately, for 1998 the procedures for funding have already achieve the indispensable linkbetween the required basic
beenmuch improved incomparison to thoseof preceding act for the implementation of budget appropriations
years. in the field of consumer policy and its multiannual

programme. This action programme should also com-
mence on 1 January 1999 and its duration should,
in principle, correspond with the time span of the

2.2.4. Furthermore, the proposal also paves the way framework.TheCommitteewill notdiscuss theactivities
for a proper definition of the criteria that consumer
organizations have to meet in order to qualify for
financial support. An important factor in this context
is the representativeness of these organisations. The
Commission may however apply further criteria. (1) OJ C 102, 4.4.1996.
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mentioned in the Annex to the proposal now, as it been based, or any new distribution, will be made visible
in the new action programme.intends to give its comprehensive views on the planned

action programme. This programme will provide a
much better basis for discussion on the future course of

2.7. The Committee notes with satisfaction that theEU consumer policy than the proposed framework.
framework is open to the participation of the associated
countries of central and eastern Europe and Cyprus and
understands that funds for this participation will be
made available outside the financial scope of this

2.4. The Committee would welcome a re-exam- framework. The Committee expressed its views on the
ination of the proposal on the basis of the relevant significance of consumer policy for these countries in
new Treaty provisions following from the Amsterdam transition in an earlier opinion(1) and hopes, also in the
Treaty, should this opportunity be offered. It urges the light of the necessary steps to be taken in the process of
Commission to present its ideas on how these new enlargement, that sufficient support can be given to the
responsibilities may influence actions in the area of development and implementation of mutually beneficial
consumer policy as quickly as possible in order to projects.
commence discussions on this issue simultaneously with
this proposal. The Commission would then be able
to present a modified proposal, or to propose an

3. Specific remarksamendment to the Decision, immediately after the entry
into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam. In any case, the
new action programme in development ought to be
based on these new provisions. Recitals in the preamble

3.1. In the eleventh recital mention is made of the
integration of the consumer policy aspects into other

2.5. The Committee is aware of the Declaration Community policies. Two observations are in order. In
mentioned above (see 2.3.3) according to which the the first place, especially in the light of the new
budgetary authority and theCommission will not depart Article 153(2), reference to other important policies
from the total financial allocation ‘unless new, objective, should also be made, such as: public services, financial
long-term circumstances arise ....’. It notes, however, and monetary matters (Euro), agriculture and external
that given the horizontal nature and the continuous trade (WTO). Secondly, reference to these issues does
development of consumer policy as well as the unpre- not necessarily imply that financial commitments for
dictability of future events, and this in relation to the suchactions should follow from thebudgetofDGXXIV.
limited budget available, the loss of flexibility that the The essence of integration policy in the final analysis is
adoption of a financial framework entails should not be that those responsible for these other policies are also
taken lightly. responsible and accountable for the integration — in

this case — of consumer interests. This responsibility
also includes, in principle, the financial component of
the action involved(2). This notion should be reflected

2.5.1. Therefore, the Committee wishes to stress the in the proposal.
need for flexibility in allocation of funds in the case of
unforeseen events in the areas of activity covered by the
proposed Decision. In its annual reports to the European

Article 1: financial allocationParliament and the Council (article 12.1 of the proposed
Decision), the Commission may indicate, if this happens
to be the case, major deficiencies in consumer activities

3.2. Comparing the annual budget allocations pro-resulting from a lack of funds. Such information would
posed for the 1999-2003 period with the annual allo-give the EP and the Council the chance to allocate
cations over recent years, the Committee unfortunatelyfurther funds to specific areas.
must conclude that for a large number of activities the
figures represent a decrease. This is the result of the
addition of new fields of action to the budget of
DG XXIV, stemming mainly from the BSE-crisis. It2.5.2. TheCommitteewouldmoreover like to suggest
notes that this decrease stands in contradiction to theleaving sufficient room for the introduction of a new
growing importance of Community consumer policy asbasic act to earmark new financial provisions in order
reflected, among other things, in the Amsterdam Treaty.to take appropriate action in the case of events in areas

not covered by this framework.

(1) See the ESC opinion on the Commission Communication
‘Priorities for consumer policy (1996-1998)’: OJ C 295,
7.10.1996, p. 14, point 2.9.

2.6. The Committee understands that the allocation (2) This principle has, for instance, been reflected in the
of funds for the three types of action and the four allocation of EU-funds for New Car Assessment Pro-
categories of policy concerns is provisional. It hopes grammes which establish safety ratings of vehicles. It

should however be followed on a much larger scale.that the considerations upon which this distribution has
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The Committee therefore urges the Commission and pursued under this general framework. The ESC urges
the Commission to present adequate mechanismstheBudgetaryAuthority to increase the consumerbudget

for the 2000-2003 period beyond the very modest growth enabling DG XXIV to take better account of other
relevant policy intentions at an early stage and to(determined by reference to the growth in Community

GDP) proposed by the Commission(1). The Committee contribute to the consistency and the complementarity
ofCommunity policies. In this context it draws attentiontakes the view that the multiannual programme being

drawn up by the Commission may provide additional to a number of Council Resolutions on the need for
increased integration of consumer policy considerationsarguments for such an increase.
into other areas as well as to numerous opinions in
which the Committee referred to this aspect(2).

3.3. In this context the Committee would like to
stress the importance of financial support to consumer 3.6.1. The Committee invites the Commission to
organizations as these organizations have to play an evaluate relevant measures taken to date. In this context
active role in shaping the Single Market. Their contri- the integration efforts made by DG XI (e.g. the system
bution will enhance the confidence of the Community’s of ‘environmental correspondents’ in other DGs) should
370 million consumers in the functioning of the Single serve as an example. Furthermore, attention should also
Market. be paid to applying the concept of consumer impact

statements.

Article 2: Types of action
Article 4: Areas of action

3.4. Following the remarks made in point 2.3.4 on
the need to link up the action programme with the legal 3.7. These areas are in complete accordance with the
framework, the Committee proposes the following objectives set out in new Article 153(1) and meet the full
amendment to Article 2 (a): approval of the Committee. Although subjects such as

the enforcement of consumer legislation or the legal
position of the consumer are not mentioned explicitly,‘actions taken by the Commission to support and
they may constitute important elements of the statedsupplement the policy conducted by the Member
areas. The Annex gives an indicative list of activities byStates, and to develop, update and monitor it in the
area. It is not clear towhat extent this list is a determiningcontext of a multiannual programme under the
factor in selecting projects from consumer organizationsconditions set out in (new) Article 5;’
for financial support. The Committee asks the Com-
mission to shed light on this issue. The Committee

3.4.1. In this new Article 5 the conditions for the expects that the Commission, in drawing up the new
drafting of a multiannual programme should then be action programme and defining its priorities, will take
spelled out in more detail, for example as regards the into account the new directions presented in its Com-
following aspects: the duration of the programme, a munication ‘Priorities for Consumer Policy (1996-
reference to its priorities, evaluation aspects and the 1998)’ (3) and its state of progress.
existence of a financial paragraph.

Present Article 5: eligibility criteria for European3.5. Anexplicit financial allocationof the totalbudget
consumer organizationsover the three types of action is not given, but may be

derived from the indicative breakdown in the Financial
Statement in the Annex by those intimately involved

3.8. The Committee is pleased with the definition ofwith consumer policy. Acknowledging the provisional
European consumer organizations given in Article 5.1.character of these figures, more transparency on this
This definition would ensure that only active anddistribution would nevertheless be desirable.
independent organizations with a strong represen-
tational base will be eligible for EU-funding.

Article 3: Integrating consumer interests into other
policies Article 6: eligibility criteria for national organizations

3.6. Notwithstanding the observations made in 3.9. The Committee disagrees with the broad defi-
point 3.1 on the responsibility for integrating consumer nition of national organizations which may qualify for
interests into other policies, it is the responsibility of the
Commissioner for consumer policy to secure consistency
between the manner in which these consumer aspects
are treated elsewhere and the way the activities are (2) Notably in its opinion on the Single Market and Consumer

Protection, see its paragraph 3 (OJ C 39, 12.2.1996, p. 120).
(3) See the ESC opinion on the Commission Communication

‘Priorities for consumer policy (1996-1998)’: OJ C 295,
7.10.1996, point 1.9.(1) Obviously within the limits of the 1,27% ceiling.
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financial support. The Commission is of the opinion — The organisation’s policy independence from
government should be statutory and it should bethat not only consumer organizations, but also other

organizations may submit worthwhile projects in the financially independent from business. It should
have full legal competence and a certain internalinterest of the consumer. Although the Committee does

not deny that these other organizations may propose organization for a number of years.
interesting projects, it firmly believes that it is better to
confine this article to the (conditional) support of — Its organization and financial basis should express
consumer organizations: granting financial support to its viability.
consumer organizations in one area also strengthens
these organizations in a broader sense and is thus also — Its membership, which can be composed of individ-conducive to the pursuance of other consumer policy uals or organizations, should be significant in com-objectives. It should be noted that the view that parison with other such organizations.strengthening consumer organizations is valuable in
itself is in line with the Commission’s reasoning in
point 9.2 of the Financial Statement of the proposal. 3.10.2. A further factor may be the role the orga-

nization plays in representing consumers in policy
making. In addition, these organizations should consti-
tute a relevant factor beyond the mere local or regional

3.9.1. The Commission may participate in the cost level.
of projects proposed by other organizations, such as
research institutes, universities, or centres of excellence
if these projects are to contribute to the pursuance of its

3.11. The Committee expresses the hope howeverown goals. Such support should however be based on a
that these criteria will be available soon in all theseparate article in the proposed framework and account-
Member States. It ismoreover the viewof the Committeeed for in a separate budget line.
that consumer organizations from Member States in
which consumer representation is less developed should
qualify more easily than those from Member States in
which the consumer movement is more advanced,

3.10. The Committee is of the opinion that national analogous to the principles guiding EU cohesion policy.
consumer organizations should satisfy a number of
conditions in order to qualify for support from the
Commission(1).

Articles 5 and 6: the volume of financial support

3.10.1. As stated before, these organizations should 3.12. Paragraph 5.3 and 6.3 state that financialmeet certain criteria of representativeness. These criteria support shall ‘not in principle, exceed 50% of the costs’.differ in Member States and the principle of subsidiarity According to theadditional information theCommissiondictates that the definition of such criteria must be left provided for applicants for Community support forto them(2). In the absence of national criteria, the consumer projects in 1998, these applicants have toCommission is free to apply its own qualifications for argue why more support is justified in the absence ofthe test of representativeness. Important factors in this further criteria. The Committee invites the Commissioncontext are: to explain, in as far as possible, under which circum-
stances this percentage may be exceeded, as it may help
to reduce the number of requests which may have to be

— The statutory objective of the organization should turned down. Perhaps the funding of ANEC(3), which
be the representation and pursuance of the consumer so adequately represents consumer interests in standard-
interest. ization and which receives a much higher proportion of

its costs, may help the Commission to define these
conditions more explicitly. The Commission should, on
the basis of past experiences, give a further indication
of the considerations which may permit a funding in

(1) Sectoral consumer organizations (for instance for public excess of 50 % of the costs of a project in its subsequent
transport and public utilities) could also be financially calls for tender.supported by those DGs which are responsible for these
affairs, depending on the contribution those organizations
make to the pursuance of the policy objectives of the DGs

The term ‘operating expenses’ also needs to be eluci-in question.
dated. It is the view of the Committee that infrastructure(2) See also Article 3 of the common position of the Council
costs do not constitute part of these operating expenseson the proposed Directive on injunctions for the protection

of consumer interests (OJ C 389, 22.12.1997). This Article and should therefore be reimbursable.
states that the ‘qualified entities’ must be ‘constituted
according to the law’ of the Member States. It should be
recognised however that in some Member States public
bodies and not consumer organisations have been desig-
nated as qualified entities. Moreover, not every Member (3) The European association for the co-ordination of con-

sumer representation in standardisation.State has defined criteria of representativeness.
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Article 7: project selection criteria continuity and effective use of funds. The Commission
may consult its Consumer Committee on the contents
of the note it refers to in Article 8.1.3.13. Although the Committee can largely agree with

the proposed criteria, it takes the view that they need to
3.15. The Committee is pleased with the efforts ofbe further elaborated in order to provide more concrete
the Commission to reduce bureaucratic proceduresguidance (further clarification could for instance be
regarding auditing requirements and thus save thegiven on the meaning of the word ‘lasting’). The
valuable time of (especially small) organizations. TheCommittee understands that this will be done in the
provisions of Article 9.1 are an important step in theannual calls for tenders published by the Commission
right direction. It expresses the hope that further(see Article 8 point 1). In view of the call for tender for
improvements will be made in order to achieve a betterthe funding of projects in 1998, the Committee would
balance between the benefits and the administrativelike to observe that, although clarity has improved much
burden of smaller projects.in comparison with the past, further efforts will remain

necessary. The Committee is sceptical about the intro-
Article 12: reportingduction of criteria which require applicants to predict

outcomes of projects, as these outcomes cannot always
3.16. The Committee suggests that the annual reportbe safely predicted at the outset. Finally, the Committee
that the Commission will send to the European Parlia-points out that dissemination of results entails costs
ment and Council should be confined to eventualwhich should be included in the total cost of the projects
problems and mere description of facts. Bureaucraticsubmitted for financial support.
paper work has to be avoided. It understands that the
evaluations of some projects only will be included in

Article 8 and 9: procedures these reports as part of the Commission’s ongoing
evaluation process. If this is the case, the Commission
would be well advised to express these intentions more3.14. The Committee urges the Commission to set

timetables also for its own activities such as the precisely. The Committee is pleased that an evaluation
report on the functioning of the ‘general framework’assessment and selection of projects, the notification of

applicants, the conclusion of contracts and the actual will be submitted by end June 2002 at the latest. These
findings should constitute the basis for drafting thepayment of projects. In the past there have been long

delays, especially for payments. Timetables will make proposal for the subsequent ‘framework’. Furthermore,
the Committee is of the opinion that, also in line withfor transparency and discipline for grantor and grantee

alike and thus allow for orderly planning. Finally, a the remarks made with respect to the insertion of a new
Article 5, an evaluation of the multiannual programmeprovision should be made for the funding of projects

covering more than one year, in order to achieve more should be part of the aforementioned report.

Brussels, 28 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Proposal for a Council Regulation
(EC) amending Regulation (EEC) No 136/66 on the establishment of a common organization

of the market in oils and fats’ (1)

(98/C 235/18)

On 6 April 1998, the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
under Articles 43 and 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the
above-mentioned proposal.

The Section forAgriculture and Fisheries, whichwas responsible for preparing theCommittee’s
work on this subject, adopted its opinion on 12 May 1998. The rapporteur was Mr Quevedo
Rojo.

At its 355th plenary session held on 27 and 28 May 1998 (meeting of 28 May), the Economic
and Social Committee adopted the following opinion by 67 votes to eleven, with eight
abstentions.

1. Introduction — Break-down of the MGQ between the Member
States as follows:

Spain 625 210 t (40,0160%)1.0. The proposed amendments to the CMO regu-
lations are part of the CAP reform discussed in Agenda France 3 065 t (0,1962 %)
2000. Under these market organizations, the main

Greece 389 038 t (24,9000 %)EAGGF market-related expenditure is based on aid to
the three large groups of continental products (COP Italy 501 175 t (32,0770 %)
crops, milk and beef). These three groups represent

Portugal 43 915 t (2,8107%)two-thirds of total EAGGF expenditure, having risen
from 63,7% in 1986 to 67,2 % in 1996. Traditionally — Abolition of consumption aid.theseproducts havebeen theprincipal sourceofsurpluses
throughout the CAP’s existence. In contrast, the three — Abolition of aid to small producers.
main Mediterranean products (wine, olive oil and

— Abolitionof the interventionmechanismandreplace-tobacco) represent barely 10 %of total EAGGF expendi-
ment with a private storage system.ture and in the reference period their share has fallen

from 13% (1986) to 9,8 % (1996). — 1 May 1998 established as the deadline for new
plantings eligible for aid, although exceptions would
have to be made for trees planted after this date1.0.1. The CMOs in Mediterranean products should
under modernization programmes approved by theallow for the fact that in percentage terms these
Commission.products have a greater impact on job-creation than the

continental products. It should be stressed that urgency
1.1.1.2. The second phase:procedures have been followed for the amendment of the

MediterraneanproductCMOswhich are discriminatory — Establishment of a reliable database of surface areas,
compared with the procedures applied for the continen- number of trees and yields in order to plan the
tal products, both in their failure to consult the usual second phase.
social and economic representatives and in the peremp-

— Declaration of the need for quality improvementtory decisiontaking.
and promotion measures, but which are neither
specified nor provided for in the budget.

— Still no plans to ban blends.1.1. The Commission proposals

— Repeal of the provisions on aid and the market
regulation mechanisms laid down in Council Regu-

1.1.1. A two-phase reform, with the first phase (the lation (EEC) No 136/66 on the establishment of the
transition period) lasting throughout the 1998/1999 and market in oils and fats with effect from 1 November
2000/2001marketingyears, andthesecondphasestarting 2001.
on 1 November 2001.

2. General comments1.1.1.1. The first phase:

2.1. A two-phase reform— Increase in the MGQ from 1 350 000 t to 1 562 000 t.

2.1.1. The first phase constitutes a fully-fledged
reform, though these policies do not necessarily have to
be reflected in the second phase. The basic reasoning(1) OJ C 136, 1.5.1998, p. 20.
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behind such an approach is the lack of reliable infor- be included, which would be equivalent to the average
of two standard biennial cycles.mation to draft a genuine reform before 1 November

2001. The Commission has thus opted for an immediate
reform, irrespective of the consequences of such a change

2.2.4. The reference period is discriminatory insofarand in clear contradiction with Conclusion 1 of the ESC
as these figures should be revised annually on the basisOpinion (CES 600/97) (1) and the Parliament resolution.
of the marketing years immediately before, and should
not remain fixed for the duration of the so-called

2.1.2. The justification for such urgency seems to be ‘transition period’ on the basis of the figures for
the fear of structural surpluses. However, no such 1992/1993-1997/1998. The efforts of countries that have
surpluses were produced even in the 1996/1997 market- invested most in renewing their plantations and in
ing year when world production was higher than ever technological innovationwithin thecommonframework
before. of the current CMO would be penalized for focusing on

quality, renewal, and innovation.
2.1.3. The introduction of a stabilizer limiting the
number of trees eligible for aid to those planted before
1 May 1998 transfers the risk of surpluses to the

2.3. A premature and incomplete proposalproductive capacity of existing trees and any which
replace them in the future.

2.3.1. The above-mentioned failure to establish a2.1.4. A further ground for urgent reform could be
reliable database means that the ‘transition phase’ hasan attempt to guarantee the quotas of some producing
been drawn up hurriedly, as its many shortcomingscountries as opposed to others, given the unequal
demonstrate.investment and innovation effort in the olive oil sectors

in the Member States as a result of market dynamics
and the CMO. 2.3.2. The removal of small producers from the aid

regime should be combined with specific measures to
2.1.5. To summarize, there is no justification for ensure the viability of small and medium-sized holdings,
implementing the first phaseof the reform—inappropri- since in some Member States these account for 55 % of
ately referred to as a transition period — until the agricultural employment and play a crucial role in
reliable data base required for the olive cultivation keeping communities on the land and protecting the
register is established, as highlighted by the Commission environment.
itself and by the Court of Auditors.

2.3.3. Neither is there any consideration of varying
2.1.6. Information from the olive cultivation register yield among olive groves. While there are structurally
may indicate that the second phase of the reform should very low-yield olive groves (those with a yield of less
establish different criteria and mechanisms. Such a than 1 000 kg/ha), there are some very high-yield olive
situation would be both harmful and disruptive for the groves which produce a profit, even at market prices.
sector. This variation is a permanent, not an isolated, factor.

Consequently, the use of the surface areas registered for
each holding and of the quantity harvested andmarketed

2.2. An inadequate MGQ and an inappropriate and by eachholding could form the basis of a systemwhereby
discriminatory distribution between NGQs production aid is continually adapted in relation to

production. Such a system would mean that marginal
olive groves could be kept in production, and would

2.2.1. The maximum guaranteed quantity (MGQ) is provide a reasonable, but not excessive, incentive for
1 562 400 t, which is lower than Community consump- renewal and innovation.
tion in the 1996/1997 marketing year (1 657 000 t
according to the European Parliament report) and
consumption estimates for the coming years following
the drop in market prices. 2.4. Unjustified abolition of aid

2.2.2. The reference period used to determine the
2.4.1. Abolition of the aid system could lead toMGQ and the national guaranteed quantities (NGQs)
speculativemovements. Private storage does not guaran-is both incorrect and discriminatory.
tee that the markets will be supplied or that farm
incomes will be maintained. Nor is abolition justified2.2.3. It is incorrect insofar as the production cycle by the argument that production will be stimulatedfor olives is essentially biennial. The reference period when aid is restricted to groves existing at 1 May last.should, therefore, cover several years (six at least). This

would ensure that after eliminating the best and worst
harvest years, information on at least four years would 2.4.2. It should not be forgotten that aid makes it

possible to regulate prices and markets when necessary,
which has been very useful and has hardly cost anything
in the past. As is well-known, in this sector the variation(1) OJ C 287, 22.9.1997.
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in the harvest from one year to the next can amount to deterioration, erosion in particular, bearing in mind that
olive groves in the EU serve as productive woodlandone third of the average annual production. This is why

buffer stocks are essential. separating fertile land from desert land.

2.7.2. Olive groves on fragile soil, which make up a2.5. Inadequate fraud control
high percentage of the area under cultivation, require
specific measures tailored to their marginality and

2.5.1. In order to reduce fraud the proposal abolishes fragility. Such measures are not planned.
the aid to small producers and consumption, at the same
time transferring control measures to the Member States
once the NGQs are established. These measures are 2.7.3. Differentiating the production aid would
inadequate and represent a surrender of its responsibili- enable such marginal olive groves to receive a unitary
ties by the Commission. aid (per kg of oil produced and marketed) much

higher than that received by an irrigated grove, whose
2.5.2. A possible means of combating fraud could be production costs can only be offset by market prices.
to carry out an effective and real check on the oil
produced in olive-oil mills and traded commercially.
The Committee, therefore, suggests that data on the
quantity of fatty olive residue at point of exit from the 3. Table olives
mill be cross-checked with the quantity at point of entry
into the olive-residue extractors. This physical check on
the olive oil actually produced and marketed should be 3.1. This sector is mentioned only in the explanatoryaccompanied by simplification of aid management; this memorandum. It is essential to plan support measuresis feasible and would additionally make it possible to right now for this sector whose viability is in graverationalize production and the market. As far as fraud danger. It is also an important source of employmentcontrol is concerned, suchaproposalwould complement and an opportunity for diversification of olive groves.the abolition of the aid to small producers by replacing
the double check which would have been possible
through the — now also abolished — consumption aid.

4. Conclusions
2.6. Promoting consumption and improving the qual-

ity of olive oil

4.1. European leadership and Agenda 2000
2.6.1. Olive oil represents 3 % of production and
3,5 % of consumption of vegetable oils. To date there
have been no structural surpluses. Consumption is 4.1.1. The EU leads the way in olive oil production
minimal in numerous countries, including many in the and consumption and this situation must be maintained.
EU. For this reason it is crucial that the proposed reforms

can count on the support of all producing countries.
2.6.2. There has been a spectacular increase in con-
sumption in countries with a high standard of living as
a result of the promotion campaigns carried out by the 4.1.2. Such a reform proposal is possible if the
IOOC. guidelines set out in the European Parliament report,

which received the unanimous backing of the EU olive
oil sector, are followed. The unity of the sector is the2.6.3. TheESC’s previous opinion recommended that
key to maintaining leadership.the EU finance these campaigns and warned against

blends which should, at the very least, be indicated on
the labelling to avoid confusion.

4.1.3. The guidelines contained in the Parliament’s
report can be financially viable. Two supplementary2.6.4. The promotion of the consumption of high-
measures would seem relevant: a) consideration of anquality olive oil through advertising campaigns
increase in the financial statement for the CMO in olive— possibly financed by the abolished consumption
oil in the light of the increase for other sectors proposedaid — would create a market outlet for the average
in Agenda 2000; b) a differentiation of production aidannual production anticipated for 2005 in the IOOC
in line with productivity which guarantees the incomereport (1 962 000 t), especially in the Nordic countries
of all olive oil producers and safeguards employment.and in others such as the United States, Japan, Canada

and Australia.
4.1.4. The EU should make a serious effort to
maintain leadership in production, marketing and inno-2.7. Protecting the environment vation in this sector. For this the following are required:
a) a campaign to promote high-quality olive oil financed
by the EU and the recognized producers’ organizations2.7.1. In many EU regions, maintaining the culti-

vation of olive groves is the only alternative at present to boost consumption to the levels required to absorb
the expected rise in production; b) a defence of qualityto abandonment and the associated environmental
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by banning blends and their legal prosecution so as to 5. Specific comments
maintain the product’s image; c) an ongoing and
specific programme of R& D to safeguard technological 5.1. Article 4
leadership.

TheCommittee considers that the amendment contained
in this article is inappropriate given that the intervention

4.1.5. Since its first note the Commission has per- mechanism needs to be maintained in its present form
ceived olive oil as a potential danger and not as a product in order to safeguard the survival of the olive grove.
whose qualities are universally recognized and with
enormous potential if properly promoted. To reiterate 5.2. Article 5
the features of olive groves that make their future an
inescapable challenge for the EU: main source of The Committee accepts the NGQs determined in accor-
employment in European Objective 1 regions, sustain- dance with this Article provided that they are amended
able farming system if support is differentiated with as soon as the Commission has the actual data on
CMO funds for olive groves with very different pro- production, area and number of trees from the Member
ductive capacity, dynamism of the production and States. These changes should be implemented immedi-
processing sector which in recent years have incorpor- ately without waiting for the end of the transition
atedmajor technical innovations,wayof life and cultural period.
factor rooted in broad regions of southern Europe, etc.

5.2.1. TheCommitteeconsiders that theMGQshould
be equal to total Community consumption plus exports,
minus imports, and including a quantity to act as a4.1.6. The Commission’s proposal, despite incorpo-
buffer stock between marketing years. This should berating some positive aspects compared with the 1997
in the region of the quantity also recommended by thenote, still fails to understand the sector. Where the
European Parliament.Commission seesaproblem, the sectorseesopportunities

for expansion with proper product promotion and more
accessible prices as a result of the forecast increase in 5.3. Article 11
supply. The all-round advantages (employment, social,
economic, environmental, technological leadership, etc.) The Committee considers it important that the pro-

motional campaigns provided for in this article shouldoffered by this sector at the moment should not be lost
because of a reductionist approach and unjustifiable highlight the prominent role of olive oil in preventing

cardiovascular diseases. The section would stress theurgency, given the lack of a reliable data base and the
fact that this is a product which is not in structural savings inEUpublic health spendingwhich theconsump-

tion of olive oil can achieve.surplus.

Brussels, 28 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the ‘Communication from the Commission
on an action plan for free movement of workers’

(98/C 235/19)

On 2 December 1997 the Commission decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee,
underArticle 198 of the Treaty establishing theEuropean Community, on the above-mentioned
communication.

The Section for Social, Family, Educational and Cultural Affairs, which was responsible for
preparing the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 15 May 1998. The
rapporteur was Mr Vinay.

At its 355th plenary session (meeting of 28 May 1998) the Economic and Social Committee
adopted the following opinion by 85 votes to one, with one abstention.

1. Introduction are those on the right of residence, family reunion, equal
treatment in general, and, more specifically, those
concerning social security and taxation.

1.1. Free movement of workers is a cornerstone of
the single market, and the full, effective implementation

1.7. If the labour market is to respond efficiently toof this right will become increasingly important when
the needs of the single market, information must beeconomic and monetary union becomes a reality.
readily available to thepublic and firms, and cooperation
must be stepped up between the Member States’ Public
Employment Services (PES) and the Eures (European1.2. The Commission communication presents an Employment Services) network.action plan which builds on the final report of the High

Level Panel on free movement of persons, set up in 1996
1.7.1. Special attention shouldbe paid to cross-borderand chaired by Simone Veil. The Panel concluded its
areas, where labour mobility is more common, andwork and presented its comments and recommendations
problems pertaining to vacancies, social security andon 18 March 1997.
tax law are more keenly felt.

1.3. Apart from some subsequent revision, the basic 1.8. Ad hoc machinery should be created to boost
legal framework for free movement has been in place and strengthen cooperation between the Member States,
since 1968, as the Council did not incorporate the in order to ensure the rules are implemented properly
amendments proposed by the Commission in 1989 and and to facilitate the solution of problems and conflicts
1990. surrounding the free movement of workers.

1.4. The High Level Panel now feels that it contains 1.9. In order to enhance knowledge and awareness
certain flaws and lacunae, and that the rules should be of the right to free movement, the Commission proposes
thoroughly revised and reinforced to take account of specific actions, including seminars and a regular news-
the extensive case law developed by the European Court letter for citizens, legal practitioners and national au-
of Justice in this area over recent decades. thorities.

1.10. Finally, the Commission aims to encourage the1.5. The action plan recommends a five-prong strat-
presentation of innovative projects to promote freeegy to:
movement of workers, to be funded under Article 6 of
the ESF Regulation.— improve and adapt the rules;

— make the labour market more transparent;
2. General comments

— strengthen responsibility and cooperation;

2.1. The Committee endorses the action plan and— improve knowledge and visibility of the right to free calls on the Commission rapidly to introduce ad hocmovement; machinery to complywiththecomments andconclusions
of the High Level Panel.

— develop innovative projects.

2.2. Against the background of an increasingly glo-
balized economy, an ever-expanding European Union1.6. Amongst the legal rules which particularly need

improving in order to ensure free movement of workers with no internal borders, and the need to find work or
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improve career prospects in another country, increasing for all European citizens — paying particular attention
to the problems facing people with disabilities — andnumbers of people are feeling the need to spend

sometimes considerable periods of time working or also for third country nationals legally resident in a
Member State (1). A bridge must be constructed betweenstudying abroad.
workers’ and citizens’ rights, their Community acquis,
and between social and civil rights.

2.3. From the social point of view, there can be no
ignoring the implications of all this, both as far as rights,

2.9. Essentially, the total removal of obstacles to thetaxation, job opportunities, and social security are
free movement and residence of Europeans — and notconcerned, and not forgetting the fate of the migrant
just of workers — is a political, social and economicworker’s family, which cannot be subjected to con-
priority. The Committee therefore calls on the Com-straints on its membership or family ties.
mission to waste no time in adopting the decisions
needed to achieve this objective.

2.4. Whilst these pressing problems cannot be avoid-
2.9.1. Moreover, in matters relating to the coordi-ed, the delay in updating the legislative framework in
nation of social security schemes, the Committee callsorder to encourage workers’ mobility and take account
for Council deliberations to apply the qualified majorityof their rights and welfare, is evidence of the complexity
voting procedure, as is the case with other single marketof the issue. It is therefore vital that all parties show
matters.themselves willing to work out concrete solutions which

are acceptable to all.

2.9.2. The Committee hopes, then, that the Com-
mission initiative will be accompanied by the removal
of the surviving differences of opinion expressed by the2.5. Mobility tends to involve theprofessional classes,
Member States.or specific types of workers, e.g. those employed in the

building, hotel and catering trades.Nowadays, however,
there are new reasons for working in another country,
whether it be to acquirework experience, to do volunteer

2.10. However, the Committee endorses the Com-work, or just to look for a job.
mission’s attempt to broaden the scope of Article 48 of
the Treaty of Rome on the free movement of workers.
The Committee particularly supports the Commission’s
attempts to improve and extend the right of residence2.6. Furthermore, intra-EU mobility is increasingly
for workers looking for employment in another Memberintense in cross-border areas, which thus find themselves
State and to reinforce the right to family reunion ofhaving to cope first hand with complex situations and
those who have settled in another EU country. Suchimportant matters such as welfare and taxation.
improvements must also be accompanied by proper civic
rights and responsibilities enabling beneficiaries to play
a full part in the society and community where they live.

2.7. Moreover, the EU’s millions of third country
workers should be borne in mind: the problem of their

2.10.1. At the same time, the Committee is consciousrights and welfare must also be addressed.
that the legal framework necessary for such free move-
ment, whilst vital, is only a first step in breaking down
the barriers to mobility. Although some progress has
been made over the years, there is still a considerable2.8. Given the above, it is significant that the High
amount of protectionism which undermines freedom ofLevel Panel discussed the extent to which the basic
movement throughout the EU. The High Level Panelprinciple of freedom of movement of persons is
has pointed to the persistence of national protectionistimplemented. Consequently, the scope and objectives of
practices which prevent other EU citizens from havingthe Commission’s action plan for free movement of
access to jobs in the public sector, despite the rights‘workers’ might appear too restrictive. The broad thrust
enshrined in the Treaty and EU case law. These practicesof the action plan nevertheless is towards a broader
should be abolished once and for all.recognition of the term ‘worker’ and a wider application

of the basic principle of free movement, as enshrined in
the Treaty.

2.10.2. Administrative formalities in terms of resi-
dence registration, social insurance and tax are often a

2.8.1. The Committee appreciates the Commission’s
pragmatic attempts to build on and open up existing EU
instruments dealing with the free movement of workers.
However, it considers that a parallel effort should be (1) Opinion on the Proposal for a Council Directive on the
made to bolster this initiative with a deeper commitment rightof third-countrynationals to travel in theCommunity:

OJ C 153, 28.5.1996.to achieving freedom of movement throughout the EU
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disincentive to free movement. The time frame for habitual residence in a situation of administrative
uncertainty. The practice of short-term renewal forcomplaints to be processed and solutions to be found to

such obstacles to free movement is about four years, people who have spent several periods as a legal resident
in aMember State should be abolishedwhere the periodsthus making it impossible to provide a swift response to

the problem. Consequently, a fast track procedure could total more than one year. This is needed in order to
provide a more transparent, consistent interpretation ofbe useful here.
the right to freedom of movement, and to help combat
undeclared work.

2.10.3. There are still delays and shortcomings in the
implementation of mutual recognition of qualifications,
training and professional experience, and portable occu-
pational pension rights are far from the norm. The 3.1.1. The Committee therefore endorses the Com-
potential of a multicultural, multilingual labour force mission’s proposal to amend Directive No 360/68/EC
which can offer an important competitive advantage in in line with the case law developed by the European
the internal and global market, is not generally realized. Court of Justice over recent years.
However, it must be said that the language skills
challenge is a substantial obstacle to freedom of move-
ment in Europe.

3.1.2. More generally, theCommitteewould emphas-
ize the importance of avoiding a situation in which
Community rules are continually out of stepwith rulings2.11. In the absence of a better regulated, better
by the Court of Justice. The case law developed by thestructured andmore operational basis for freemovement
ECJ must act as a further incentive to conclude rapidlyin the EU, there is a risk of destabilizing competition
any necessary consolidation and amendment of thewithin the internal market. Cases of ‘social dumping’
rules. Endorsement of the Commission document thushave arisen, involving transfer of employees, not covered
takes on a political significance which goes beyond theby the posting of workers directive, from one Member
— albeit considerable — importance of the communi-State to another through subcontracting. Such practices
cation’s individual details.risk provoking yet more national protectionist measures

which threaten individual free movement.

2.12. With reference to future enlargement, the Com- 3.2. As regards the problem of family reunion, whichmittee would point out that the relevant agreements and obviously entails the question of equal treatment andTreaties must provide a regulatory framework for social integration of the family unit, the Commission ispossible flows of labour in the pre-accession and basically proposing to extend the right to family reunion,transition phases. not just on the grounds of emotional ties, but also where
there is an obligation —other than for economic reasons
— to support family members. Clearly, the Committee

2.13. The Committee endorses the High Level Panel’s welcomes this move.
proposal toappoint a singleCommissioner to coordinate
all free movement issues.

3.2.1. Many of the above problems are a consequence
of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68; it is vital that this2.14. Finally, it should be emphasized that the
shouldbeupdated inorder toprovideamorecomprehen-removal of the obstacles to free movement, which can
sive implementation of the right to free movement. Inbe achieved by fine-tuning and adapting Community
anticipation of the Commission’s new approach to theinstruments and through appropriate cooperation
rules, the Committee attaches great importance to anybetween the Member States, would not only help
newprovisions guaranteeing completely equal treatmentpromote a more united Europe; it would also be a key
and full integration in the hostMember State formigrantfactor in strengthening the foundations of a ‘social
workers and their families.Europe’.

3.2.2. The Committee believes in particular that
3. Specific comments Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 should be amended in

line with consistent developments in ECJ case law
regarding equal treatment in the social, economic, tax
and cultural spheres for all migrant workers and their

a) Improve and adapt the rules families, in full application of citizenship rights.

3.1. First of all, there is a need to eliminate the flaws
in the legal mechanisms which place EU citizens who 3.2.3. The Committee also recognizes the particular

social significance of the High Level Panel’s proposal towish to seek work in a country other than that of their
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abolish visas for third country nationals who are related existingdifficulties arisingfromlegislativediscrepancies,
reword certain provisions, e.g. on unemployment, andto an EU worker, and would point out that it has

expressed this view on a previous occasion. incorporate new Community measures relating to issues
such as the scope of directives on residence rights, and
to areas excluded thus far, such as early retirement and
special schemes for civil servants.

3.3. For frontier workers, the following problems are
particularly important:

3.4.3. In order to bridge the remaining gaps, agree-
ments must be concluded as soon as possible between

— social security, owing to the different criteria applied the EU and third countries which are particularly
to frontier workers and their families in respect of affectedbyworkermobility—startingwithSwitzerland,
invalidity, unemployment and healthcare benefits, and extending to other countries which are concerned
etc.; by the problem to a lesser extent.

— taxation, since the tax regimes of the country of
3.4.4. Moreover, the Committee would reiterate theresidence and the country of employment overlap.
view expressed in its opinion on the Commission
Communication on modernizing and improving social
protection in the European Union(1), that improved,

3.3.1. The Commission document provides no indi- more efficient social protection can help promote and
cation of any instruments which might solve frontier strengthen the economy.
workers’ social security problems; it merely states that
‘specific provisions ... should be adopted’, and that a
proposal to reform and simplify Regulation (EEC)
No 1408/71 will be presented to the Council before the 3.5. The Committee also endorses the Commission
end of 1998. The Committee awaits details of the proposal amending Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 to
Commission proposal. strengthen and improve the legal status of third country

nationals who are legally resident in the Community,
which was formally presented last November, in con-
junction with the action plan(2).3.3.2. In the absence of a specific Community regime,

taxation is regulated by bilateral agreements between
individual Member States; the only guidelines are to be
found in Article 220 of the Treaty, on the abolition of 3.5.1. TheCommitteehasalready expresseda favour-
double taxation. The Committee calls on the Com- able viewof this proposal(3), stressing that the regulation
mission to carry out a thorough assessment of how these will apply the principles of non-discrimination, and
taxation agreements work in practice, with a view to provide an instrument to combat illegal and undeclared
drafting a model agreement, to be submitted to the work.
Member States.

3.6. The Commission also refers to the proposal for
a Directive on supplementary pensions. Although the3.4. There are many reasons why Regulation (EEC)
Committee endorsed the proposal (4), it considered it asNo 1408/71 needs amending; more generally, there is a
just the first step towards achieving total freedom ofneed to simplify and improve coordination of EU social
movement as regards supplementary pension rights.security systems, and bring them in line with social,

economic, demographic and cultural changes.

3.6.1. It should be stressed once again that the
proposal concernsmainly workers on temporary detach-3.4.1. The Committee takes this opportunity to call ment. It does not solve important stumbling blocks tofor this simplification procedure to respect in full the the wholesale transferability of supplementary pensions,rights acquired by the individual worker, and the

specific features of each socio-economic, national and
professional context, thus enabling workers to enjoy full
seniority rights, and have their vocational qualifications
recognized throughout their careers. Finally, simplifi- (1) OJ C 73, 9.3.1998.
cation must make freedom of movement easier, and aim (2) OJ C 6, 10.1.1998.
to provide equal treatment for all citizens. (3) Opinion on the proposal for a Council Regulation (EC)

amending Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 as regards its
extension to nationals of third countries, OJ C 157,
25.5.1998.

3.4.2. The modernization process must take into (4) Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on
account the large number of coordinated national safeguarding the supplementary pension rightsof employed
systems, and bring the various provisions of the Regu- and self-employed persons moving within the European

Union, OJ C 157, 25.5.1998.lation in line with ECJ case law; it must overcome
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such as minimum contribution periods, difficulties in network has been up-and-running since 1994, and, with
the help of advances in technology and operationaltransferring acquired rights, taxation, etc.
procedures to date, has proved to be an extremely useful
tool in promoting and improving cooperation between

3.6.2. The Committee is aware of the wide variety of the public employment services of the various Member
national regulations in this area, but regards supplemen- States, collating information from a wide range of
tary pensions as a fait accompli throughout the Member sources, and providing information and advice. The
States, particularly given the cuts made to state pension Eures network, should, however, be extended and
systems. reinforced, by raising its profile, improving the quality

and quantity of the information, e.g. providing workers
with advice and instruments to facilitate their smooth

3.7. Freer and more frequent movement of workers integration in the working environment, and enabling
could also be achieved through improved education and them, via specific procedures, to put their CVs on line.
training. The Commission’s commitment in this area
has already led to a green paper (1), which identifies the
obstacles to transnational mobility in terms of language, 3.8.1. Eures must not be restricted to pooling infor-
lack of information, and corporate reluctance to employ mation on labour supply and demand; it should actively
young trainees. The Committee has already adopted an promote vocational training for frontier workers in
opinion on the green paper(2). particular, access to the labour market, and social

welfare issues.
3.7.1. Improving the language skills of all citizens
should be a priority, and the Committee would take this

3.8.2. The Committee would highlight the importantopportunity to stress the need to boost all Community
role Eures could play in overcoming obstacles to theprogrammes for the promotion of multi-lingualism
free movement of workers. The Committee stresses theand cultural exchanges, particularly the Socrates and
need for the network to enhance and strengthen the roleLeonardo programmes.
of the social partners, who are vital players in the
dialogue and consultation procedures on employment

3.7.2. TheCommittee is in favourof thearrangements problems. The social partners could act in concert —
to promote mobility for apprentices in Europe, and has particularly in frontier regions — to find solutions to
already given its views on the promotion of European the problems facing workers who go abroad. However,
pathways for work-linked training. the Commission should heed the call made by several

ITUCs(3) for the existing consultative committees to be
used more efficiently and consistently. As regards the3.7.3. The Committee therefore calls on the Com-
role of the social partners here and elsewhere, themission and the Member States to strive towards full
Committee feels it should reiterate its call for them tomobility not just for students, but also for apprentices
be involved systematically in Community programmesand trainees on courses with a transnational dimension,
and initiatives (4).on an equal footing with people who already enjoy

freedom of movement under the terms of Article 48 of
the Treaty.

3.8.3. The Commission intends to promote specific,
information campaigns targeting the general public,

3.7.4. Finally, these comments cannot ignore the labour market players, legal practitioners and the
urgent need for measures to overcome the remaining national authorities, to raise awareness of the right
obstacles and shortcomings as regards the mutual to freedom of movement. Here too, the problem of
recognition of diplomas, technical and vocational quali- strengthening the Eures network, and the appointment
fications, and professional experience, or the need for and role of the Euroadvisors, needs to be addressed.
constant Community-level monitoring of developments
in each Member State; the social partners could also
help in this. 3.8.4. With regard to the action plan’s various sugges-

tions for improving information on job vacancies at
European level, the Committee particularly agrees that
cooperation between employment agencies should beb) Employment market: management, cooperation,
stepped up, including via the Internet.information

3.8.4.1. As the High Level Panel also pointed out,3.8. The right to free movement must also be con- closer cooperation between national authorities couldsidered in the light of a common employment strategy solve many mobility-related problems. The Commissionand a pro-active labour market policy. The Eures

(3) Interregional Trades Union Councils.(1) COM(96) 462.
(2) Opinion on the Green Paper on education, training, (4) Opinion on the role of the socio-economic partners in the

various frontier regions and in the Interreg programmesresearch — the obstacles to transnational mobility: OJ
C 133, 28.4.1997. and the Eures network: OJ C 355, 21.11.1997.
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intends to suggest Member States set up contact points 3.8.6. In order to boost employment potential
through worker mobility, the action plan provides forwithin their administrations to deal directly with the

Commission on specific, urgent obstacles to free move- the use of funding under Article 6 of the ESF for
innovative projects for training, redeployment or sup-ment. The Committee endorses the proposal, but feels

that any special contact points for migrant workers port for young jobseekers.
should be set up within the Eures network, in order to 3.8.7. Whilst the Committee endorses this initiative,avoid overlapping. The contact points must provide which aims to provide new opportunities for employ-rapid, efficient solutions to problems relating to access ment promotion and to remove the obstacles to freeto public sector employment, social benefits and the movement, it hopes the projects will not be implementedright to pool contributions. piecemeal, but that they will be framed as part of a

systematic, integrated strategy capable of impacting on
3.8.4.2. The Commission suggests that the two Advi- the structure of national systems. However, it would
sory Committees on free movement and social security point out that synergies could already be activated
for migrant workers should merge, in order to improve between the Eures and Interreg programmes to provide
efficiency and effectiveness. The Committee endorses an efficient interface between training projects and the
the proposal, providing the new body is given greater labour market. Similarly, significant potential could be
operational capability, and does, in effect, provide a unleashed by boosting the synergies between Eures and
more effective interface between the social partners and other Community programmes.
the Commission.

4. The Committee is wholeheartedly convinced of
the need to enhance freedom of movement, and intends

3.8.5. There is, of course, a strong case for launching to take an active part in preparations for the European
initiatives to make EU citizens more aware of the right Conference on the free movement of workers, scheduled
to free movement, but better information on how the for mid-1998 to mark the thirtieth anniversary of the
right is currently implemented would also be useful. 1968 Regulation.
The Commission should, therefore, provide a more

4.1. The Committee calls on the Commission and thedetailed analysis of the current state of play as regards
Council to press ahead with any initiatives which mightthe free movement of workers, focusing particularly on
be needed to make the right to free movement fullylevels of qualification, salary scales, and type of work.
practicable, in order to make this a genuine right for allThe High Level Panel’s report referred to this key
citizens.assessment factor, and emphasized the need for a

management forecast of the qualifications the labour 4.2. Finally, the Committee would emphasize thatmarket will need(1). the free movement of workers and citizens is one of the
objectives which must be pursued — particularly via the
provision of the requisite regulatory and labour market
measures — in order to achieve a fully operative single(1) Report of theHighLevel Panelon the freedomofmovement

of persons, chaired by Simone Veil, p. 42. market.

Brussels, 28 May 1998.

The President

of the Economic and Social Committee

Tom JENKINS
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